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MEMORANDUM

Commissioner William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman
Commissioner Julie E. Carnes
Commissioner Michael S. Gelacal;
Commissioner George E. MacKinnon
Commissioner A. David Mazzone
Commissioner llene H. Nagel
Commissioner Benjamin F. Baer
Commissioner Paul L Maloney
Phyllis Newton, Staff Director
John Steer. General Couruel

FROM: Helen G. Corrothers. Commissioner
Alternatives to Imprisonment Project. Director

RE: Alternatives to Imprisonment Project Report

DATE: December 28, I990

'llre Alternatives to Imprisonment Project Report is attached. The organization,
design and rationale for the project are found in Part I. Pan Il of the Report reilec1sthc
Advisory Committee's recommendations to the U.S. Sentencing Commission.

Project staff assisting me have been part-time employees Dr. JamesBeck; Atlorne);
Pat Smith. Dr. Charles Betsey'. Ken Rober-Ls,Mary Mcdowell and full-timefabl Pierrot
and Vina Mcliachern. A group of individualsfrom other agencies periodically assisted surf!"

' €

Or
' Dr. Charles Betsey depaned the Commission during July, 1990, taking the

chairmanship of the Economics Department t Howard University.
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United States Sentencing Commission

Altematives To Imprisonment Project

Message From 111e Director

It is with pride that 1 present the Report from the U.S. Sentencing Commissions
Alternatives to Imprisonment Project. lt was personally gratifying to have had extremely
busy nationally recognized experts accept my invitation to serve on the Advisory Committee
for this project. lliey have been deeply committed and interested in contributing to
improving the federal system. 'Ihere is gratitude for the support of the judiciary and for
Judge Edward R. Becker, then Chairman of the Committee on Criminal Law and Probation
Administration of the Judicial Conference of the United States, who conveyed that support
as he motivated and inspired the Advisory Committee with his key note address at our first
meeting on September 27. 1989.

In general, we found the various benefit claims for intermediate sanctions made
cross the country to be valid. saving taxpayers dollars, relieving overcrowding or conserving

space for the more serious offender. lt is alsotme that fairness is enhanced by having the
appropriate sanctions available. Despite the advantages of relieving overcrowding and tax
savings, an effective program of inlennediate punishments must have public safety and
offender accountability as primary concerns; lt is also important to address the work ethic
and victim concerns through restitution payments and public service work (community
senice).

'ilie Report consists of two parts. Part I deals primarily with my responsibilities as

Project Director for the organization and design of the project. Consequently. it presents
the mission and blueprint for activities and efforts discussed in Pan Ii. Pan ll discusses the
two major recommendations. First to expand the array of sentencing options currently
available to the courts. Secondly, while the Advisory Committee sought to make no change
relative to the serious offender or career criminal. it is recommended that the pool of
offenders eligible be increased among the less serious offenders. This section also reflects
the impact of the proposal through the presentation of offense and offender data. lt wus
seen of utmost importance to provide additional sentencing options by developing
intermediate punishments which hold the offenders accountable for their conduct. mgeijhe

ncigg as established by Congress and to increase the pool of offenders who
would be eligible for these options gith,Qp1jeQpardi;. Consistent with this
concern, the recommendations made re restricted to offenders with criminal hismr')

.ategory of Ill or less, and whose history or current offense does not involve violence.
r  Additionally. serious white collar offenders re excluded.

[



There are a number of outstandingfe
-atures of the inten-nediate punishment package

,
model. (1) A menu of sentencing options is provided. (2) There is a continuum of

punishments ranging from imprisonment (it is recommended that the courts' option of

imposing some imprisonment for every offense be retained) to 24 hour incarcerationfor
designated periods of time in the community to intermittent community incarceration

(confmement separated by periods of liberty) to non
-incarcerative community supervision.

lnsummary, there is no gap. The gradations in the seriousness of offenses are addressed

through the provision of a continuum of punishments.
(3) The package is multi

-objective.

'1lle sentencing options are designed toaccomplish all of the purposes of sentencing:

deterrence, just punishment, incapacitation and rehabilitation.
Additionally, all programs

include components/elements mandating concem for the victim, the work ethic and

discipline. (4) The model provides the courts the opportunity to distinguish between

offenders. Though each of the four stated purposes should be considered in imposing

sentence, in a particular case one purpose may have more bearing on the sentence to be

imposed. In our model, publicsafety and the courts' flexibility are enhanced because of the
availability of programs with appropriate emphasis on one or another of the purposes of
sentencing. (5) To avoid unwarranted disparity and to maintain the congressionally

established determinate sentencing system, the options are to be judicially imposed and a
system of equivalencies or exchange rates between prison and non

-prison is established. (6)

The recommendations are compatible with the guideline structure
as designed by the U.S.

Sentencing Commission.

We are aware that a resource problem exists. Where suflicient resources exist,

? nmediate implementation is recommended. Where resources are inadequate, we anticipate
this document's use for planning purposes and recommend support for the appropriate

agency.

While the taskhas been extremely challenging, ithas been exhilarating and rewarding

for me to work with Nom= Carlson and members of the Advisory Committee, dedicated

program providers across the country, staff and the Working Group.

I present to you a package of highly structured sentencing options emphasizing

accountability, control, responsibility, counseling, education and other treatment or risk

reducing programs. This system of intermediate punishments will safeguard public safety,

more effectively and efficiently utilize taxpayers dollars and limited prison
space, enhance

faimess and be sufficiently punitive. Moreover, the system will complement the work

already done by the U.S. Sentencing Commission.

~.i€%Q€aZ>

Commissioner and
Project Director
Altematives to lrnprisonment Project

i
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1. 1E1l3QD.UEJ1QE

A. Summa? ;Unhed.staics.sentedc1n£.cdmmissiqn3JisJD11
ads!.Mand.ats

The Sentencingcommission was created by the SentencingReform provisions

of the Comprehensive Crime ControlAct, Pub. L No. 98 -473 (1984). The Sentencing

Reform Act was the result of the 98lh Congress' bipanisan legislative efforts begun in the

early 1970's. This independent agency in the Judicial Branch of government consists of

seven voting members appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate and two

non -voting gt- Qffigig members' and began in the fall of 1985. The Commission

promulgated the initial guidelines, and subsequent to a six-month review by Congress.? the)

became effective November 1, 1987, and apply to all offenses committed on or after that

date. The Commissions mandate is to establish sentencing policies and practices that

provide certainty. fairness, and avoid unwarranted disparity among offenders with similar

characteristics convicted of similar criminal conduct. while permitting sufficient judicial

flexibility to take into account relevant aggravating and mitigating factors.' Most

importantly. the Commission is directed to ensure that sentencing policies and practices

meet the basic purposes of sentencing: just punishment; deterrence, ineapaci1ation and

0

' ze u.s.c. G 991(.).

* zs usc. £ mp); is Usc. ass:.

' zs U.S.C. ! 991(B)V



promotion of rehabilitation.' Among the purposes of the sentencing reform law were the

Congressional concerns for honesty. uniformity. and p;QpQL1iQnalj1y. Honest! is achieved

by virtue of the offender sewing the actual sentence imposed.' is achieved by

narrowing the wide disparity in sentences imposed by different federal courts or even by

different judges within the same conn for similar criminal conduct by similar "offenders."

~g;-Qgignaliry is achieved in sentencing through a system that imposes appropriately

different sentences for criminal conduct of different severity.' Therefore. the Commission's

overall goal and our mandate from Congress is to provide a structure and framework for

sentencing decisions so that similar offenders who commit similar offenses are sentenced in

a similar fashion.' Since 1987. as authorized by legislation, the Commission has continued

to review - the initial guidelines and promulgate amendments each year.

€0

* is Usc. 5 ssss(.)(2).

 United States Sentencing Commiuion. Ch. I, Pt. A. Intro. Comment (Not. WOO),

'mit 11.

'ta at 11.

' is usc. ! sssa(.)(6).
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B. iD€scqpli9n.of- G.uids~'ss

The two operative components in determining the sentence are offense and

offender characteristics. Each offense has been assigned a level based on the seriousness

of the offense. The levels range from the least serious level of 1 to the most serious level

of 43. The offender's criminal history is divided into six categories with Category l being

the lowest. The Sentencing Table shows that the range within each offense level increases

with the criminal history score. At the intersection of each offense level and criminal history

category a guideline range in months of imprisonment is set forth. The court is able to

depart from the guideline range in an atypical situation. The judge however must in all

instances provide the reasons for the sentence which is subject to review by the court of

appeals for "unreasonable' departures. incorrect guideline application. or a sentence

imposed in violation of law"

C.  Qmgnt $gn1en£ingQ) ~Q5

Imprisonmentis always an option. Additionally. for offense levels with a

minimum guideline range of 0. the court may elect probation (with or without confinement

conditions)."' For offense levels whose minimum is from 1 to 6 months. probation ma) he

substituted for a prison term. but must include a confinement condition (community and/or

1

' as Us.c. 9 ssss(£)(r)(z).

" United States Sentencing Commission. Guidelines Manor. I SC1.I(b) (Nov. IQ).
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intermittent confinement, or home detention)." For offense levels whose minimum is from

1 to 10 months. the court must impose prison confinement for at least one half the minimum

confinement sentence (unless sentenced to probation with conditions when the minimum is

less than 8 months), the remainder to be served on supervised release with a condition of

community confinement or home detention." ln summary, currently, imprisonment is

always a sentencing option and straight probation is possible only when theminimum

guideline range is 0.

D. Benn; ives n the Need and Benefits of Intermediate
Bgnishmgnts

It is believed that a significant national need exists today for the dual effort

of increasing the construction of prison facilities to accommodate the dangerous and serious

offenders and at the same tim; increasing our efforts to develop innovative methods to

accomplish the punishment of some offenders in the community. At the federal level. it

clear need exists for the U.S. Sentencing Commission to consider alternatives to

imprisonment to determine whether the Commission could, in fact; expand the use of

intermediate punishments without jeopardizingpublic safety or promotingdisrespect for the

law.

"
U.S.S.G. s scam).

" u.s.s G. 5 scum)
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lt is believed that there are benefits to be derived from the development of

non-prison sanctions.

1. Sayir~s.o~agg>,ageLs;DoLa5, This benefit is most often mentioned

since these programs would be generally less costly than traditional

imprisonment (nationally, up to over $100,000 per cell and up to $30,000 per

inmate per year operational cost). 'Iltus. to the extent that the programs are

used for offenders who would have otherwise gone to prison a saving of

 taspayers' dollars may be realized. ln dealing with the issue of saving money.

it is important to note several factors.

!

(a) Igugh Cgmmunity n r n t r Effective

community sanctions will cost more. The public has generally

expressed disapproval for yesteryear community sanctions

because of the lack of offender accountability. For example.

the Probation Officer's caseload of 100 or more offenders is no

longer viewed as acceptable for certain types of offenders.

Therefore, if community sanctions are made more - effective by

emphasizing public safety and offender accountability. an

increase in community program costs will occur.

5
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(b) 1€eEwid;ing. One of the factors frequently used to

discourage expectations of cost savings is what is termed net;

widening. Caution, comi ngfrom concerns about both costs and

fairness, is advised lest net widening will occur. If. as the 98th

Congress indicated. the lack of ag sufficient number of

sentencing options forced judges to be more lenient or more

restrictive than they would otherwise be. a couple of things can

be expected: iii those offenders who would have otherwise

gone to prison. not because of risk posed. but due to the

unavailability of an effective and comprehensive program of

community sanctions. would now be placed in these programs;

(2) it logically follows that when these programs become

available some of the offenders who would have been treated

more leniently than the court desired and who would have

received straight or regular probation, would now be placed in

an appropriate communirypunishment program. Consequently.

because the focus is on lu n fair nt nc .it is conceivable

that some net widening may be inevitable (which would reduce

savings), but public safety and the purposes of sentencing would

be more adequately served.

6



O (c) Elamylgs Qfl',o1entiaLsavigg5, Finally; there is what might

be called the 'hardware' factor. If it is found that the purposes

of sentencing could be accomplished by placing an offender in

a facility with porcelain rather than steel toilet fixtures and

regular walls rather than those reenforced with expensive

materials, etc., which now cost up to $132,000 per cell (Hawaii),

more expensive formsof incarceration would not be needed.

If the offender is able to work and pay for his upkeep, the up

to $30.000 annual operating cost wil! be saved. Therefore.

when public safer)' will not be jeopardized through the use of

non -prison sanctions, some savings will be realized.

7 flor Effici nt tilization f Prison ac The alleviation of

4

7
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O

overcrowding in the institution is often cited as a goal to be attained through

the utilization of non-prison sanctions. While this benefit may be realized. it

is not recommended that one utilizes overcrowding as the rationale, or the

relief of overcrowding. as the primary purpose for the establishment of an

intermediate sanction program. A just/fair system which safeguards public

safety must be paramount. However, there is a benem to be derived from

better utilization of prison space because it is more economical and public

safety is enhanced as well. -

7
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lf defendants are not sent to prison when they could be appropriately

sanctioned elsewhere, that is to say without jeopardizing public safety, then

prison space will be reserved and made available for the dangerous or more

serious offenders. Systems which routinely send offenders to prison, without

regard for whether an appropriate sanction is available in the community, only

to later implement early releae (sometimes after individuals have served less

than a month for each year of the sentence pronounced) based on an

insufficient number of beds. are not only ineffective, but constitute a threat

to public safety. Moreover, if proper attention is not devoted to determining

who goes to prison on the front -end. there is not much opportunity for the

necessary selectiviry on the back-end. This is especially true when a court

ordered population cap is in effect.

3. n a n imess. lt is believed that the benefit derived from

 an increase in fairness is the most important. If the courts have a sufficient

number of options. they will not be forced to be either more restrictive or

more lenient than they would be otherwise. Consequently, the sentences

would be more just and fair. An increae in fairness is seen as a part of the

Commissions Congressional mandate and thus, along with accountability, is

an important purpose for this project.

8
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ln summary, it is believed that an effective comprehensive program of

intermediate punishments may save the taxpayers' money, will enhance public

safety as a result of more efficient utilization of prison space, and enhance

faimess.

E. limiect Auths;rizatiDLal1d.iamcJ.i2a.te

During 1989, Chairman William W. Wilkins, Jr., authorized Commissioner

Helen Corrothers to conduct this project and to bring back recommendations for action by

the full Commission. A target date of December 1990 was established for submission of the

i

recommendations to the Commission. This would be timelybecause if the recommendations

are approved for comment. they can be included in the annual package of guideline

amendments scheduled for publication in the federal Register in Febmaty, and for public

hearings later in March. If adopted. the proposal Will be included in the package submitted

to Congress by Ma)-

1. 1991.

Il. MISSQY

A. L@.e~ m.li.sJm

A strong orientation to mission and adherence to the Congressional mandate

would support the decision that the startingpoint for this project be a thorough examination

9
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of the relevant statute and legislative history. lt was found that Congress itself had

expressed concern about the lirnitedavailability of sentencing options during its debate on

sentencing reform. Relevant legislative history states: 'Orrrent law is not particularly

flexible in providing the sentencing judge with arrange of options from which to fahion an

appropriate sentence. The result is that a term of imprisonment may be imposed in some

cases in which it would not be imposed if better alternatives were available. In other cases.

the judge might impose a longer term than would ordinarily be appropriate simply because

there were no available alternatives that served the purposes he sought to achieve with a

long sentence.""!

B. Project Mission

1l1e primary rmssiqp then is to provide additional sentencingoptions to the

federal courts by developing a comprehensive package of intermediate punishments that

meet the purposes of sentencing as established by Congress. lt is expected that to the extent

that the additional options are effective our ability to increase the number of offenders

eligible will be enhanced. For a more comprehensive statement concerning the mission. see

Attachment 1.

" size,. No ns, can- cm;. tn sm, so.
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Ill. ~lN(jlPLES

A- SQulces./Qlizimh'.cs

The development and use of principles is considered critical for effective

program design and identification of targetedoffenders. 'llie appropriate primary sources

of idea for this internal tool were determined to be: (1) our enabling legislation (Title 28.

Chapter 58, £€991 -998, U.S. Code); (2) legislative history pertaining to the enabling

legislation; (3) expressions of Congressional intent concerning facets of the criminal justice

system from any source; and (4) factors based on sound judgement from experienced

criminal justice officials. The principles which provide our objectives are designed to be used

as guideposts and assist us in (1) the types of programs selected; (2) components and

elements of these programs; and (3) the types of offenders recommended or not

recommended for such programs. Attention to the principles ensures that throughout the

process our focus is maintained on the purposes to be achieved by each

program/component.

1 1



B. r Listing

PRINCIPLE 1. ELEb' ~L.A.llEEQA.Cl-!

The intermediate punishments package will be multi -objective which will

provide the court with an array of sentencing programs/components that

address the statutory purposes of sentencing.

i

0

PRINCIPLE 2. %V lDIN ?!N'WARR~NTED DlSPARITIES

Any proposed sentencing option must take into account the need to avoid

unwarranted sentence disparities among defendants with similar records who

have been found guilt) - of similar conduct.

PRINCIPLE 3. IBITED

Any sentencing option must be entirely neutral as to race. sex, national origin,

creed and socioeconomic status of offenders.

12
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PRINCIPLE 4. EBgT££1lJ.OLP.I.1l3.Ll.C

Any sentencing option will be consistent with the conceptthat the sentence

imposed must protect the public from further crimes of the defendant.

PRINCIPLE 5. TLBQMOIlQFLQF RLS.I?EC11Q.lL'Ill£.L~ 1~D
J11& >L1N lsSMEts=[

Any sentencing option will reflect the seriousness of the offense, the

promotion of respect for the law. and the provision of just punishment for the

offense.

PRINCIPLE 6. DETERRENQE

An) - sentencing option will be consistent with the general concept that the

sentence offers adequate deterrence to criminal conduct.

PRINCIPLE 7. VICI LMS QF £RlMES

Any sentencing option will reflect concern for the impact of the offense on the

victim.

13



0 PRINCIPLE 8. BEHABILI IA [ION

Any sentencing option will reflect consideration of the defendant's needed

educational or vocationaltraining, medical care, or other risk reducing

programs in the most effective manner.

PRINCIPLE 9. jAB; Q )IM iN
'

Any sentencing option must reflect concern that the sanction is sufficient, but

not greater than necessary, to comply with the purposes of sentencing.

PRINCIPLE 10. L Q S (:HQ S El A B $ 1
] ,11I NETARY AN N : NES ND E TI £ ION

Any sentencing option will reflect the opportunity for the use of monetary

sanctions as deemed appropriate.

PRINCIPLE II. R M I N F W RK ETH

Any sentencing option will reflect the importance of promoting the work ethic

in convicted offenders.

14



+ . PRINCIPLE 12. SQQIETAL £;QN(;EIQ<$[!lEVI'S

Any sentencing option should take into account to the extent they are relevant

- the community view of the gravity of the offense; the public concern

generated by the offense; and the current incidence of the offer-Be in the

community and the nation as a whole.

PRINCIPLE 13. $2 1;;,REATlVITY~LND INNOVAT Y

,Sentencing options will reflect; to the extent practicable, advancement in

knowledge of human behavior as it relates to the criminal justice process.

PRINCIPLE 14. 2 1; EIS lPLIPN

Any sentencing option will reflect the necessity that discipline is an integral

part of total programming in all intermediate punishment facilities and non-

residential programs.

'Ilte Principles and discussion pertaining thereto are included in the Supplement,- in

Baum -
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IV. EESEABLLB

During the design of the project. several goals were established in the research area.

A .Yia.1iql1aLsttlv;cx.olic.t1claLsta.ts.md~;c~

Jrmsdictiom

It wa deemed necessary for optimum results to conduct extensive research

to ascertain what existed nationally in the world of alternatives and to obtain an up-to-date

picture of the current state of the art in intermediate punishment programs. It was learned

however that Commission budgetary concerns would make it necessary to abandon the

planned research or nation -wide field survey. Hence, a secondary plan was formulated to

conduct a comprehensive overview of existing literature. Because of the knowledge that

changes occur rapidly in this Held. it was also deemed essential to supplement this literature

review with telephone calls to program providers and other individuals knowledgeable as

to what transpires in this area.

16
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 A second major comprehensive research effort was plannedeonceming judicial

input. Again, the estimated cost was prohibitive. But because itwas felt essential to obtain

input from the most knowledgeable group of beneficiaries of the project, volunteer

assistance was sought and received which made thejudicial survey financially feasible.

C . Dem-(~1;;-;phi££ ln f Qrmati913

Plans were established to receive on a regular basis statistical information

from the Bureau of Prisons and information from the U.S. Sentencing Commissions

Research Division pertaining to both past sentencing information as well as projections.

V. ASE E PR E

lt was determined that the project would be divided into three major phases:

A. Information Qgjhgring

As indicated above in Item IV, it wa determined necessary to discover what

existed in intermediate sanctions across the country. what district judges nd magistrates

thought about increasing their flexibility in fashioning appropriate sentences. and what

17
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resources were available for implementation. There was also concern that the programs

recommended to.the Commission be suitable for the federal offender. Consequently, it was

determined that programs deemed suitable would achieve specific desired objectives and

purposes and actually be needed, i.e. the types of offenders targeted are presently in. or will

be entering, the federal system. Thus, as indicated above, information was needed from

both the Bureau of Prisons and the Research Division of the U.S. Sentencing Commission.

B. Erggram Ex-alp atiQn Visi align and Selection

It was determined during the design of this project that though it is essential

to review state and local programs across the country, it is also essential to ensure suitability

of the programs designed and recommended for the federal offender who is presently in the

system. B well as those projected to enter the system. Demographic information is valuable

to ensure that programs are included in our recommendations if: (a) current or projected

prison populations indicate a sufficient number of the types of offenders that would justify

the existence of the program and (b) information concerning characteristics of these

offenders would assist in ensuringthat the program components and elements recommended

would be "appropriate to their needs.

Valid internal program evaluation tools include the principles which were

designed to Bsist our effort to ensure that the programs selected and recommended are

18
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designed to serve specific purposes (the purposes of sentencing). lt was emphasized that

during the program evaluation process, the project must continuously focus on the purposes

to be achieved by programs and components that are designed and selected.

lt was also decided that during the program evaluation process our General

Counsel would be consulted to ferret out any legal restrictions attached to a particular

program.

Limited visits to various program sites were planned to be used as an

evaluation tool. Specifically. site visitswould not be planned unless there was already

familiarity with the particular program (through literature review, telephone conversations

with program providers. etc.) and there was interest in designingthe type of program for the

federal system.

Among the items of significant interest during site visits. it was determined to

be mandatory to obtain responses to the following questions:

( l) Did the intermediate punishment programs in the

state visited safeguard public safety'?

19



E (2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Didthe programs adequatelyserve as alternatives

to imprisonment cvs. facilitating widening the

net)?

Did the public perceive the programs to be

punitive?

Did the offenders perceive the program to be

punitive?

Did the communitybenefit from the existence of

alternative programs?

C.

lt was determined that the model developed should provide additional

sentencing options through a menu of intermediate punishments designed to assist the court

in accomplishing its purposes of sentencing.

20



The model reflects the type of offender targeted and a continuum of

punishments or a range of sanctions that should allow the judge to distinguish between

offenders with different levels of offense seriousness. criminal histories and treatment

program needs related to reducing their risk to public safety.

The model provides exclusionary information relative to offense and offender

characteristics that are undesirable for intermediate punishment.

The model should, avoid unwarranted disparity, maintain the certainty of

sentencing reform and enhance the court's tlexibility through the provision of

interchangeable punishments or exchange rates between prison and non-prison sanctions.

The model should contain a statement addressing an evaluation process for

present and future concems.

Vi. @ SQ COM HEEVi RY Ml

The Project Director appointed an Advisory Committee. The Committee members

are nationally known criminal justice officials, including representatives from the judicial)

and the fields of research; law enforcement, academia, corrections, criminal defense lau.

prosecution and the - military. Criteria for selection included a demonstratedinterest in the

2 1
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subject matter. sufficient capabilities, and most importantly, because of the nature of the

project, "crgdibilig- among their peers and nationally. Norman A. Carlson, Professor and

fomter Director of the Bureau of Prisons, was appointed Chairman of the Committee.

VII. ,$T~ l1lIG- AED,SllP

A. Pjgjecj Sjafj

A consultant was requested to assist in the project design and staftlng needs.

lt was advised that required staff would consist of a full -time Director who would run the

project on a daily basis. The direction of the program on a full -time, daily basis was said

to be both essential and critical to the development of a high quality product. ln addition

to the Project Director, a full -time research staff, (optimal number of five, minimal number

of three), and clerical/data entry personnel would be necessary. Overall, the optimum

number of personnel for a quality product was recommended by the consultant as eight full -

time personnel. Due to financial constraints, it was necessary for Commissioner Corrothers

to take the Project Director responsibilities despite the difficulty of her not being able to

devote full -time effort on this one panicular project. The staff for this project has primarily

consisted of one clerk and one full -time staff for the duration of the project and several

periodic part -time staff and individuals to include an employee from the Bureau of Prisons.

See Consultant recommendations and list of Project Staff at Attachment 2.

22



B. }V.oLkirlE.GLQJm

A Working Group was appointed to supplement the small Project Staff

primarily in the development of components and elements of programs selected. Individuals

in the Working Group come primarily from various federal, state or local govemment

agenciesto include representatives from the Probation Division, the Administrative Office

of the U.S. Courts. the Federal Judicial Center, the Federal Prison System, the National

Institute of Corrections and the United States Parole Commission. Joan Petersilia, a

nationally knovm criminal justice researcher at RAND Corporation and President of the

American Society of Criminology, is also a member of this group. See list of Working

Group members at Attachment 3.

END QF BART l
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The Crime Control Act of 1984, which created the United States Sentencing

Commission, provided the impetus for more certain and consistent sentencing. The

Commission has made tremendous strides toward compliance with this Congressional

mandate through its development and promulgation of the federal Sentencing Guidelines.

However, it is now recognized that the Commission should determine the feasibility of

developing community based corrections programs suitable for the federal offender.

Commissioner Corrothers has been authorized by Chainnan Wilkins to conduct the

"Alternatives to Imprisonment" project. In genera!. the project will develop

recommendations for the Commission conceming the availability and application of

alternatives to imprisonment. Specifically, the primary purpose of the project is to increase

the array of sanctions available to the federal courts and to ascertain the desirability of

increasing the pool of offenders eligible for intermediate sanctions without jeopardizing

public safety.

Traditionally, federal sanctions have been limited primarily to imprisonment. regular

probation and lines. The goal of this project is to present for the consideration of the

Sentencing Commission a more comprehensive plan that will create intermediate
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punishments that more appropriately sanction eligible offenders and allow certain

imprisoned offenders to serve at least part of their sentence outside of the traditional prison

setting.

It is envisioned that these programs will be consistent with the legislative directives

given to the Sentencing Commission by Congress, as well as the current guideline structure.

The project Bill also identify any statutory or guideline changes that would enhance the

effectiveness of its recommendations.

The project will proceed by exploring various kinds of alternatives to imprisonment

to assess their appropriateness for implementation on the federal level. This examination

Bill include consideration of existing programs with an eye towards determining which

offenders and what offense characteristics are most appropriately sanctioned in the

community. All programs under consideration. whether currently in existence or not, will

be evaluated according to the purposes of sentencing as set forth in 18 U.5.C. Section 3553

(a)(2). i.e., reflect the seriousness of the offense; promote respect for the law, and provide

just punishment for the offense;afford adequate deterrence to criminal conduct; protect the

public from further crimes of the defendant; and provide the defendant with needed

educational or vocational training. medical care or other correctional treatment in the most

effective manner. The project will also scrutinize the current resources used by the Federal

Bureau of Prisons; including the classification and acquisition of facilities, s it relates to the

development of alternative sanctions.

2
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Programs will also be evaluated on the basis of their rehabilitation potential, cost -

effectiveness, the extent to which they promote and provide for restitution.and other forms

of offender accountability. These programs may precede imprisonment ('front end"). or

succeed it ("backend"), or substitute for all or part of the time which would be otherwise

spent in a traditional prison setting. To the extent appropriate, the project will also make

recommendations to the Commission in response to other legislative directives and

empowerment in 28 U.S.C. Section 994.

To assist in the accomplishment of these goals, an Advisory Committee of nationally

knoxm experts in the Held of criminal justice, corrections and sentencing policy has been

formed to assist the project staff in developing a system of non-prison sanctions for

consideration by the Commission. A smaller group of individuals, primarily from

governmental agencies, will work closely with project staff members on a regular basis. ln

addition, individuals from across the country with expertise in specific subject areas will be

called upon to assist the Advisory Committee and staff as needed.

A proposal (including any necessary legislative or guideline changes) will be

presented to the Sentencing Commission no later than December. 1990. in order to make

possible its inclusion with the United States Sentencing Commissions annual

recommendations package due to reach Congress by May 1, 1991.

3



'Ilie Sentencing Commission has a unique opportunity to improve the operation of

the entire federal criminal justice system, from sentencing through post-release supervision.

The project uill assist the Commission in meeting the tremendous challenge by filling the

gap between traditional imprisonment and straight probation. The system of intermediate

punishments will enhance public safety, more effectively and efficiently utilize taxpayer

dollars and scarce prison space, enhance fairness and be sufficiently punitive.

O
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CONSULTANT RECOWENDATIONS

I. EB,0..;ESl.Dl&E£J.~
The director of the alternatives project must be qualified tosupervise other individuals involved in a prolonged process.
anouledgeable about alternatives in general and most importantly
self motivated and dedicated to the completion and passage of theAlternatives Hodel. The director should be allowed to devote
his/her full energies and efforts to this project With no
distraction from other assignments (i.e. full time on the
project). especially during the early stagesof the alternatives
project when organization and control are essential to the long
range success of the Alternatives Model. Commissioner Corrothers
should contribute to the internal operation of the project in an
advisory capacity but due to her already hectic schedule should
rely on the project director to run the project on a daily.
ueekly and monthly basis. Her input is invaluable to the project
team and she should bebriefed and consulted on a regular basis.
however due to other demandson her time she should not add
another burden to her already heavy load and try to organize and
supervise the project and its staff. A full time director who has
the authority to direct the program on a daily basis is essential
to the development of a quality Alternatives Model.

11. ELLE

In order to produce n and product of the Quality essential to
the approval of the Alternatives Model. a full time research
staff of at least three (3) individuals is needed in addition to
the project director. ins research ataff should ideally come from
varying backgrounds (1.0. lau, CBC field work, research,
intitutionl corrections, computer systems, etc.) in order to
create nell rounded team of individuals who will contribute to
the overall project from their respective knovledge bas. Inaddition to those individuals, t least one clericlldta entry
paraon is necessary to the project to enter incoming infornatioh
nd to handle the necessary arrangements nd correspondence
associated with project auch aa this. The clerical position
would best be filled byeaomeona sho possesses nord processingand
computer systems knowledge ince heiana jill ba responsible fof
the majority of the data ntry and retrieval nd cor thecompilation of reports. correspondence, nd supporting material.
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TM bove recommendation covera the bare bones staff necessary
(,r project success. If additional monies are available. a

nsoarch staff of at least five (5) would be preferable to the

tmee mentioned above and two clerical positions would serve the
"eject better than one. The additional clerical position uould
Hcu one person to devote his/her full time to the maintenance

M the data and information files while the other individual
hsncles the word processing and arrangements aspects of the
pr ciJ Q :1. .

III. QQ.'I'?,UlEB;S.U.?.EQ3.l

As mentioned earlier in this report. the development of a

computer program to store and manipulate the project information
is essential to the efficient management of the Model data and

material. A computer programmer should be either a full time or
part time member of the project team from the beginning of the
project. which would allow for in house adjustments to the
program and the information retrieval format. Hislher
contributions to the project Hill not only make the process
easier out will enhance the Quality of Lhe information nd uill
positively affect the Model as well.

In addition to the programmer and his/her programs. computer

access must be provided for all team members (preferably a

computer terminal for each project team member) A larger more

po-erful computer unit or unlimited access to the Commission's
maincomputer system should be provided for these individuals uno

are most actively involved in the development of programs. the
entry of data and the retrieval of information. If individual
computers are not possible. several accessible computers should
be put at Lhe disposal of the project team in order to facilitate
their access to Lhe information stored uithin.

2



IV. £L1£&VIAL.BL$Q.U£C.E$

There are numerous research groups who may be valuable to the
project at various points. The decision as to whether certain
aspects of the process should be handled by external resource
groups (i.e; Questionnaire development. mail out. storage nd
retrieval program development. data input. etc.) is best left to
the project team (including Commissioner Corrothers) nd other
individuals who havepast knowledge of projects of this nature.
Hhatever decision is made with - regard to the use of external
resources. the ultimate direction and control of the project
should always be kept in the hands of the project team.

V. ZQ;-Qh~rg- lg10N - TH R F HF RHA N A R

A Question was raised by the project staff as to what is the
value of this project past the possibility of Commission approval
of the Alternatives Model. In other words what if the project as
a uncle does not meet with Commission approval at this point in
time? In response to that question several offshoots of the
project are possible. The primary use of the information acquired
through the project would be the development of new Model
and/or the revision of the existing Model to promote more
marhetable product.

In addition to that possibility. the information acquired could
form the basis of the most up- to - date. comprehensive Alternatives
to Incarceration Resource Manual to date. Since the project seeks
to acquire information about ll such programs nationwide. the
documentation and compilation of program information of this type

uould prove invaluable to those uno re uorking in the fields of
corrections and education.

Regardless of the outcome of the Model. the information acquired
in the course of its development is of immense value above and
beyond the Model itself.

3
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PART ll - PROJECT OVERVIEW

1. lNFQRMA'l1Q}LEJA'l'HERINQ

At Litsla1ule.R.cvicE.

The literature review was conceived primarily to give an overview of the types of

alternatives to imprisonment being implemented by the various states nationwide. To

accomplish this task, the project staff reviewed hundreds of boots, articles and evaluation

reports. Initially. the project staff looked at the successful models of alternative programs

more likely to be implemented at the federal level within the framework of the federal

sentencing guidelines. Afterwards, the project staff prepared a topical listing of the different

types of alternatives to imprisomnent and conducted a search from the following reference

seMces and databases: Social Scisearch, National Criminal Justice Reference Service

(NCJ RS), Legal Resources Index, and Courier Plus. As a result. the project staff compiled

a short annotated bibliography of selected articles and books pertaining to "alternatives)"

lt is worth noting that our effort to collect information extended beyond the written

literature as we made contact with various organizations such as the American Bar

Msociation, National Institute for Sentencing Altematives, National Organization of Victim

Assistance, Washington Legal Foundation, National Prison Project of the American Civil

Liberties Union. National Institute of Corrections, National Association of Criminal Defense

Lawyers, Vera Institute of Justice, ABTAssociates, Wainwright Judicial Program. inc.. the

Justice Fellowship, 1lie Rand Corporation, the Federal Judicial Center, the Sentencing

O ' See Supplementag BepQ 1I' .
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Project, Aleph Institute, etc., in order to monitor any new development. Also, the project

staff attended several conferences and seminars sponsored by various criminal justice

associations, including the most recent "National Conference on Intermediate Punishments

As Sentencing Options' during 1990 under the auspices of the National Institute of Justice.

To funher supplement the search, during 1989 and 1990 Commissioner Corro1hers,

the Project Director, solicited input concerning desirable programs from U.S. Sentencing

Commissioners and staff. In addition, members of the project visited a number of facilities

in the states which have pioneered the most innovative alternatives to imprisonment and

based on the Commissioner's "list of principles" as guideposts, we were able to identify the

objectives and components of each type of alternative programs consistent with the purposes

of sentencing set forth in 18 U.S.C. 3553. (Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Oklahoma. Arizona, New York, etc.)

We found that most alternatives to imprisonment have the following common

objectives:

0 To provide judges with the flexibility to fashion alternative punishments in

sentencing offenders.

0 To reduce overcrowding of prisons and jails.

0 To reduce the cost of imprisonment.

0 To ensure public safety.

What follows is a summary of the major alternatives to imprisonment. For a more

detailed discussion related to eligibility criteria andprogram components and elements, refer

to the S1,;pplemgn1agBEpQ,.

2
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1. L1ltensiye Supcsvision PLoba1iQn.(-S-)lP

Intensive Supervision Programs (ISPS) are alternative sentencing options designed

primarily to punish and strictly supervise certain types of low risk nonviolent offenders.

Most ISPS are being implemented either as front -door diversion programs to reduce prison

overcrowding or as alternative sentencing strategies, thus allowing judges to sentence

offenders directly to the program. (Cochran, et al., 1986).

There are 40 states with such programs. Depending upon which types of offenders

are targeted, a particularjurisdiction may fashion its program on either a justice model ("just

desserts"). a risk control model or a traditional treatment oriented model. However, none

of the programs are set up purely as a justice or risk control model, but incorporate aspects

of both to enable the program to achieve its goals.

Most intensive supervision programs have relatively strict eligibility criteria. Some

exclude offenders who have had any prior felony conviction involving violence and others

require employment (e.g., Georgia, New Jersey, Kentucky). Once admitted into a program,

a candidate must strictly abide by the mandatory community service, face -to-face or

telephone contacts, mandatory referrals in high need areas (drug, alcohol, education),

imposition of supervision fees and "spot testing" for dmg and alcohol abusers that are

common features of the majority of the ISP programs. (Byrne, 1986).

The attraction about ISPS is their flexibility to fashion the punitive and the

reformative components of the program to address both the concerns over public safety and

the needs of the offender. Within the extremes of incarceration and release on probation.

intensive supervision offers a myriad of possibilities of criminal sanctions. Further, the

3
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conditions of intensive supervision programs can be set up to serve "a variety of correctional

ends" without the staggering cost of long-term imprisonment.

Most ISPS in the United States are patterned after the three best-known programs

initiated in Georgia, New Jersey and Massachusetts.

(a) QQOLEL11515J3

As a result of its overcrowded prison facilities, the federal courts issued an order

threatening to take over the entire Georgia corrections system. (Petersilia, 1986.) In 1982.

the state of Georgia initiated one of the most innovative and comprehensive intensive

supervision programs in the United States. (Petersilia, 1987). The corrections officials in

Georgiaformulated a very stringent set of standards of supervision combining both the

re1ributive and reformative aspects in implementing their ISP program. Listed below are

some of its most salient features:

1.
A Five face -to-face contacts per week in phase one (decreasing to two

. face -to-face contacts per week in phase three).

2. 132 hours of mandatory community service.

3. Mandatory curfews.

4. Weekly checks of local arrest records.

5. Automatic notification of an arrest elsewhere via State Crime

Information Network (SCIN) listing.

6. Routine alcohol and dnrg screens. (Erwin, 1986).

In order to effectively enforce these conditions, the program administrators have

reduced to twenty-five the number of probationers per caseload, managed by a supervision

4
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team. (Petersilia, 1987; Erwin, 1986). Finding it extremely difficult to separate the

functions of treatment and enforcement, the role of the surveillance officer in charge of

enforcement and the counseling role of the probation officer necessarilyoverlap. (Clear et

£1., 1987; Erwin, 1986).

One specific objective of the program is to divert prison -bound offenders to ISP

without jeopardizing public safety (Erwin, 1986). Most evaluators agree that the Georgia

model is asuccess in that regard. Of the 2,322 offenders who have been diverted from

prison to ISP less than 1 percent have been convicted for violent personal crimes; another

16 percent have been terminated for technical violations or new crimes (Petersilia, 1987;

Erwin, 1986). Georgia's model, with its strong emphasis on punishment, maintains the

reformative aspects of its program by requiring its participants "to perform 132 hours of

community service and to be involved in an educational/vocational program full time

(Petersilia, 1987). Offenders usually spend six to twelve months in the program followed

by a year of basic probation. In addition to court ordered fines and restitution, the payment

of probation supervision fees range from $10 to $50 per month (Petersilia, 1987; Entvin,

1986). One evaluation reportedthe program's aggregate earnings (including taxes paid,

restitution, fines, probation fees and the estimated value of community service work) at $1.5

million in comparison to aitotal expenditure of $900,000 (Pearson, 1985). The annual

expense of each ISP client is $1,600, which is considerably less than the $9,000 annual cost

for housing a prison inmate (Petersilia, 1987).
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(b) E£w.Js.r;£yi$-1st'

New Jersey's ISP was created in June 1983 as a front-door option to eligible

offenders who have actually served at least thirty days of their prison term (Pearson, 1986;

Petersilia, 1987). Violent offenders are virtually excluded from the program, and those

deemed eligible have to pass a very stringent set of criteria (Petersilia. 1987).

New Jersey's screening process requires each applicant to submit to a total of forty

contacts. twelve of which are face -to-face contacts during the entire eighteen month

program. Failure to find employment or to participate in an education/vocational training

after the first ninety days in the program constitutes a violation which results in

imprisonment. Each participant is required to perform sixteen hours of community service

per month. The majority of the participants also take part in specialized counseling.

(Pearson,. 1987).

As of December 31, 1985, approximately 2400 applications were evaluated for

admission into the program; only twenty-five percent were admitted. Another sixty percent

were rejected for failure to meet the basic eligibility requirements. lt is interesting to note

that fifteen percent of the eligible offenders opted for imprisonment because they found the

program too punitive. (Pearson and Bidel, 1986).

An early progress report covering the period from September 1983 through October

1984 has shown that 86 percent of the participants met their community service requirement;

83 percent maintained full lime employment; another 25 percent were involved in some kind

ofan educational or vocational training. Only one of the twenty-nine revoeations has been

for an indictable offense. (Pearson, 1985).
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ill O The New Jersey ISP was able to divert each of these offenders into the program at

the much lower cost of $7,000 per year compared to the $17,000 it would have cost to

incarcerate one offender. (Pearson, 1986). New Jersey's ISP costs are slightly higher than

the average ISP cost because electronic monitoringis used for about half of the participants.

(Petersilia, 1987).

(c)

Unlike the diversion programs in Georgia and New Jersey, the Massachusetts

intensive probation supervision program is a risk control model designed to manage high

risk probationers. The program emphasizes strict "enforcement of the conditions of

supervision, including mandatorycounselingor treatment addressingthe rehabilitation needs

of each offender while under supervision. (Cochran, et al., 1986).

The Massachusetts program is based on the assumption that high risk/high need

offenders can be handled effectively through enhanced community supervision. (Cochran,

et al., 1986). 'll1e probation department has been able to validate, over the years, an

objective risk /need case classification system. The validated risk assessment instn1ment and

the systematic evaluation of the offender's background information are used to assess his

probability of recidivism and his placement in the appropriate level of supervision

(minimum, medium, maximum.or intensive). (Petersilia, 1987; Cochran, et al., 1986).

lt is estimated that fifteen percent of the 8,000 active probationers in Massachusetts

meet the criteria for intensive supervision.

Most offenders' assigned to the Massachusetts LPS program receive the following

specialized supervision:
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o Ten personal and collateral contacts per month.

o Mandatory referral to treatment and counseling programs related to

criminal behavior.

o Strict enforcement of probation conditions. (Cochran, et al., 1986;

Petersilia, 1987).

(d) Qglifgrnig (Contra Costa, Ventura, and Los Angeles Counties)

Unlike Georgia which targeted low-risk offenders, the newer ISP programs such as

the California experiments in Contra Costa, Ventura and Los Angeles counties, now include

high -risk offenders. Over fifty percent of the nearly 500 offenders admitted into these

programs have been incarcerated or had serious drug abuse problems. The risk assessment

instrument used for offender classification shows that 75 percent of them scored as high risk.

(Petersilia, 1990). As a result, the offenders in the California experiments have a higher

rate of recidivism than prison -diversion ISP programs in many other states. 'Ilte evaluators

concluded that enhanced supervision "without a substantive treatment component" failed to

impact on the offender's underlying criminal behavior. (Petersilia, 1990). Having met the

objectives of most ISP programs that is to divert nonviolent offenders, save money and

impose punishments more severe than routine probation it was found that the overall

recidivism rate were lower among the high risk offenders who receivedcounseling. were

employed, paid restitution,,and did community service. (Petersilia. 1990).
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2. Home Cm1fincmslt1

Home confinement is an intermediate sentencing option which requires an offender

to remain in his or her residence during specified hours. Depending upon the extent the

judge wishes to restrict the movement of the offender in the community, home confinement

can be tailored to achieve various sentencing goals. For example, as a condition of

probation, an offender can be required to remain at home during the usual curfew hours

(10:00 p.m. - 6:00 a.m.) found in ISP programs. In the stricter sentence of home

incarceration, the offender is required to remain at home at all times except for court -

authorized travels. (Hofer & Meierhoefer, 1987; Hurwitz, 1987).

As a correctional policy, home confinement has been used primarily as a front -end

diversion program in 42 states since the fall of 1985. (Hofer & Meierhoefer, 1987). The

vast majority of these programs involve the accompanying use of electronic monitoring to

ensure compliance. By 1987, thirteen states had home confinement programs with electronic

monitoring for participants subject to twenty-four hour surveillance.

According to a recent report from the National Institute of Justice (1990), in 1987

there were 826 offenders being monitored while two years later the total had reached about

6,500. The monitored population of the early 19905 may peak in the 40,000 to 70,000 range

and the eventual number of monitorees in the United States could range to a high figure

of between 500,0()0 to 1,000,000. The 1989 data also suggest that monitors are being used

on a broader range of offenders and there is considerable movement towards post -

incarceration and community confinement applications (i.e., "back end"system applications).
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(a)  floridas, Non -Elgcjrgnig MQnitQred Home Q;Qnfineme1]1

Florida's "Community Control' is one of the best known non-electronic, monitored

home detention program in the country. Established in 1983 with five thousand prison-

bound offenders restricted to their residence, the program includes misdemeanants as well

as felons with each "controllee" under the supervision of a community control officer.

(Blomberg, et al., 1987; Petersilia., 1988). Florida has been able to divert 20,000 offenders

since 1987.

The program's participants are classified into three categories:

' 'lllose found guilty of non -forcible felonies.

' Probationers with technical and misdemeanor violations.

' Parolees with technical and misdemeanor violations.

Violent offenders and those with a history of drug addiction are generally excluded.

Seventy percent of its participants are diverted from state prisons, fifteen percent from the

county jails and the remaining fifteen percent are not sentenced to imprisonment of any son

but show need for intensive supervision. (Hofer & Meierhoefer, 1987).

Consistent with the rehabilitative aspects of the program mandated by the Florida

legislature, "controllees" are allowed to leave their residences for court-approved travels to

their places of employment and medical treatment centers (Petersilia, 1988; Hurwitz, 1987).

lt should be noted that Florida's "Community Control" is meant to be a separate and

more severe sanction than probation. (Hurwitz, 1987). For example, the programs

participants are required to:
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1. Report to the home confinement officer at least four times a week, or,

if employed part -time, report daily.

*2. Perform 140 hours of public service work, without pay, as directed by

the home confinement officer duringthe program which carmot exceed

two years.

3. Remain confined to his/her residence except for approved

employment, public service work, or other special activities specifically

approved by the home confinement officer.

4. Make monthly restitution payments for a specified total amount.

5. Submit to and pay for urinalysis, breathalizer, or blood specimen tests

at any time as requested by the home confinement officer or other

professional staff to determine possible use of alcohol, dntgs, or other

controlled substances. (Blomberg, et al., 1987).

Florida officials consider the program a resounding success. Of more than ten

thousand offenders who have been sentenced to home confinement since 1983, onlysixteen

percenthave had their sentence revoked. Further, it costs only about $3 per day to

supervise an offender confined to the home, as compared with $28 per day for traditional

imprisonment in Florida. (Petersilia, 1988).

Finally, besides alleviating the overcrowding situation that exist in the state's prison

facilities and county jails, the reformative aspects of the program have proven quite

successful. 'llie findings indicate that most offenders are able to either find new

employment or retain their previous employment while on home confinement. Married and
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more mature offenders have an easier time in successfully adapting to the requirements of

home confinement in comparison to younger and less mature offenders. (Blomberg, et al.,

1987).

(b) Mic~an Home Confinement with Electronic Monitoring

The Michigan Department of Corrections began the electronic monitoring of felony

offenders on an experimental basis in April of 1986, and the program was expanded

statewide in October of 1987. The Department uses an active system with a dual tamper

alarm. A radio transmitter attached to the ankle sends a signal to a receiver connected to

the telephone. This receiver then relays curfew information to the computer located at

regional computer sites in Grand Rapids, Flint or Detroit. These computers are monitored

by staff 24 hours per day. and if the offender violates curfew or removes the transmitter, the

supervising officer is notified.

Probationers, prisoners in the Community Residential Program,parolees, Department

of Social Services juveniles, and Community Electronic Monitoring offenders are on the

monitoring system.

Circuit court sentenced felony probationers are placed on the system by order of the

sentencing court and comprise approximately 42% of the 2,100 on the system. Prisoners and

parolees are placed on tether at the discretion of the Department of Corrections. Prisoners

now make up approximately 54%, and parolees 2% of the total.

'llle remaining 2% of the population consists of juveniles being monitored for the

State Department of Social Services and offenders being monitored for District and Probate

Courts under the Community Electronic Monitoring (CEM) Program. This program is
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intended to serve as an alternative to jail incarceration by providing local community

corrections boards, in coordination with county sheriffs and sentencing judges, access to the

State's electronic monitoring program for $7.50 per day per offender. The program has

been promoted via presentations to judges, local community corrections boards and sheriffs

by Department staff. Also the Department has been workingwith the Office of Community

. Corrections to encourage the use of this program throughout the state.

There are substantial savings for each day an offender is on the monitoring system.

Each day on the system represents a day that the monitored offender could have been

occupying a jail or prison bed. 'll1e cost of a Department of Corrections supervised offender

on electronic monitoring for FY 1988/89 was approximately $11.50 per day. 'lliis amount

also includes the cost of the supervising parole/probation officer. These offenders

reimbursed the Department an average of $3.00 per day, which further reduced the cost of

the system to $8.50 per day for those offenders under the supervision of the Department.

Those offenders unable to pay are required by statute to perform one hour of community

service work for each day on monitoring.

Electronic monitoring provides parole and probation officers with an additional tool

to intensively supervise offenders. ltallows for the monitoring and enforcement of curfews

and other conditions of community supervision. Monitored offenders are more intensively

supervised than any other offenders in the community.

l During fiscal year 1989/90, 6,416 Offenderswere monitored. Of this number. only

1.9% (n = 120) were arrested for new felonies and only3.3% (n = 210) absconded or escaped.

1l1esespecific violation rates are lower than those for similar offenders in the community
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The Michigan Department of Corrections has the largest and one of the most

sophisticated electronic monitoring system in the nation. Most importantly, the development

and implementation of this program have been accomplished without unduly increasing the

risk to the community. The program has resulted in substantial monetary savings and other

benefits to the community at large, to local officials, to the Department of Corrections, and

to many offenders.

3. Shock lncarceratign

Shock incarceration involves a short period of confinement, typically three to six

months, during which offenders are exposed to a demanding regimen of strict discipline.

military-style drill. physical exercise, and manual labor. (Parent, 1989). In return for

successfully completing the program participants are released from prison after a shorter

period of time (typically 6 months of boot camp substitutes for prison sentences of from 2

to 5 years or more); Generally, upon completion of the basic training. or "boot camp",

offenders' are placed under an intensive type of supervision to complete the second phase

of the program in order to facilitate their re-entry into the community.

As of January 1990, there were 14 states with one or more shock incarceration

programs.' An additional 14 states were either considering initiating programs, or were

developing programs.' lt is predicted that within the next few years over 50 percent of the

O

' Alabama. Arizona. Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Louisiana. Michigan, Mississippi. New
York. North Carolina, Oklahoma. South Carolina. Tennessee. and Texas.

' Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Indiana. Kansas, Maryland, Missouri, Nevada, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
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state correctional jurisdictions may have boot camp prisons for adult offenders. (Mackenzie,

1990). Typically, to be eligible, an offender must volunteer and be mentally and physically

able to participate in the program's physical regimen. (Mackenzie, et al., 1989). The target

population consists of nonviolent offenders between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five

who have not been previously imprisoned and who are convicted of crimes with maximum

sentences of seven years or less. (Parent, 1989). A few states, including Alabama, Idaho

and Louisiana, do not strictly adhere to the nonviolent offeme requirement. (Mackenzie,

1990).

Having met all these criteria does not guarantee automatic admission in these

programs, as each state may add speciflcrequirements. For example, Louisiana's Intensive

Motivational Program for Alternative Correctional Treatment (IMPACT ) requires

recommendations from three different sources: (1) the Division of Probation and Parole, (2)

the sentencing court, and (3) a classification committee at the Louisiana Department of

Public Safety and Corrections' (LDPSC) diagnostic center. To be admitted into IMPACT,

an offender must be recommended by all three evaluators. (Mackenzie, et al., 1988).

Louisiana's two-phase shock incarceration program begun in 1987 by the Department

of Public Safety and Corrections (LDPSC), conducted a study in which prison adjustment,

expectations, and attitude of offenders participating inshoclt incarceration were compared

to two other groups consisting of offenders who dropped out of the program and a regular

group of offenders sewing their sentences, in a regular prison. Even though the.

demographic and criminal history of the three groups were similar it was found that overall,

the shock incarceration offenders had become more prosocial, while the incarcerated groups
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had not changed. (Mackenzie and Shaw, 1990). The offenders felt positive about their

experience in the program and their future. Inmates completing the shock program in New

York were found to have gained more or at least as much in educational scores as

comparison groups who had been in prison longer. (Aziz, 1988).

The Florida Department of Corrections' Boot Camp program requires that an

offender be sentenced pursuant to the Youthful Offender Act of the Florida Statutes or be

a designated offender age 24 or under sewing ten years or less for other than a capital or

life felony. (Florida Department of Corrections, Research Report, "Boot Camp Evaluation,

March 1989).

The Arizona Department of Corrections Shock Incarceration Program requires that

an "offender have no obvious or known contagious or communicable disease." (Arizona

Department of Corrections Shock Incarceration Program, 1988).

(a) Placement Criteria

The control over who participates in shock incarceration has created some conflicts

between judges and corrections officials. ln Mississippi and Georgia, judges control the

selection process. In other states, such as New York and Oklahoma, offenders who meet

the statutory criteria are first screened by the Department of Corrections and then offered

the chance to volunteer for the program. (Parent, 1989). It has been suggested that the'

selection process be left either under the control of the department of corrections or the

judiciary, depending upon the programs objectives. Dale Parent argues that if the purpose

of the program is to control prison overcrowding. then a selection process influenced by the

department of corrections may be appropriate. However, if the goals are to increase the
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availability of probation and to present more sentencing options to judges, the judiciary

should have enough control to ensure that it can reasonably attain these goals. lt is worth

noting that an Oklahoma law effectively giving corrections officials thepower to re-sentence

offenders they found suitable for shock incarceration wa opposed by judges and ultimately

mled unconstitutional. (Oklahoma officials now use a different statute as the basis for SI.)

As a result, judicial support for shock ,incarceration now appears lower in Oklahoma than

in other states. Oklahoma officials estimate that about one-third of the persons in SI were

sentenced by judges with the intent that they participate in the program. ln the other two-

thirds of the csues, judges fully intended the defendants to serve a regular prison term.

(Parent, 1989).

In 1990, the Oklahoma sentencing procedure to implement their shock incarceration

program evolved into three (3) distinct options available to the sentencing judge. The first

option allows the judge to defer entry of judgment to allow the offenders conviction record

to remain clear if the offender satisfactorily completes certain conditions of probation.

Completion of the RID program (shock incarceration) can be one such condition of

probation. A second option allows a judge to sentence a convicted offender to any sentence

provided by law while in the custody of the Department of Corrections. This would include

a direct sentence to shock incarceration provided that the offender met all other criteria for

that program. The third option allows a judge to suspend execution of the sentence imposed

and to place the offender on probation with whatever special conditions are set forth in as

plan submitted by the Department of Corrections. Shock incarceration can be a condition

of that plan. 1lie Department of Corrections now prepares a specialized offender
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accountability plan for each offender prior to sentencing. 'lllis replaces the previously

statutorily required pre -sentence investigation.

Establishing strict statutory criteria for the different agencies involved in the selection

process for shock incarceration participants is recommended,particularlyfor programs which

have the dual purpose of diversion and rehabilitation. The Louisiana IMPACT program,

which was designed to help alleviate overcrowding and to teach the offender responsibility,

respect for self and others, and self confidence, followed such an approach by requiring

positive recommendations from the probation and parole agent, the judge and the

classification committee. (Mackeniie, et al., 1988).

(b) Costs

Corrections officials agree that the incentive for implementing shock incarceration

programs is their cost -effectiveness in reducing overcrowding in their prison facilities. While

these programs cost as much or more to operate than standard imprisonment, most officials

acknowledge that the real cost savings result from the fact that participating inmates serve

shorter sentences. (Parent, 1989).

According to a recent report in Federal Probation (Mackenzie, 1990), evaluators in

both New York and Florida have completed preliminary cost analyses of their programs.

In both the cost of the program was estimated to be slightly higher than the cost of regular

prison but the shorter period of incarceration resulted in an overall cost savings. (Aziz,

1988; Florida Department of Corrections, 1989). ln Florida this cost savings was estimated

to be $1.1 million, and in New York the estimate was $5.1 million for the first 321 inmates.

Although this does not take into consideration ,the additional cost of the aftercare program
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in New York, it does appear to represent a relatively large cost savings.

(c) ~'BluatiQns

Finally, there is presently no conclusive evidence that shock incarceration deters

offenders from committing new crimes, or permanently changes their attitudes. (Parent,

1989). Many program of llcials continue to claim success by simply comparing the recidivism

rates oftheir programs' participants with those of offenders who did not participate in shock

incarceration. Such findings, according to some researchers, are misleading because they

fail to evaluate programs in terms of their objectives or take into account the environment

surrounding participants after they are released from the program. Parent suggests that "the

survival rate, which indicates how long it takes a former program participant to commit

future crimes after his release from the program, and "the failure rate," which shows how

many participants do commit crimes over the same period of time, are better ways to assess

the effectiveness of shock incarceration. (Parent. 1989).

4. ~gmmunity se Wig;

By definition, community service involves performing a specified number of hours of

unpaid work within a limited period of time for the benelit of the community. (Harris,

1979). Community service was developed in England in the early seventies as a specific

sentence primarily designed to deal with convicted offenders with short terms of

imprisonment. The concept of community work service in the United States began in

Alameda County, California, where municipal judges, reluctant to jail female traffic

offenderswho could not pay their fines, ordered them to perform unpaid labor asigned by

the local volunteer bureaus. (Klein, 1988; Krajick, 1982).
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0 In the past, the community service order in the United States has been used to a

great extent as a condition of probation for offenders convicted of drunk driving. However,

since the enactment of the Highway Safety Act of 1984, which requires two days of jail or

one hundred hours of community work service for first-offender dmnk drivers; and the 1983

United States Supreme Court nrling in ~earden v. GEoria, which suggest that courts may

require community service as a substitute for the payment of fine or restitution, community

service is being used more and more as an alternative to incarceration.

By 1979, there were at least one hundred community service programs operating in

the United States. A 1977 survey by the Institute for Policy Analysis found that 86 percent

of a random sample of juvenile courts used community service to some extent, though most

of them did not have formal programs. (Krajick, 1982).

At the federal level, community service is not currently authorized in lieu of I

imprisonment. If the offender was convicted of a felony and sentenced to probation, the

court has the option of ordering a fine. restitution or community service. If the court has

ordered a fine and the court finds that the offender is unable to pay or if the fine imposes

an undue burden on the offender's dependents, community service is permissible as an

alternative to a fine.'

North Carolina judges used community service as a condition of probation for

offenders who have committed their first nonviolent offense, particularly DWI offenders.

Participants in the programs are required by statute to complete all required hours and pa)-

tl community service fee.

* 18 U.S.C. 53563(a)(2).
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In California alone, judges sentence more than ten thousand defendants to complete

between ten to fifteen million hours of service each year. (Klein, 1988).

San Diego county's Public Service Program allows offenders who are unable to pay

a fine or restitution to volunteer into the program instead of imprisonment. However,

offenders who have committed a violent offense are required to serve a sentence of

incarceration.

Today community service is widely accepted by the public as a form of punishment

whereby both the public and the offender can beneht. Because of its flexibility, community

service is one of the most effective alternatives to incarceration available to judges.

Communityservice, whenproperly implemented, provides the offender with an opportunity

to work in an "environment where positive change can take place, thus facilitating his

reintegration in society. Second, the community prolits from the many hours of unpaid

labor which usually would remain undone. Funher, the control over the offenders time

serves as a form of incapacitation, hence reducing the concerns over public safety. The idea

of an offender doing publicly noticeable work to pay back the community for the damage

he has done, instead of being incarcerated at the taxpayers' expense in already overcrowded

prison facilities, is one reason why community service has gained public acceptance.

While most community service proponents agree on the economic advantages and

the humanitarian aspect of such an alternative, they differ on how itshould be implemented.

There is widespread disagreement on how to correlate jail time and number of hours of

community service. Jerome Miller, President of National Center on Institutions and

Alternatives (NCIA), argues that long community service sentences are necessary if judges
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are to take the sanctions seriously as an alternative to incarceration. For example', his office

once proposed 2700 hours of unpaid work at a daycare center for a defendant convicted of

killing her husband. Other critics such as Kay Harris, author of "Community Service by

Offenders" and Mark Umbreit, Director of Prisoners and Community Together (PACT)

disagree on the reasonableness of such sanctions and whether direct conversions from jail

time to work time are appropriate. Michael Smith, the Director of Vera Institute of Justice,

seriously doubts whether most programs have the resources to efficiently enforce long

community service sentences. He proposed a seventy hour standard sentence for all

offenders which can be completed in two weeks. (Krajick, 1982).

Generally, community service programs with clearly defined objectivesare not

difficult ip implement in a manner consistent with the requirements of the Sentencing

Reform Act. However, the successful community service program should emphasize that

the offender's noncompensable labor or talents benefit primarily government and
- nonprofit

organizations which show a genuine need for volunteers. Proper placement should consider

the skills and abilities of the offender as well as the needs of the recipient agency. Since

compliance with the order is an important step in the rehabilitation process, it is critical that

the probation officer maintain an ongoing communication with the agency throughout the

duration of the program. Such contacts should provide the probation office with information

on the performance of both the offender and the agency which will be necessary to evaluate

success or failure of the program.

Carefully imposed community service can provide a wide range of services to the

community. Generally the list of offenders includes both misdemeanants and felons.
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employed and unemployed, first offenders and recidivists, homemakers and corporations.

The selection process should take into consideration the probationers' physical,

psychological, and financial circumstances. Some offenders, however, should be excluded

from participation if they present an unacceptable risk to the community or if they exhibit

personal characteristics that seriously limit their potential for successful performance of

community service. Such characteristics often include:

o Oirrent drug or alcohol abuse.

0 History of assaultive behavior or sexual offense.

0 Serious emotional or psychological problem.

0 Physical health problems specifically related to the ability to perform

available community work.

0 History of chronic unemployment, and

0 Financial situation requiring greater than normal work hours to meet

reasonable needs for subsistence.
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, -B De-mpggphigs.

An effort was made to collect as much information as possible on the types of

offenders who might be eligible for alternative sanctions under whatever proposal might be

developed by the Committee. This data collection effort took four forms. First, the Federal

Bureau of Prisons provided statistical information on a monthly basis describing the

characteristics of the federal prison population as sentenced under the guidelines (see

Attachment 6 for the most recent data). Second, the Monitoring Unit from the Research

Office of the United States Sentencing Commission provided sentencing information on the

application of the guidelines (see Attachment 3). Third, previous data collected by the

Sentencing Commission on cases sentenced prior to the guidelines ("Augmented FPSSIS")

were reviewed 10 measure the projected impact ofthe guidelines. Finally, a random sample

0 f 114 cases sentenced under the guidelines wa examined in detail to determine the types

of offenders who would be eligible for alternatives (see Attachment 7). The case reviews

are discussed later in this proposal.

C. ,! udicial Survey'

l. Mailed Questignnaire

Last March, a short questionnaire was mailed to all federal District Court judges and

full - time magistrates soliciting their opinionson iii the types ofsanctions currently used as

substitutes for imprisonment and the femibility of expanding them and (2) the types of

* Then project staff member Dr. Charles Betsey, assisted by Dr. Barbara Meierhoefer
of the Federal J udicial Center, were responsible for the overall design and implementation
of the judicial survey. Dr. Meierhoefer's voluntary assistance made the survey finanically

! easible.
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offenders who may be eligible for alternative sentencing. Included in the survey was a

question of interest to the Federal Bureau of Prisons concerning the availability of current

community resources.

Contrary to some predictions, many judges were willing to respond to our request for

information. ln fact, responses from 255 judges and magistrates were received, nearly one-

third of the questionnaires mailed. Although the survey was assigned in such a way that

judges and magistrates could respond anonymously, many indicated their interest in further

discussing their reactions to the survey and the guidelines in general.

Manyjudges indicated that they had insufficient experience with the guidelines to be

able to comment. An analysis of the responses from 172 judges and magistrates who had

been able to form an opinion follows.

(a) Adeguagy of Qommunig Resources

A majority of those responding, 57%, indicated that they consider the current

resources inadequate to implement the sentencing alternatives currently available under the

guidelines; about one -third, 32%. indicated that the resources were adequate;6% indicated

no opinion; 2% provided no response; and 2% indicated that resources were adequate for

some, but inadequate for other, currently authorized sentencing alternatives. The two most

5 frequently mentioned alternatives for which resources were lacking were electronic

monitoring (19) and home detention (16).

(b) E~gi~ligg tor Qsrrent Alternatives

Respondents were asked whether or not the current policy appropriately identifies

the offenders who should be eligible for the various alternatives to imprisonment currently
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respondents indicated that the current eligibility policy was appropriate, 40% indicated it

was not, 9% indicated noopinion, and 5% did not comment. With regard to eligibility for

community confinement, 48% indicated the current provisions were appropriate, 36%

indicated they were not, 11% indicted no opinion, and 5% indicated no answer. Currently

eligibility criteria for home detention were considered appropriate by 40% of respondents,

'while 4092 indicated they were not appropriate, 10% indicated no opinion,and 10% did not

answer. Thus, in the case of home detention, respondents were evenly divided between

those who thought the current eligibility criteria were appropriate and those who did not.

While this result is striking, in no case did a majorig of the respondents indicate that the

eligibility' riteria for

appropriate.

h I rnattves rr ntl vailable under the guidelines were

Among those who indicated that the current eligibility criteria for alternative

sanctions under the guidelines were inappropriate, most indicated that first offenders and

non -violent offenders should generally be eligible. The four (4) most frequently mentioned

desired eligibility criteria forintermittent confinement were non-violent offenders (14); non -

violent first offenders (9); first offenders (14); and llrst time non -violent non-drug offenders

(17). Respondents indicating that current eligibility forhome detention should be changed.

suggested those eligible should be first time, non-violent offenders (21); offenders with

extenuating circumstances (illness,*handicap, dependents) (6); at the court's discretion (6);

and non -violent, non -drug. first offenders (5).
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CC) E.qt1ivalengjBgte Of Exchange

A clear majority of the respondents indicated that the current equivalency or rate of

exchange of 1 month of any one of the alternatives for 1 month of imprisonmenti

appropriate. Thus, with regard to intermittent confinement, 61% indicated that 1:1 is the

appropriate rate of exchange, 11% indicated the rate should be different, 20% expressed no

opinion, and 8% did not answer. Sixty-eight (68) percent of the respondents indicated that

the current ratio is appropriate for community confinement, while 9% indicated it should

be changed, 13% indicated no opinion, and 10% did not answer. Finally, 55% of

respondents indicated that the current equivalency is appropriate for home detention, 15%

indicated that it should be different, 22% indicated they had no opinion, and 9% of the

responses were missing. The differences in the responses were all statistically significant at

the 95 percent level of confidence.

(d) Q;rrent "Split $entencg" Provision

Fifty-one (51) percent of respondents indicated they thought that the current

guideline that allows an alternative to besubstituted for no more than one-half of the

minimum of an imprisonment term, 55C1.1(c)(3),(d)(2), was appropriate. Twenty-eight (28)

percent indicated they thought it should be different, 13% indicated they had no opinion.

and 8% did not answer; Of those who indicated that the ratio should be different, 92%

indicated they thought that the proportion of the sentence that could be satisfied with an

alternative sanction should be increased, while 8% indicated they thought the proportion

should be decreased. 'lite majority of those who wanted to see the ratio increased, indicated

that judges should have complete discretion to decide how much of the sentence should be
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served in traditional confinement and how much in an alternative setting.

(e) ~5'-ansign Qi Alternative Qp-tiogs

Responding to whether or not the current range of alternatives should be expanded

inspecillc ways, 24% indicated that day fines should be added, compared with 84% who

indicated that they should nQ1be added, 21% indicated that had no opinion, and 6% did not

answer. A clear majority, sixty-two (62) percent, indicated that community serviceshould

be added as an available alternative sanction under the guidelines, 20% indicated that it

should not be added, 15% expressed no opinion, and 3% did not answer. Similarly, a

majority of the respondents, 53%, indicated that shock incarceration (e.g., boot camps)

should be an available sanction, compared with 22% who indicated it should not be, 19%

who indicated no opinion, and 7% not responding. Fifty-six (56) percent of the respondents

indicated that intensive supervision should be an available sanction under the guidelines,

while 19% said it should not be, 20% expressed no opinion, and 6% did not respond.

Finally, only about eight (8) percent of the respondents indicated that some other form of

sanction should be considered as an alternative under the guidelines, and in no case was a

specific program identified by more than one (1) respondent. Of the four programs listed

in question (5) B possible expansions of guidelines options, day fine was the only program

that a significant share of respondents indicated should not be added as an option under the

guidelines. Again,<the differences we found were statistically significant at the 95% level.

2. lelgphgng Survey

Our next step was to conduct telephone interviews with a group of judges who have

extensive experience with guideline sentencing to cover the same issues in somewhat more
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depth. This survey was accomplished with the able assistance of USSC staff (David

Anderson, Esq., Winston Swenson, Esq., Dean Stowers, Esq., Peter Hoffman, and Ronnie

Scotkin) under the direction of Patrick J. Smith, Esq., Assistant tocommissioner Corrothers,

who tabulated the results.

Twenty -eight out of forty -six judges/magistrates identified for thissurvey responded.

A resounding 61% took the time to set up telephone appointments to discuss these issues.

ln addition, 4 of the 18 judges that did not participate were either retired, or on extended

sick leave.

(a) ,A-dgquagy of Qgmmunig' Resources

A majority of those responding. 54%, indicated that they considered the current

resources in their community inadequate to implement sentencing alternatives; 2392

indicated that the resources available to them were adequate; and 3% indicated that the

resources in their community were marginal. The most frequently mentioned alternative for

which resources were lacking was for community treatment centers that had a component

of job training. A majority of all judges also responded that they lack resources for

electronic monitoring, which they felt necessary for home detention.

(b) Eli ibilit for rrent Alternatives

0

Twenty-two out of twenty-eight judges responding (79%) requested that more

offenders be eligible for intermittent confinement, community confinement, and home

detention, Six judges (21%) felt that the number of offenders currently eligible for

intermittent confinement and community confinement was fine B is. Six of the twenty- two

responding (21%) felt that fewer offenders should be eligible for home detention. Eleven
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percent of those responding in favor of more offenders being eligible for home detention

indicated a concern for adequate control. These judges felt that electronic monitoring for

home detention was necessary. Of the judges indicating that fewer offenders should be

eligible for home detention, 7% indicated that home detention should only be available for

serious health reasons.

The response is nearly unanimous that all first time non -violent property offenders

should be eligible for alternative sanctions. It wa also the consensus that low level drug

offenders be eligible, while drug dealers be excluded. Several judges specifically mentioned

that they felt that white collar offenders should do some period of time in jail. Twojudges

mentionedintermittent confinement as an appropriate sanction for white collar offenders.

(c) Eguivaleng'zRate of Exchange

Seventy-
one percent (20) of the responding judges felt that the current policy of 1

month to l month was appropriate. Eighteen percent (5) of the judges stated that

alternative sanctions should be imposed for two months for every month in prison. Eleven

percent (3) had no opinion. Eleven percent of 79% requesting that more offenders be

eligible for home detention felt that home detention should be at a rate of 2 months of

home detention to 1 month of imprisonment.

(d) rren lit - men ll Pr V1$l n

'lliirty-six percent of the respondents indicated that they thought the current guideline

that allows an alternative to be substituted for one half of the minimum term of

imprisonment should be increased. One half of these respondents felt that it should be

increased to 75% of the sentence and one half felt that it should be increased to 100% of
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the sentence. Twenty-one percent of the respondents felt that current policy was

appropriate. Fourteen percent felt that the current policy for a split sentence was

inappropriate and should be less. Twenty-nine percent of the respondents had no opinion.

' x ansin mm
(i) C-Qmgmunig $grvice

Seventy -five percent of the judges (21) responded in favor of adding community

service as an alternative sanction. Twenty-five percent (7) felt that it should not be

available. Those responding in opposition to community service as an alternative cited high

rates of unemployment, a lack of work available for offenders, and that although state and

local courts use it extensively they do not feel it appropriate for federal offenders.

(ii) BQQLCMBS

Eighty-two percent of the judges responding (23) responded in favor of boot camps.

Eleven percent opposed boot camps (3). Seven percent (2) had no opinion; Of the eighty-

two percent of judges responding in favor of boot camp. seventy-one percent (20) thought

the equivalency to imprisonment should be l month to l month. Only eighteen percent felt

that 2 months of boot camp was equal to l month in prison. Eleven percent had no opinion.

(iii) lnjgnsive Supervision Prgbajigg

Seventy -one percent of the judges responding (20) were in favor of adding Intensive

Supervision Probation as an available alternative to imprisonment. Twenty-five percent (7)

were opposed and four percent (1) had no opinion.

As to the type of offenders that should be eligible for Community Service, and

Intensive Supewision Probation, most judges were referring to non-violent, first offenders
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involved in low dollar value property crimes and low level involvement drug cases. Several

recommended ISP as a follow up to boot camp. 'Lite - twenty-three judges in favor of boot

camp were unanimous in their feeling that it should be primarily for young, first time

offenders with no violence in their history.

(f) Qeneral .Opinions

Eightypercentof the judges that were surveyed indicated that they would like tohave

more discretion in fashioning appropriate sentences for the individual offenders. They are

generally supportive of the guidelines, but feel that the low level and first time offenders are

undul) - punished. There is also an appreciable amount of concern for the amount of

discretion placed in the hands of the prosecutor and the tremendous workload placed, upon

"probation officers in preparing pre-sentence investigation reports.

Il. ZRQQRAM EVALQATIQN, VISITATION ~D SELECHQN

A. Program Evaluation

The Principles provided the framework for the program evaluation process by

emphasizing the purposes to be achieved by the programs recommended. All programs

endorsed below were designed and selected because they serve the Congressionall) -

mandated purposes of sentencing. Data from the Bureau of Prisons and the USSC provided

valuable information on who the offenders were, what type of offenses they had committed.

how many there were at each offense and criminal history level, and program needs. This

information was critical to the Advisory Committee in determining which offenders would

be targeted and who should be excluded from the intermediate punishments program.
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0 Armed with this data and guided by the principles, site visits were made to several

states to determine what offenders were in what kinds of alternative community based

programs and program effectiveness; The states of Georgia and South Carolina were

selected because they have centralized administrations of probation and corrections that

implement programs statewide analogous to how the federal Probation Division and Bureau

of Prisons administer programs nationally. These states also have comprehensive menus of

available alternatives with Georgia having the only program designed specifically for

offenders who violate probation (Detention Centers). The observations made and data

collected provided invaluable assistance in determining what programs worked well and for

whom. The result is the highly stmctured programs emphasizing discipline; control,

responsibility. treatment, vocational training and education designed and recommended

O below for the federal system.

A survey of all district judges and magistrates was conducted to assist in the

evaluation of existing programs and those to be recommended. Along with what the BOP

and USSC data validated, the judges and magistrates confirmed that there are significant

numbers of federal offenders for whom intermediate sanctions would be appropriate. lt was

clear that the judges want more options available to them for sentencing and that current

resources available to them in the community are inadequate.

B. ite Visitation Summa

The states of North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia were selected based on

.Information penaining to key jurisdictions in more detail, primarily as result of site visits, is provided in

0 the Supplementary Report.
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staffs literature search, and input from George Keiser at NIC, as to which states had the

most comprehensive programs. ln visiting South Carolina and Georgia, we saw the entire

gambit of available alternatives and how they are operating and being implemented. We

added North Carolina to the list primarily because it had the most recently established boot

camp. Because it was not opened until the fall of '89. North Carolina had had the benefit

of lookingat boot camp effects in other states to decide what it was going to do. Our North

Carolina visit "also coincided. with a platoon graduation and ropes challenge course

demonstration.

One of the most comprehensive residential programs is South Carolina's Restitution

£ enter. The Restitution Center has 24 hours accountability, 40 hours a week work and 10

hours a week in community service. Offenders are at the facility for about 3-6 months. The

most significant component is financial management. Offenders' checks are turned in to the

director of the Restitution Center. There is a fee for room and board that helps to bear the

cost and expense of housing the inmate. If there is any child support order outstanding. that

is deducted. Fines and restitution, of course, are deducted and offenders receive money

management counselling on how to budget their income. GED and literacy courses are

available along with dmg and alcohol education and treatment and life skills training.

In Georgia, what is comparable to the Restitution Center in South Carolina is called

a Diversion Center. lt has all of the components that we saw in South Carolina. but

offenders can be there for a longer period of time. Offenders are there for four months

minimum (I20 days) up to one year. Another difference in the Georgia Diversion Center.

consistent with offenders being there for a longer period of time, is they cam weekend
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furloughs, depending on conduct and behavior.

ln Georgia, they also have a residential program that is actually more like a jail, the

Detention Center. This is a minimum security fenced in facility constructed with ordinary

materials. There is no heavy duty prison constnrction. The Detention Center is primarily

used for probation violators, habitual drunk drivers and traffic offenders, or repeat

misdemeanants (e.g., an offender who returns for shop lifting again and again is determined

unsuitable for the Diversion Center and is placed in the Detention Center). A very

important component of the Detention Center is the punitive aspect of non -paid labor in

the community, and it is very hard work. Many of the Detention Centers (Georgia has 7

open now), are located in mral areas and in towns and counties that cannot afford to trim

back roadsides etc. so that highway safety is maintained. Inmates also do work restoring or

repainting public buildings and things of that nature.

Detention Center inmates are required to attend GED, literacy,and/or dmg and

alcohol treatment sessions in -house every evening. AlI inmates are locked down at night in

dormitory settings.

There are many similar back -end programs in each of the three (3) states visited,

Conceptually, they are the same as what the Federal system has for a Half-way House. ln

North Carolina they have an Extended Work Release Pr ram, which tries to bring inmates

out a little bit earlier, but they serve more of the actual term by getting into the Extended

Work Release Program. This allows the system to provide offenders with some life skills

training and drug and alcohol counseling and treatment asneeded. It also allows for

transition by gradually increasing the amount of freedom or furlough time they have in the
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community.

ln1ensive $u*p;MsiQn Probation is used extensively in all three jurisdictions (North

Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia). North Carolina, because of its limited alternatives

and extreme prison crowding, uses early release statutes and is relying very heavily on 1-Lo-n;e

Detention with Electronic Monitoring as an alternative to prison. lt reports a great deal of

success with pilot programs of 400 and 1,000 electronic monitoring units. lt was reported

that another 5,000 units were planned for 1990, for a total of 6,400electronic monitoring

units. lt is a very sophisticated monitoring system.

Common to all three jurisdictions for offenders on Intensive Supervision Probation,

isthat each probationer has to submit a 7 day a week, 24 hour a day schedule on where he

is going to be and for what purpose: at home, at church, at work, at an AA meeting, etc.

This level of accountability exists under Intensive Supervision, with or without electronic

monitoring. The general ratio for ISP is 2 probation officers for 25 probationers. Some of

the jurisdictions are also using second shift surveillance to support the 2 probation officers,

causingactive supervision to be extended to 24 hours. Second Shift Surveillance officers are

less trained than Probation Officers. They are not necessarily trained in counselling. They

are retired police officers who drop by a probationer's home unannounced in order to take

a urine sample, or breathalyzer, or to simply check to see whether he is at home or

otherwise participating in authorized activities.

South Carolina is also gettingbacltup on its second shift surveillance from local police

involvement. Patrol officers are given a list of probationers that are on ISP curfew, or home

detention. so they can conduct spot checls. All probationers on lsphave required drug and
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alcohol counseling ifneeded, have to maintain full time employment, and have to perform

community service hours in addition to working full time.

EBERT or Home Detention is done with and without electronic

monitoring. South Carolina doesn't have a lot of units for electronic monitoring (it has only

about 100 as it stands now). It has been the South Carolina experience with home detention

that electronic monitoring for about 90 days (even with a reduction in the frequency of

checks during that 90 days) impresses upon the subject that he is going to be watched.

.South Carolina has also concluded that home confinement should generally not exceed six

months, but certainly no more than a year.

There are differences in the components of the various boot camps. There is also

a big difference in how offenders get assigned. Is it Shock Probation or is it Shock

Incarceration? ln Georgia and South Carolina, it can be a component of probation: a 5

year sentence, with execution suspended and the subject placed on probation with a special

condition of probation to complete the boot camp. ln North Carolina, however. the

offender is sentenced to the Department of Corrections, which offers boot camp.

All three jurisdictions have the military regimentation, extensive physical training. and

education and counseling components. Where they differ is as to whether summary

punishment should be allowed. North Carolina is the only jurisdiction visited that allows

it.

The Circuit Judges interviewed in DeKalb County. Georgia indicated that it was

important that boot camp be a component of a probationary sentence so that the judge who

ordered boot camp may also deal with those offenders who do not 'shape up." Although
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a second chance to complete boot camp is not a frequent occurrence, there have been a few

instances, one in North Carolina, two or three in Georgia, where probationers had actually

been recycled in the boot camp.

North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia all have community service programs

as alternatives and as add -ons to probation. South Carolina seems to be the leader with a

very extensive Public Service Employment program. Georgia has an excellent program as

well; producing 7-8 million dollars worth of work to communities (computed at minimum

wage). Community service is used extensively for misdemeanant offenders and as an add -on

to intensive probation, regular probation and other programs. Examples of the work done

are: painting. carpentry, masonry, grounds maintenance, some clerical (principally for

women, along with some bookkeeping), building maintenance and automotive maintenance.

This means that in every community thousands of hours of free labor, which even computed

at minimum wage rates, comes out to millions of dollars wonhof work.

Public safety was beingpreserved in the community confinement residential programs

observed as well as in the probation and community service programs. Those participating

were thoroughly screened. the supervision ratio was realistic (not one probationer for 150

cases). and there were follow-up programs.

'llie public and the offenders in these alternative programs perceive the alternatives

as punitive. Because offenders at restitution centers work in businesses with community

exposure, the public has an opportunity to observe the punitive nature of the alternative.

Members of the public see that control of their money is taken away from offenders. privacy

is taken away from offenders, and freedom is taken away from offenders. The offenders
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perceive the alternatives as punitive for the same reasons.

The alternatives to prison are too lenient for some, too harsh for others. In general,

we saw more serious offenders than expected, especially in the state of Georgia.

Since our visit on July 6 1990, the South Carolina Legislature has decided that in its

boot camp there wa too much "net widening"; that boot camp shouldnot be used as an

alternative sanction, but solely as a prison-overcrowding relief measure. The authority to

put a person in boot camp was transferred from the judge to the Department of Corrections.

In October 1990, the Project Director, Commissioner Corrothers, was able to visit

some of Oklahoma's community-based programs in conjunction with a trip to that state for

the American Correctional Association.

Oklahoma has a very unique community work center that provides inmate labor

groups to perform work activity in and around a community. It is unique because the

community selects the site where low-risk offenders will reside and the work projects to be

performed (constmction, maintenance, beautification, etc.). Inmate accountability is ensured

by around the clock supervision by trained, professional correctional officers. The work

center visited (Sayre Center) was opened in January 1990 as a back-end program. Inmates

assigned can expect a one year stay before their releae.

Oklahoma also has the only shock incarceration (boot camp) program accredited by

the Commission on Accreditation for Corrections. "The Regimented Inmate Discipline

(RID) program is a para -military program which offers the offender an opportunity to gain

= sense of pride, self-esteem, and self-wonh. This is accomplished through rigorous

discipline. education, and self-development programs which begin at 5:00 mm.
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The RID program is designed forfirst time offenders with low self-esteem doingtime

primarily for dmg-related crimes, whether involving commission of a robbery, or theft to pay

for a drug or alcohol need. 1lie program is both physically tough and treatment oriented.

Finally, in every state visited it was learned that the public perceived alternative

programs to be punitive; offenders perceived them B punitive; communities benefitted from

them; public safety was preserved; and there was little, if any, net widening.

C. Selection Phase

1. Baths Ngt Taken

ln order properly to evaluate the recommendations of the Advisory Committee and

to understand the context of this proposal, it is important to know what the Advisory

Committee chose got to recommend to the Commission. There was at least as much

deliberation concerning ideas and approaches that were ultimately rejected as there was

concerningthe proposal finallydeveloped. Overall, the Committee
has attempted to provide

additional sentencing options for the less serious offender, but has sought to make no

change relative to the serious offender or career criminal.

Early in the project, there was discussion devoted to the possibility of totally

restnicturing the guideline system. lt was the view of some members of the Advisory

Committee that the project provided a window of opportunity to question and reevaluate

the basic assumptions underlying the guidelines. No specific proposal was ever developed

but it was envisioned that the guidelines could be rewritten in a way which would continue

to emphasize offense seriousness, but which would give additional weight to treatment and

rehabilitation while identifying the needs associated with reducing public risk and/or
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changing criminal behavior. Recommendingthe deletion of the sentencing table was also

discussed, because it was believed to restrict judges' options and to imply that prison was

the sole sanction.

A rewriting of the guidelines wa rejected because all members of the Advisory

Committee recognized the practical difficulty in revising the entire guideline system at this

late date. More importantly, however, it was the consensus of the Committee that the

Sentencing Commission, based on its understanding of the legislation and congressional

intent, had already considered issues being discussed in determining the structure of the

guidelines. Moreover, it was felt that it was not the role of the Advisory Committee as a

group to redo the work of the Commission nor*was it necessary substantially to revise the

guideline structure in order to achieve the goal of providing the courts greater discretion to

use alternative sanctions.

A second, somewhat less radical, proposal discussed was the implementation of a r

two-step process in imposing sentences. ln the first step, the court would decide whether

to impose probation, taking into account the individual circumstances of the offense and the

offender. Only if the court rejected probation would the court proceed to the second step

and impose a sentence in accordance with the guideline range. This approach was rejected

because of a view that it would violate the intent, if not the letter, of the legislation

mandating narrow guideline ranges, and that it would result in unwarranted sentencing

disparity.

A brief discussion addressed mandating non - imprisonment sanctions for certain low

severity offenses under the guidelines. lt was the consensus of the Committee that the
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current policy which allows the judicial option of imposing some imprisonment for every

offense should be maintained.

Several specific proposals to modify the guidelines were considered: these proposals,

if adopted, would have resulted in lower sentencing ranges for certain offenders.  They

would have had the effect of making more offenders eligible for intermediate sanctions,

even under current policy. For example, allowing a greater reduction for minimal role in

the offense or setting a maximum offense level for minimal participants (e.g., level 12) was

discussed B a way of insuring that dmg couriers and other less culpable offenders would be

eligible for alternative sanctions. A greater reduction for acceptance of responsibility was

also considered. Along with proposals to change the guideline calculations, there was some

discussion relative to recommending changes in the sentencing ranges themselves, e.g.,

changing 1 -7 months in the current sentencing table to 0-6 months wherever it appears.

Finally, consideration was given to recommending a modification in the policy

statements in Chapter Five, Part H to allow the court greater latitude in using specific

offender characteristics such as.age, family responsibilities, and employment record in

departing below the guidelines.

Proposals to modify the guideline calculations, modify the sentencing table, or allow

greater latitude to depart from the guidelines were rejected, primarily on the grounds noted

earlier that the Sentencing Commission will have ample opportunity to refine the guidelines

and to modify policy as deemed appropriate. Again, the Advisory Committee did not wish

to redo the work of the Commission and therefore limited its mission primarily to providing

the courts greater flexibility in using alternative sanctions.
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By specific design, the proposal being presented to the Sentencing Commission does

not recommend any changes in the guideline calculations in Chapter Two, the adjustments

in Chapter 'lllree, the criminal history computation in Chapter Four, or the specific offender

characteristics in Chapter Five. Rather, the proposal is designed to be implemented with

no change in current policy other than to give the court more flexibility in selecting

altemative sanctions and to make those sanctions available to a greater number of

offenders.

Even within the constraints of the proposal outlined below, there are options which

could have been included but which were rejected. First, fines in lieu of imprisonment were

rejected as sentencing options. One reason for this rejection was to avoid the appearance

of allowing offenders to "buy" their way out of prison. Even granting that day (equity) fines

attempt to make fines equally onerous for rich and poor alike, there was still a fear that it

would be easier to impose a fine on wealthy offenders and to deny fines as an alternative

sanction for offenders with limited financial resources. Another reason was a concern that

fines as alternatives might interfere with the collection of restitution which, by statute and

Commission policy, must take precedence. However, as to types of fine, there was strong

support for the concept of day (equity) fines. The Committee, in fact, recommends that the

current fine table be reexamined with a view towards incorporating the concept of what the

Committee prefers to call equity fines.

' [lie Advisory Committee is recommending that the proposal be restricted to

offenders with a criminal history category of III or less. Recognizing the risk that offenders

with extensive prior records may present in a community setting, there are no changes to
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current policy being recommended for offenders with a criminal history category of IV, V,

or VI.

There was unanimous agreement in the Committee that intermediate punishments

should be available to more offenders than is allowed under current policy. There was

difficulty, however, in reaching a consensus as to which offenders to include. Several options

were developed, and data provided by the Monitoring Unit allowed the Committee to

compare the characteristics and types of offenders who would be eligible under each option.

Prior to the Committee's final meeting on December 4, 1990, there were two options still

under consideration and they were both reexamined at that time.

Strong sentiment was expressed by some members of the Committee that the option

eventually recommended did not go far enough in expanding the availability of alternative.

punishments to more offenders. Other members felt just as strongly that the recommended

option went too far and that the less expansive option was the proper recommendation.

Taking into account the divergent views of the Committee, the recommendation represents

a compromise. The Advisory Committee's recommendation (see Attachment 2) allows the

use of intermediate sanctions in lieu of the entire period of imprisonment if the minimum

guideline range is at least one month but not more than lb months ("Line B") and allows

the use of intermediate sanctions in lieu of imprisonment provided that at least half of the

minimum guideline is satisfied by imprisonment if the minimum guideline range is at least

21 months but not more than 24 months ("Line C'). The current policy on probation (i.e.,

a minimum guideline of zero months) remains unchanged and alternatives are denied to

offenders with a minimum guideline range beyond 24 months. This dividing line is
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By specific design, the proposal being presented to the Sentencing Commission does

-not recommend any changes in the guideline calculations in Chapter Two, the adjustments

in Chapter Three, the criminal history computation in Chapter Four, or the specific offender

characteristics in Chapter'Five. Rather, the proposal is designed to be implemented with

Do change in current policy other than to give thecoun more flexibility in selecting

alternative sanctions and to make those sanctions available to a greater number of

offenders.

Even within the constraints of the proposal outlined below, there are options which

could have been included but which were rejected. First, fines in lieu ofimprisonment were

rejected as sentencing options. One reason for this rejection was to avoid the appearance

of allowing offenders to "buy" their way out of prison. Even granting that day (equity) fines

attempt to make fines equally onerous for rich and poor alike, there was still a fear that it

would be easier to impose a fine on wealthy offenders and to deny fines as an alternative

sanction for offenders with limited financial resources. Another reason was a concern that

fines as alternatives might interfere with the collection of restitution which, by statute and

Commission policy, must take precedence. However, as to types of fine, there was strong

support for the concept of day (equity) fines. The Committee, in fact, recommends that the

current Gne table be reexamined with a view towards incorporating the concept of what the

Committee prefers to call equity fines.

The Advisory Committee is recommending that the proposal be restricted to

offenders with a criminal history category of LIl or less. Recognizing the risk that offenders

with extensive prior records may present in a community setting, there are no changes to
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current policy being recommended for offenders with a criminal history categoryof IV, V,

or Vi.

There was unanimous agreement in the Committee that intermediate punishments

should be - available to more offenders than is allowed under current policy. There was

difficulty, however, in reaching a consensus as to which offenders to include. Several options

were developed, and data provided by the Monitoring Unit allowed the Committee to

compare the characteristics and types of offenders who would be eligible under each option.

Prior to the Committee's final meeting on December 4, 1990, there were two options still

under consideration and they were both reexamined at that time.

Strong sentiment was expressed by some members of the Committee that the option

eventually recommended did not go far enough in expanding the availability of alternative

punishments to more offenders. Other members felt just as strongly that the recommended

option went too far and that the less expansive option was the proper recommendation.

Taking into account the divergent views of the Committee, the recommendation represents

a compromise. The Advisory Committee's recommendation (see Attachment 2) allows the

use of intermediate sanctions in lieu of the entire period of imprisonment if the minimum

guideline range is at least one month but not more than 18 months ("Line B") and allows

the use of intermediate sanctions in lieu of imprisonment provided that at least half of the

minimum guideline is satisfied by imprisonment if the minimum guideline range is at least

21 months but not more than 24 months ("line C). The current poliq on probation (i.e..

a minimum guideline of zero months) remains unchanged and alternatives are denied to

offenders with a minimum guideline range beyond 24 months. This dividing line is
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somewhat arbitrary, but it was selected with a view towards excluding more serious offenders

such as armed robbers and large scale drug offenders based on a review of the guidelines

and information provided by the Monitoring Unit. lt was also recognized that as sentences

become longer, it becomes moredifflcult to implement equivalent intermediate sanctions.

Data provided by the Monitoring Unit (see Attachment 3) compares the characteristics and

types of offenders eligible under the Committee's recommendation and those eligible under

current policy.

2.  Approach

The Advisory Committee in its final proposal is recommending that intermediate

sanctions be available 2s a condition of probation in lieu of an entire period of confinement

for certain offenders and as conditions of supervised release in lieu of a portion of a period

of imprisonment for certain offenders. The Committee also recommends that intermediate

sanctions be available in lieu of imprisonment for offenders who violate supervision

(probation or supervised release), particularly technical violators.

3. Exclusiqna£ Criteria

While the proposal developed by the Advisory Committee attempts to expand the

availability of alternative sanctions to more offenders than is currently allowed, the

Committee recognizes that non -imprisonment sanctions are inappropriate for certain

offenders. Therefore, it is recommended that non-imprisonment sanctions generally be

denied to offenders with a history of violence, offenders whose current offense involves

violence, or offenders who for any reason present an unusually high risk to the public.

Another area of concern is economic crimes or so called "white collar crimes." The
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introduction to the guidelines in Chapter One states: "Under pre-guidelines sentencing

practice, courts sentenced to probation an inappropriately high percentage of offenders

guilty of cenain economic crimes, such as theft, tax evasion, antitmst offenses, insider

trading, fraud, and embeulement, that in the Commission's view are 'serious"' 'Ilte

Committee agrees that white collar crimes are seriousand should be dealt with accordingly.

ln order to insure that the most culpable "white collar" offenders be adequately

,sanctioned, it is recommended that non-imprisonment sanctions generally be denied to any

offender who receives an enhancement for an abuse of a position of public or private trust

(€381.3) or if an abuse of tmst is included in the base offense level or specific offense

characteristics. Although this exclusion refers to any offender who abused a trust, it is

believed that the large majority of offenders who would be effected by this exclusion would

be offenders who committed economic crimes.

ln this regard, out of a random sample of 114 cases sentenced under the guidelines,

eleven cases involved theft, forgery, fraud, or embezzlement. Out of those eleven cases, four

included a finding that the offender abused a trust: 1) the offender was the supervisor of

theaccounting department in a bank and embezzled over $80,000 (guideline range was 6-12

months); 2) the offender was the president of a bank and embeuled nearly $300,000

(guideline range was 18-24 months); 3) the offender owned an investment service and stole

over $70,000 from one of his clients (guideline range was 12-18 months); and 4) the offender

was the vice president of a bank and fraudulently authorized nearly $450,000 in loans to

himself (guideline range was 18-24 months). Under the proposed exclusion, non -

imprisonment sanctions would be denied to all four of the cases because of the abuse of a
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position of mist. Without theexclusionary language, all four cases would be eligible for'

alternative punishments under the Committee's recommendation.

Finally, non - imprisonment sanctions should be denied to any offender who commits

an offense while in custody. The most common example of an offense committed while in

custody is escape.

III. DEL DEVE MENT AND RE MMENDATl

0

A. Model Description

The Alternatives to Imprisonment Project recommends an expansion of the array of

sentencing options currently available to the courts. The intermediate punishment package

for the federal offender provides a menu of sentencing options. Sanctions available range

from imprisonment to 24 hour incarceration for designated periods of time in the

community to regular probation. See specific Sentencing Options recommended at

Attachment 5.

The Sentencing Options are designed to accomplish all of the purposes of sentencing:

deterrence, just punishment, incapacitation and rehabilitation. Additionally, all programs

include components mandating concern for the victim, the work ethic and discipline.

The model provides the courts the opportunity to distinguish between offenders.

There is agreement with the Congressional opinion expressed in the legislative history that

while each of the four stated purposes should be considered in imposing sentence, tn a

particular came, one purpose may have more bearing on the sentence to be imposed. The

model being recommended, therefore will enhance public safety and the courts' flexibility
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because of the availability of programs with appropriate emphasis on one or another of the

purposes of sentencing."

'lliree components have been determined sufficient to encompass all the purposes

of sentencing, victims' concerns and the work ethic: . Restrictions on Movement in the

Community, ,Financial and Reparative Responsibility and Risk Reducing Programs.

Restrictions on Mobility (through incapacitation) address punishment, deterrence and

rehabilitation, but emphasize deterrence to a greater degree. Financial and Reparative

Responsibility probably places greater emphasis on deterrence and punishment. Risk

Reducingprograms while addressingdeterrence and incapacitation, emphasize rehabilitation

to a greater degree.

To avoid unwarranted disparity and to maintain the determinate sentencing system

mandated by Congress, the options are to be judicially imposed and a system of

equivalencies or exchange rates between prison and non -prisons is established. See

Programs/components/Elements and Exchange Rates at Attachment 5.

B. Qffgnders Eligible

Taking into account the exclusionary criteria provided, it is recommended that

intermediate punishments be made available to more offenders than is allowed under

current policy. As noted earlier under "Paths Not Taken", the Committee made its selection

from several options which were developed for offenders with a Criminal History of

Category LIl or less. This recommendation (see Attachment 2) allows the use of

O

'For example, home detention with an electronically monitored curfew addresses the statutory purpose of
incapacitation to a greater dcgee than home detention with a non-electronically monitored curfew; intensive
supervision probation is more incapacitativc than regular probation and so forth.
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intermediate punishments in lieu of the entire period of imprisonment if the minimum

guideline range is at least one month but not more than eighteen months ("Line B"). lt also

allows the use of intermediate punishments in lieu of imprisonment provided that at least

half of the minimum guideline is satisfied by imprisonment if the minimum guideline range

is at least twenty-one months but not more than twenty-four months ("Line C'). The current

policy on probation (i.e., a minimum guideline range of zero months) remains unchanged.

The policy for offenderswith a Criminal History Category of IV, V, or Vi is also unchanged.

See 1990 data reflecting characteristics and types of offenders who would be eligible under

this proposal at Attachment 3.

C. Summary Discussion Of Prggramszcgmpgnents and $Egnarigs

ln addition to recommending that additional offenders become eligible for

intermediate punishments, the Advisory Committee also recommends that additional

sentencing options be made available to the court. ln addition to community confinement.

intermittent confinement, and home detention already authorized under current policy, the

Committee recommends that intensive supervision and public service work (both defined

later in this report) be made available.' Under this proposal, the following sentencing

options are recommended.

1. Intermittent Qgnlinement

(a) Qehnitign

Intermittent confinement is defined as confinement in prison, jail or total

' Although Community Confinement and Home Detention are authorized under current
policy, it has been necessary to provide a more comprehensive defimtion as well as to
develop appropriate components for each of these programs.
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incarceration in the community for periods of time (e.g., weekends) intermpted by periods

of freedom in the community.

(b)

l.

Intermittent confinement is already authorized as a sentencing option and currently

typically involves sewing a sentence to confinement on weekends in a jail type facility. The

Ad-isory Committee recommends that intermittent confinement be allowed in lieu of not

more than 6 months in prison. There are two reasons for this. First, serving longer periods

of confinement on weekends would take an inordinately long time (e.g., 12 months

confinement served on weekends would take over three and one half years to complete).

Second, many jurisdictions already have insufficient jail space available to meet current

needs. lt is unlikely that sufficient jail space will be available in every jurisdiction because

of the difficulty in locating jails and the expense of building jail cells.

By the nature of the program, intermittent confinement does not lend itself well to

providing treatment or programming. Therefore, it is recommended that intermittent

confinement be reserved for those offenders with minimal treatment or programming needs.

lf possible, however, offenders should be required to perform meaningful work. The

Committee recommends as a new program a public work center. When this is developed.

offenders should be assigned to these centers in order to perform public service work in

conjunction with intermittent confinement.

Unless current policy is changed, intermittent confinement would not be available

following a period of imprisonment.
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(c) Equivalengg

It is recommended that one day of intermittent confinement be equivalent to one day

in prison. This is consistent with current policy.

(d) Maximum Among;

It is recommended that no offender be placed on intermittent confinement in lieu

of more than 6 months of imprisonment. The Committee recommends that this should not

extend for more than 15 months assuming three days per week (e.g., weekends) in jail.

2. mmumt nfinemen

(a) Dgfinitign

Community confinement is defined as residence in a community corrections center,

halfway house, restitution center, mental health facility, alcohol or drug rehabilitation center,

or other community facility; and participation in gainful employment, employment search

efforts, community service, vocational training, psychological or psychiatric treatment,

education programs, or similar facility-approved programs during non -residential hours.

(b)

0

Community confinement is already authorized as a sentencing option and typically

means confinement in a community corrections center that is contracted for by the Bureau

of Prisons but run by a private agency or a state or local department of corrections. ln

relatively rare instances, it can also mean confinement in a residential substance abuse or

mental health program.

A primary program component should be a strict system of accountability. Access

to the community should be strictly controlled. Initially, the offender should not be allowed
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to leave the facility except for employment, job search, approved treatment/education

programs or for medical emergencies. After a period of time, limited leave for recreational

purposes should be allowed to encourage and reward good behavior. All movement in the

community should be closely monitored and attendance at employment or treatment/

education programs should be continually verified. As circumstances warrant, there should

also be the possibility of totally conllning the offender with no access to the community. A

major element should be substance abuse surveillance and treatment. All offenders

sentenced to community confinement should be subject to mandatory. random dmg testing

combinedwith mandatory substance abuse education (including information on the danger

of AIDS). For those offenders who need it, substance abuse treatment should be

mandatory.

Another component should be financial and reparative responsibility. All employable

offenders should be expected to work and a reasonable portion of their income should be

devoted to the payment of restitution and fine orders and the payment of room and board.

Offenders who are unable to find adequate work should receive job placement services and

vocational or educational training, if beneficial. Willful refusal to work should be grounds

for sanctioning the offender.

Finally, all sentencing options should have a risk reducing component. Treatment

programs should be made available to meet any special needs of the offender (e.g., mental

health care, substance abuse, etc.).

(€) Eq~aieru-s

lt is recommended that one day of community confinement be equivalent to one day
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9 in prison (see specific program recommendations at Attachment 5).

(d) Maximum Amount

lt is recommended that no offender be placed on community confinement for more

than 18 months which would be the equivalent of 18 months of imprisonment.

3. R idential ln T I' l n

0

(a) Definition

Residential incarceration is defined as a program of confinement and supervision that
1

restricts the offender to his place of residence continuously and is enforced by an

appropriate means of surveillance. When an order of residential incarceration is imposed.

the offender is required to be in his place of residence at all times except for religious

services. medical care, or other emergencies. Electronic monitoring ordinarily should be

used in connection with residential incarceration. However; alternative means of

surveillance may be used so long as they are as effective as electronic monitoring.

(b) Program Components

Residential incarceration has many program elements in common with home

detention (discussed later) with the major exception that the offender is confined to the

residence continuously and is not allowed in the community for purposes of employment or

recreation. lt is noted that this option would be appropriate only for those limited number

of offenders who are able to support themselves without employment outside the home.

(c) Equivalgng

The Committee recommends that one and one -half days of residential incarceration

be the equivalent of one day of imprisonment based on a view that residential incarceration
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is less intmsive than imprisonment but more intrusive than home detention. lt is also

recommended that no offender be placed on residential incarceration for more than 12

months.

(d) h~tgtimum Amount

lt is recommended that no offender be placed on residential incarceration for more

than 12 months which would be the equivalent of 8 months of imprisonment.

4. Home Detention

(a) Definition

Home detention is defined as a program of confinement and supervision that restricts

the offender to his place of residence continuously, except for authorized absences, and is

enforced by an appropriate means of surveillance. When an order of home detention is

imposed, the offender is required to be in his place of residence at all times except for

approved absences for gainful employment, community service, religious services, medical

care, educational or training programs, and such other times as may be specifically

authorized. Electronic monitoring ordinarily should be used in connection with home

detention. However, alternative means of surveillance may be used so long as they are as

effective as electronic monitoring.

(b)

Home detentionis already authorized as a sentencing option. The offender is

typically confined to the offender's residence except for authorized absences and compliance

with a home detention requirement is monitored by a U.S. Probation Officer (with or

without the assistance of electronic monitors).
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As with community confinement, a crucial program component is a strict system of

accountability. Initially, the offender should not be allowed to leave the residence except

for employment, job search,. approved treatment/education programs, or for medical

emergencies. lt is anticipated that electronic monitors would generally be used at least

during the first 12 weeks but alternative means of surveillance may be used so long as they

are as effective as electronic monitoring. All movement in the community should be closely

monitored and attendance at employment and treatment/education programs should be

continually verified.

A major element should be substance abuse surveillance and treatment. All

offenders sentenced to home detention should be subject to mandatory, random dmg testing

combined with mandatory substance abuse education (including information on the danger

of AIDS). For those offenders who need it, substance abuse treatment should be

mandatory.

Another component should be financial and reparative responsibility. All employable

offenders should be expected to work and a reasonable portion of their income should be

devoted to the payment of restitution and fine orders and reimbursement for the cost of

electronic or other forms of monitoring. Offenders who are unable to End adequate work

should receive job placement services and vocational or educational training if beneficial.

Willful refusal to work should be grounds for sanctioning the offender.

(€) EQ~BLQM

The Committee recommends that two days of home detention be the equivalent of

one day of imprisonment based on a view that home detention is less intrusive and punitive
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than imprisonment.

(d) Magimum Amount

It is recommended that no offender be placed on home detention for more than 24

months which would be the equivalent of 12 months of imprisonment.

5. * CFISl

(a) Definition

Intensive supervision generally requires daily (or near daily) contact between the

offender and the supervising officer. The supervising officer typically has a limited case load

to allow greater attention to each offender. Candidates are usually those considered loot

serious for standard probation, but not so serious that confinement is required. Program

elements should include random drug and alcohol testing, work, community service, and

victim restitution.

(1>)

Intensive Supervision is conceived of as close supervision with a curfew. Intensive

supervision is not currently authorized by Commission policy as a sentencing option in lieu

of imprisonment. .

lt is recommended that three days of intensive supervision be equal to one day of

imprisonment. Twelve months of intensive supervision (equivalent to 4 months

imprisonment) was felt to be the longest period of time that an offender could be

successfully maintained on intensive supervision.

In addition to all of the standard conditions of probation (including the payment of

restitution and fines), there should be greater accountability and restriction of movement
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in the community than is typically the cao with probation. All offenders should -be subject

to random tests for substance abuse and after the first positive result given dmg education

and treatment. All offenders should be required to contact the probation office daily and

be scheduled for random drugtesting and random personal contacts as deemed appropriate.

The offender's associations and personal finances should be closely monitored (e.g.,

all purchases over $500 should be reported weekly) and travel should be severely restricted.

In order to accomplish this, reduced cme loads are mandatory. .

Financial and reparative responsibility should also be emphasized. All employable

offenders should be expected to work and, based on their income, should pay a supervision

fee to cover the cost of supervision. Offenders who are unable to End adequate work

should receive job placement service and vocational or education training if benencial.

Willful refusal to work should be grounds for sanctioning the offender.

(c) Eguivaleng

lt is recommended that three days of intensive supervision be equivalent to one day

in prison.

(d) Maximum ~ 01;;;,1

It is recommended that no offender be placed on intensive supervision for more than

l2 months which would be equivalent to 4 months imprisonment. There is concern that

intensive supervision is difficult to maintain over an extended period of time.

6. Egblig 5 grvig; Work (Community Service)

ca) D ellnitign

As a condition of supervision, public service work requires offenders to work without
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pay for publicand not-for-profit agencies.

(b)

Public service work (community service) has- long beena sentencing option for'

federal offenders. Public service work is currently authorized in the guidelines asa

sentencing option in lieu of a fine but not in lieu of imprisonment.

It is recommended that the term "public senrice work" be used rather than

community service" because it is more descriptive of the recommendedprograms. As with

other sentencing options, accountability should be emphasized. Work sites should be visited

regularly and performance of the work should be verified. ln determining the type of public

service work to be performed, it is recommended that the work be of value and of a kind

that assists the needs of the community. Specialized skills possessed by the offender should

be utilized if they meet a clear need in the community. The work, however, should involve

genuine work on the part of the offender (i.e., money donations and public speaking

appearances would be precluded).

(c) Eguivalgng

lt is recommended that 12 hours of public service work be equivalent to one day in.

prison.

(d) Maximum Amount

lt is recommended that no offender be required to perform more than 1,080 hours

of public service work which would be the equivalent of 3 months of imprisonment. lt

. would be very difficult to enforce greater amounts of public service work. This is- consistent

with information collected during site visits.
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In summary, the Committee recommends that the following programs be "available

as intermediate punishments:

Equivalency
Program - 0-- .Lso..cmT lm ri nm

Intermittent
Confinement 1 day to 1 day

Community
,

Confinement" 1 day to 1 day

IResidential

Incarceration/ N1;5 days to 1 day
3

!Home -

Detention J ;£ days to 1 day
/

llntensive
Supervision'*'* -"3 days to 1 day

Public Service
Work 12 hours to 1 day

Maximum
~ ! !Ql.l Fl [

6 months'

18 months

12 months

24 months

12 months

1.080 hours

Maximum
Prison

6 months

. 18 months

8 months

12 months

4 months

3 months

' Not to extend longer than 15 months assuming three days per week (e.g., weekends)
in jail.

" Community confinement includes programs such as restitution centers, public work
centers, and inpatient substance abuse facilities.

7. lmnlem nt iron nan

In accordance with the recommendations being made (see Attachment 2), straight

probation is available if the minimum guideline range is 0 months; If the minimum

guideline range is at least 1 month but not more than 18 months, the sentence may be
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satisfied by a term of imprisonment, community confinement, home detention up to the

equivalent of 12 months of imprisonment, residential incarceration up to the equivalent of

8 months of imprisonment, intermittent confinement up to the equivalent of 6 months

imprisonment, intensive supervision up to the equivalent of 4 months imprisonment, or

public service work up tothe equivalent of 3 months imprisonment. If the minimum

guideline range is more than 18 months but not more than 24 months, at least half of the

sentence must be satisfied by a term of imprisonment but the rest can be satisfied by

community confinement, home detention,rresidential incarceration up to the equivalent of

8 months of imprisonment, intensive supervision up to the equivalent of 4 months

imprisonment, or public senlice work up to the equivalent of 3 months imprisonment.

Unless current policy is changed, intermittent confinement is not available following a term

of imprisonment.

For example, if the guideline range is 18€24 months, the sentence can be satished by

the following orsome combination of the following:

- a) 18 months in prison,

b) 18 months community confinement,

c) 24 months home detention combined with other sentencing

options equivalent to 6 months in prison,

d) 12 months residential incarceration combined with other sentencing

options equivalent to 10 months inprison,

e) 6 months intermittent confinement combined with other

sentencing options equivalent to 12 months in prison,
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O 1) 12 months intensive supervision combinedwith othersentencing

options equivalent to 14 months in prison,

g) 1,080 hours of public service work combined with other sentencing options

equivalent to 15 months in prison.

If the guideline range is 24 -30 months, thesentence can be satisfied by the following

1 or some combination of the following: 1

a) 24 months in prison,

b)
1

12 months in prison and 12 months community confinement,

c) 12 months in prison and 24 months home detention,

d) 12 months in prison and 12 months residential incarceration

combined with other sentencing options equivalent to 4 months

in prison,

e) l2 months in prison and 12 months intensive supervision;

combined with other sentencing options equivalent to 8 months

in prison,

f) 12 months in prison and 1,080 hours of public service work

combined with other sentencing options equivalent to 9 months

in prison.

lt is intended that the recommended sentencing options serve as a menu from which

the court can select the appropriate sanction to fit the intended purpose of the sentence.

To illustrate how this could happen, shown below are summaries of actual cases sentenced

under the guidelines, the sentence imposed, and some of the possible sentencing options
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which would be available under this proposal. lt should be assumed inthese examples that

the offender is a U.S. citizen or is at least not being deported.

Cas.€- #.l

Q~ense. The offender worked as a postal clerk and embeuled approximately $150

over a period of a few months.

Quideline gal~ latigns. The offender was found guilty after trial of embezzlement

(18 U.S.C. 5 643). Based upon the theft, the base offense levelwas calculated as level 4

(5281.1). There was a one level increase baed uponthe loss (5281.1(b)(1)) and a two level

increase for more than minimal planning (5281.1(b)(3)) because the defendant attempted

to conceal the offense by not recording cab transactions as required resulting in a total

offense level of 7.

Sentence imposed. The guideline range was 1-7 months (criminal history category

I) and the offender was sentenced to three years probation with one month community

confinement. The defendant was also ordered to pay $153 restitution and a $500 fine.

Possible Additional Sentencing Qptiggs;

a) Three years probation with two months home detention. Restitution and a

fine would also be imposed.

b) Three years probation, three months of which would be intensive supervision.

Restitution and a Eno would also be imposed.

c) Three years probation with the condition that the offender complete 360

hours of public service work. Restitution and a fine would also be imposed.
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Cassell

Qifensg. The offender was part of a "loosely organizedlcriminal operation' that used

fake identification cards to cash stolen checks. The offender was identified as "least

culpable" and was recntited by others to cash four stolen checls worth $4,373.

lin l l ions. The offender pleaded guilty to one count (one check worth
1

i

$528) of receipt of stolen mail (18 U.S.C. 5 1708). Based upon the receipt of stolen

property, the base offense level wascalculated as level 4 (5281.1). There was a two level

increase based upon the loss of $4.373 (€281.1(6)(1)), a two level increase for more than

minimal planning (52Bl.l(b)(3)(B)), and the offense level was increased to level 14 for an

organized criminal activity (5281.2(4)). There was a two level decrease for minor role

(5381;2(6)) and a two level decrease for acceptance of responsibility (€3E1.1) resulting in

a total offense level of 10.

Sentence imposed. The guideline range was 8-14 months (criminal history category

II) and the defendant was sentenced to 8 months in prison with three years supervised

release. 'Ilie fine was waived but the offender was ordered to pay $528 restitution for the

single check involved in the count of conviction.

ssible Additi na! n ncln tt ns;

a) - 8 months community confinement plus restitution,

b) 16 months home detention plus restitution,

c) 4 months in prison and 4 months community confinement plus restitution.

d) 4 months in prison and 12 months intensive supervision plus restitution.
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e) 3 months community confinement, 6 months home detention, and 720 hours

of public service work plus restitution.

~€Jfil

Qffensg. The Offender sold a small amount of base cocaine to an undercover agent

for $20.

lin l l 1 . The offender pleaded guilty to distribution of a controlled

O

substance (21 U.S.C. 5 41(a)(1)). Based upon the distribution ,of bae cocaine, the base

offense level was calculated as level 12 (€2D1.1). There was a two level decrease for

acceptance of responsibility (53E1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 10.

Sentence imposed. The guideline range was 6- 12 months (criminal history category

1) and the offender was sentenced to 12 months in prison with three years supervised

release. The offender was fined $500.

Possible Additional Sentencing Qptigns;
2

a) 12 months community confinement plus a fine,

b) 24 months home detention plus a fine,

c) 6 months in prison and 6 months community confinement plus a fine,

d) 6 months in prison, 2 months community confinement, and 12 months

intensive supervision plus a fine,

e) 6 months community confinement, 6 months home detention, and 1,080 hours

of public service work plus a fine.
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Offense. 'llie offender owned an investment service and stole over $74,000 from one

of his accounts over an extended period of time. The loss was discovered when the victim

retired and found he had no money,which caused considerable hardship to the victim.

guideline calculations. 'llie offender pleaded guilty to mail fraud (18 U.S.C. 5 1341).

The base offense level was calculated as level 6 (52F1.1). There was a five level increase

based upon the loss of over $74,000 (52F1.1(b)(1)), a two level increase for more than

minimal planning based upon information that the loss was hidden through fraudulent

bookkeeping (52FI.1(b)(2)), a two level increase for abuse of a position of trust (5381.3).

and a two level decrease for acceptance of responsibility (€3E1.1) resultingin a total offense

level of 13.

.5gmenge imposed. The guideline range was 12-18 months (criminal history category

l) and the offender was sentenced to 12 months in prison with three years supervised

release. The fine was waived but the offender was ordered to pay $74,190 in restitution.

Zgssible Additional Sentencing Qptigns;

Because the offense involved the abuse of a position of trust, alternative sanctions

would not be authorized except by departure.

Qsg £5

Qffgnse. 'llle offender sold pornographic video tapes showing adults through the

mail. The amount of the pecuniary gain was not clarified. The offender also failed to

appear for trial and was rearrested in another part of the country.
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guidelineca. The offender pleaded' guilty to unlawful use of the U.S. mail

for distribution of pornography (18 U.S.C. 5 1461). The base offense level was calculated

as level 6 (€2G3.1). 'lliere was a five level increase for distribution involvingpecuniarygain

(&ZG3.1(b)(l)) and a two level increase for Obstniction of justice (53C1.1) resulting in a

total offense level of 13. Acceptance of responsibility wasdenied because of the obstmction

of justice. The basis for the Obstn1ction of justice was not clear in the record, but itappears

that it relates to the failure to appear at trial.

Sentence imposed. The guideline - range was 12-18 months (criminal history category

l) and the offenderwas sentenced to 12 months in prison with two years supervised release.

The fine was waived.

ssibl Additi nal 11 ncln tt

O

a) 12 months community confinement,

b) 24 months home detention,

c) 6 months community confinement and 12 months home detention,

d) 6 months in prison, 2 months community confinement, and 12 months

intensive supervision,

e) 6 months community confinement, 6 months home detention, and 1.080 hours

public service work.

QssJlitz

Qlense. The offender and a codefendant were stopped while attempting to smuggle

56 kilograms of marijuana into the United States. 1lle offender "appeared' to be a "mule"

but there was no information concerning either the source of the drugs or its ultimate
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destination.

The offender pleaded guilty to possession with the intent to

distribute marijuana (21 U.S.C. 5841(a)(1)). Basedupon the attempt to import marijuana,

the base offense level was calculated as level 20 (52D1.1). There was a two level decrease

for being a minor participant based upon circumstantial evidence that the offender was a

courier (5381.2) and a two level decrease for acceptance of responsibility (53E1.1) resulting

in a total offense level of 16.

Sentenceiimpgsgd. The guideline range was 21-27 months (criminal history category

1) and the offender was sentenced to 24 months in prison with three years supervised

release. The fine was waived.

Possible Additi hal en ncm Il ns:

a) 12 months in prison and 12 months community contlnement,

b) 12 months in prison and 24 months home detention,

c) 12 months in prison, 6 months community confinement, and 12 months home

detention,

d) 12 months in prison, 8 months community confinement, and 12 months

intensive supervision,

e) 12 months in prison, 6 months community confinement, 8 "months home

detention, and 720 hours public service work.

Casull

Qffensg. The offender sold .91 grams of cocaine base and 12.6 grams of cocaine to

an informant.
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U.S.C. 5 841(a)(1)). Based upon the sale of the equivalent of approximately 104 grams of

cocaine, the base offense level was calculated as level 18 (52D1.1). There was a two level

reduction for acceptance of responsibility (53E1.1) resulting in a total offense level of I6.

Sentence imposed. The guideline range was 24 =30 months (criminal history category

II) and the defendant was sentenced to 24 months in prison with three years supervised

release. The fine was waived.

Possibl Additi nal nt ncin Qptigns;

0

a) 12 months in prison and 12 months community confinement,

b) 12 months in prison and 24 months home detention,

d) 12 months in prison, 9 months community confinement, and 6 months home

detention,

c) 12 months in prison, 8 months community confinement, and 12 months

intensive supervision,

e) 12 months in prison, 5 months community confinement, 8 months home

detention, and 1,080 hours public service work.

D. Violation of Probation and $upgm'sed Release

1lie Sentencing Commission has promulgated policy statements guiding the court on

revoking probation and supervised release (Chapter Seven). ln the case of "Grade B" and

"Grade C' violations, if the minimum of the guideline range is at least one month but not

more than six months, the sentence can be satisfied under current poliq by ta term of
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imprisonment, community confinement, or home detention. If the minimum guideline range

is more than six months but not more than ten months, at least half of the sentence must

be satisfiedby a term of imprisonment but the rest can be satisfied by community

confinement or home detention.

It is strongly recommended that when the Sentencing Commission issues guidelines 

for revoking probation and supenrised release cas opposed to policy statements), the

Commission should develop a comprehensive package of intermediate punishments to

include the sanctions outlined in this proposal.

E. Shock Incarceration ("Boot Camps")

'llie Committee is keenly aware that the jury is still out on the true level of

effectivenessof these programs. However, based on the success of post-release behavior

changes reported in states like New York and Louisiana, the Committee recommends that

the Commission adopt a policy supporting the concept that this sentencing option be

judicially imposed at sentencing with the consent of the defendant; that it be of short

duration (6 months); that it contain adequateeducational, literacy, and other treatment and

job training programs with emphasis that is equal to the time allocated for regiment, drill,

exercise, and work; and that high -quality after-care in the form of intensive supervision

> probation follow for a period of one year. The Committee recommends that six (6) months

shock incarceration followed by one (l)year intensive supervision probation be deemed to

satisfy sentences of 12 to 30 months. 111e complete curriculum for boot camps in several

states will be included in the Supplementary Report.
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IV. LMPLEMENTATIQN

The literature review and site visits revealed a variety of methods employed by the

various states to place offenders into intermediate punishment program. ln some

jurisdictions (i.e., South Carolina until recently) a defendant is sentenced to probation for

a specific period of time with specific conditions that must be completed. "For example,

probation for three (3) years with a condition that the defendant be placedin and complete

a restitution center program, or boot camp, or an in -patient substance abuse. program.

Failure to satisfactorily complete any imposed condition constitutesa violation of probation

and places the defendant back before the sentencing judge who can revoke the probationary

sentence and sentence him to prison. Other jurisdictions sentence defendantsto the care,

custody, and control of the Department of Corrections, which evaluates the offender and

offers him the opportunity to volunteer for intermediate programs (i.e. North Carolina

IMPACT [boot camp] , or BRIDGE [forestry] programs), or place him directly into a

program. Failure of a defendant in either situation can result in an automatic return to

prison.

ln this proposal, the court alone has theauthority to impose an intermediate sanction

as either a condition of probation or as a condition of supervised release (i.e., as a split

sentence"). - Any community programs developed by the Bureau of Prisons (such as release

through a halfway house) is outside the scope of this proposal and should be considered

independent of the recommendations of the Advisory Committee.

Because the intermediate punishments beingproposed are under the authority of the

judiciary, the judiciary may need to seek additional funding in order to adequately
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implement some of the alternatives beingrecommended. ln some instances, such as

community confinement, the Bureau of Prisons may provide the necessary resources. In

other instances the defendant himself may provide the necessary resources, such ,as the

offender who pays for his own electronic monitoring. ln many situations, however, the

Probation System will be expected to provide the necessaryresources, including adequate

supervision with reduced caseloads.

ln order to protect the public and ensure the overall success of this proposal, it is

vital that proposed sanctions be implemented when adequate resources are in place. For

example, effective intensive supervision programs can be implemented at such time that the

Probation Division has acquired sufficient probation officers to ensure surveillance at the

required level. Likewise, some jurisdictions now have adequate space in jails for

intermediate confinement, while others are experiencing overcrowding. Some alternative

sanctions can be implemented immediately while the implementation of others will need to

be delayed. 'llierefore, it is important that there be close coordination between the

Sentencing Commission, the Administrative Office of the Courts, and the Probation System

in implementing this proposal if adopted. Because the Bureau of Prisons may be capable

of providing resource assistance; coordination with them is also recommended.

V. EVALUATION

If the proposal is adopted by the Commission, it is critical that the use of

intermediate punishments by the courts be continually monitored. Specifically, the

Monitoring Unit of the Sentencing Commission is requested to collect information on
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sentencing practices as they relate to the use of these sanctions. This information should

include the type of sentencing option used (e.g., home detention, communitysetvice, etc.),

the type of of fenders for whom options are used (e.g., the offense level, type of offense, and

criminal history category), the combinations of sentencing options (e.g., imprisonment

combined with community confinement or home detention combined with intensive

supervision), and the incidence of guideline departure resulting in the imposition of a

sentencing option.

The Monitoring Unit should report back to the Commission on the use of sentencing

options two years after this proposal cas adopted by the Commission) becomes effective and

annually thereafter. Information provide by the Monitoring Unit should be used to evaluate

which sentencing options are being used most frequently and for what types of offenders.

If certain options are used infrequently, an attempt should be made to determine if a

particular option lacks judicial support or if there are insufticient resources to implement

the option. If resources are lacking, the Administrative Office of the Courts should be

encouraged to secure the necessary resources and/or funding necessary to make the option

a viable one.

Vl. QENERAL ENDORSEMENT QF U$SQ'$ PQSITlQN
N ANDAT RY INIM M

,
O

The Advisory Committee wishes to note its unanimous endorsement of a letter from

Commission Chairman Wilkins to House and Senate leaders during recent deliberations on

the 1990 Omnibus Crime Bill. Chairman Wilkins' letter outlined = number of serious

concerns the Commission has with any further enactment of mandatory minimum sentencing
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O provisions and in particular cautioned that mandatory minimums are widely viewed by

members of the criminal justice community as working againstkey goals of the Sentencing

Reform Act of 1984. The Advisory Committee takes this opportunity to voice its unanimous

agreement with the concepts reflected in that letter.
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Tables 5- 8 duplicate Tables 1- 4 but include offenders Hith

Criminal History Categories 1, II. and Ill. Offenders vith

Criminal History Category lli are.included in the econdset of

tables because the "Advisory Committee recommends changing

Commission policy up to Category III but leaving policy for

offenders in Criminal History Category IV and higher unchanged.

It should be noted that the Committee's recommendation has a

fairly limited impact on the total number of offenders for vhom

alternatives vould be available. For example,Has shownin the last

table (Table 8), 3,752 offendersvith Criminal History Category lII

or less are eligible for alternatives under current policy compared

with £,B33 under the Committeefs recommendation(out of a total

sample of 8,073 cases). The main impact of of the proposal is to

make additional types ofalternatives available to the court and

only to a limited degree does the proposal make alternatives

available to more offenders.

Also attachedfor reference are sentencing tables comparing

current policy vith the Advisory Committee's recommendation.
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MEMORANDUM

1* 3 : Commissioner Corrothers

FRS! : Jim Beck J
Ni.

DATE: December 11, 1990

SEESECT: Data on Guideline Implementation

The Monitoringunit recently provided information on 8,073

cases sentenced under the guidelines betveen January 1990 and June

1995 (see Memo from Candy Johnson datedi November 16, 1990).

Attached are tables reformatting that information in a Hay vhich

should be more useful.

Tables 1 - 4 compare current policy vith the Advisory

Con= ittee's recommendation. These tables are restricted to

Crininal History Categories 1 and II and compare cases eligible for

alternative sanctions vithin "Group A" (Table 1); within 'Group B"

(Table 2), within 'Group C" (Table 3), and.all cases - ejigible for

lternatives uithin Groups A, , nd C (Table 6). Offenders above

Criinal History Category II are excluded becue current

commentary recommendsagainst substitutes for iprionment for

offenders Category III nd higher.
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The Altematives to Imprisonment Project recommends an expansion of the

sentencing options currently available by providing an array of intermediate punishments for

the federal offender. Sanctions available range from imprisonment, to"24 hour incarceration

in the community for a designated period of time, to regular probation.

The Sentencing Options are designed to accomplish all of the purposes of sentencing:

de1errence. just punishment, incapacitation and rehabilitation. Additionally, all programs

include components reflecting concem for the victim, the work ethic, and discipline.

The model provides the courts the opportunity to distinguish between offenders.

771ere is agreement with the Congressional opinion expressed in the legislative history that

while each of the 'four stated purposes should be considered in imposing a sentence, in a

particular case one purpose may have more bearing than others on the sentence to be

imposed. The model being recommended, therefore, will enhance public safety and the

couns' flexibility because of the availability of programs with appropriate emphasis on one

or another of the purposes of sentencingl

0

' For example, home detention with n electronically monitored curfew addresses the
statutory purpose of incapacitation to a greater degree than home detention with a non -

electronically monitored curfew. Intensive Supervision Probation is more incapacitative than
regular probation and so forth.

1
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Three components have been determined sufficient to encompass all the purposes

of sentencing. victims' concerns and the work ethic: restrictions on movement in the

community, financial and reparative responsibility, and risk reduction. Restrictions on

mobility (through incapacitation), address punishment, detenence and rehabilitation, but

emphaize deterrence to a greater degree. Financial and reparative responsibility probably

places greater emphmis on deterrence and punishment. Risk reducing programs, while

addressing deterrence and incapacitation, emphasize rehabilitation to a greater degree.

To avoid unwarranted disparity, and to maintain the determinant sentencing system

mandated by Congress, a system of equivalencies or exchange rates ha been established

between the various prison and non -prisons components of a sentence.

The recommendations presented here are, in our judgement, compatible with the

current guideline stmcture. Additionally, it is consistent with the proposal that the courts

retain the option of imposing some imprisonment for any offense.

These sentencing options are not mutually exclusive and, it is contemplated that

where appropriate, they will be used in conjunction with each other; For example, a short

period of the more restrictive residential incarceration option might be followed by a longer

period of home detention. An ISP sentence might be followed by regular probation for an

appropriate period of time, etc. Examples of possible sentencing scenarios are provided in

Pan lI, Section Ill of the Report (pp. 63-72).

2
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I 24 HOUR COMMUNITY INCARCERATION

A. Residential Incarceration

B. Public Work Center

'C.Drug/Alcohol/Gambling Trcalmeui Center

(In -patient)

Rtio to
Irllisn~ cnl

1.5;1

Id

I:1

I! INTERMITTENT COMMUNITY INCARCERATION

A Jail ( Weekends )

B Homt Detention

C. Restitution Centcr

ill COMMUNITY SUPERVISION - NON INCARCERATION

A Intensive Supervision Probation

B Regular Probation

C. Public Service Work (Community Service)

IX. NON -TRADITIONAL IMPRISONMENT

Al Regimenled Discipline Unit

(Shock lnurceralion/Boot Camp)

1:1

2:1

1:I

3:1

Not used in lie

I2 hrs:]

Maximum
Program
1st-mb

12 months

I8 months

I8 months

6 months

2A months

I8 months

12 months

tn of Imprisonment.

I080 hours 

Maximum
Prison

~;rivai;ngv

8 months

18 months

I8 months

6 months

12 months

18 months

4 months

3 months

6 month program salislies 12 lo 30 months of prison

V REQDMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE DEVElOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

1:1 18 mouth 18 monthsA. Detention Center -

0
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A. BESlDEhTlALjI1C,5}1QERATlQN

Residential incarceration is defined as a program of confinement and supervision that

restricts the offender to his place of residence continuously and is enforced by an

appropriate meam of surveillance. When a sentence of residential incarceration is imposed

the offender is required to be in his place of residence at all times except for worship

services, medical care, or other emergencies. Electronic monitoring ordinarily should be

used in connection with residential incarceration. However, alternative means of surveillance

may be used so long as they are as effective as electronic monitoring.'

' In imposing this option the Committee recommends the couns consider the suitabilit)
of the environment into which the offender shall be placed (e.g. to sentence similar
offenders - one to a comfonable home, the other to B dilapidated one room flat - would
renderthe same sentence more severe for some offenders).

4
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N AR E TION

Qompppgnjs'

oRestrictions on Movement
in the Community

(lncapacitation)
(Rehabilitation)
(Deten-ence)
(Punishment)

eFinancial and Reparative
Responsibilities"

. (Punishment)
(Deterrence)
(lncapacitation)
(Rehabilitation).

eRisk Reducing Programs
(Rehabilitation)
(Deterrence)
(lncapacitation) 
(Punishment)

Elements

9 Mobility in the Community limited to worship
services, medical treatment and life threatening
emergencies

Q Electronic Monitoring.
0 Dmg Testing.
0 Frequent Contacts (face to face and collateral).

0 Supervision Fees.
Q Restitution payments.
0 Payment of Fines.
0 Child Support/Familial Obligations.

0 This option is designed to be primarily- punitive.
In some instances, as in the ease of a
young offender with AIDS, or an aged an
iniirm offender, participation in these programs
would not be required.

' Each of these components address all purposes of sentencing. However. in a particular
case, Me purpose may weigh more heavily on the sentence to be imposed. The sentencing
purpose shown in bold print indicates the purpose being emphasized by that component.

" The court may find that the offender has established that he is not able, and, even with
the use of a reasonable payment schedule is not likely to become able to pay all or part of
the financial obligation. This Ending should not preclude the utilization by the court of this
sentencing option.

5
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B. llL~LlC.SEBYLCE.YjQBL.C,EElIB

A sentence to a Public Work Center is a sentence to a minimum security prison

facility with 24 hour a day supervision and accountability. All able bodied inmates are

assigned to work crews and are taken into the community to perform public work projects

(eg. public building maintenance, park and roadside maintenance, clean up after storms,

etc.). Inmates with physical limitations remain imide the facility and work in the kitchen.

 laundry 'or facility maintenance.

Evening hours are dedicated to education and literacy classes, life skills training.

substance abuse education and treatment, etc.

This proposed facility is also recommended to house week-end inmates who currently

are housed in jail. 'Il-tese inmates would work an eight (8) hour day like any other inmate.

I

* O
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£9-111;-411.1mts

oRestrictions on Movement
- in the Community,

i(incnpBcitation)
(Rehabilitation)
(Deterrence)
(Punishment)

.oFinancial and Reparative
Responsibilities'

(Punishment)
(Deterrence)
(lncapacitation)
(Rehabilitation)

eRisk Reducing Programs
(Rehabilitation)
(Delerrence)
(lncapacitation)
(Punishment)

Elements

0 24 Hour Supervision.
0 Random Dmg Testing.
o Labor on Community Projects. .

0 Supervision Fees.
e Restitution Payments.
0 Room/Board Fees.
0 Child Support/Familial Obligations.
0 Payment of Fines.

0 Substance Abuselalcohol Treatment
(Out -patient).

6 Life Skills Training.
G GED/Literacy Program.
0 Counseling

P' The conn may lind that the offender has established that he is not able and, even with the
use of = reasonable payment schedule, is not likely to become able to pay all or part of the
Gnancial obligation. 11115 Ending should not precludethe utilization by the courts of this
sentencing option.

7
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A sentence to a Dmg/Alcohol /GamblingTreatment Center, on an in-patient basis

is a sentence to a secure treatment facility with 24 hour a day supervision and

accountability.

It is envisioned that these centers will be particularly well suited to enforcing sobriety

and providing intensive substance abuse treatment and behavior modification therapy. Like

residential incarceration. or imposition to a public work center, a sentence to the option will

require the offender to be present at the center 24 hours a day, everyday. with constant

supervision.

8
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. Components

ORestrictions on Movement
in the Community

(lncapacitatiolt)
(Rehabilitation)
(Deterrenee)
(Punishment)

eFinancial and Reparative
Responsibilities'

(Punishment)
(Deterrence)
(lncapacitation)
(Punishment)

oRisk Reducing Programs
(Rehabilitation)
(Deten-ence)
(lncapacitation)
(Punishment)

LlEBADLED

Elements

0 24 hour Supervision, in -patient
Status. .

O Random Drug Testing.

0 Restitution Payments.
0 Medical Expenses.
e Child Support/Familial Obligations
0 Supervision Fees.
0 Payment of Fines.
0 Room/Board Payment.

0 Alcohol and dnig and gambling
treatment (ln-patient)

6 Life -skills training.

' The court may lind that the offender has established that he is not able and, even with
the use of areasonable payment schedule. is not likely to become able to pay all or part of
the linancial obligation. This finding should nor preclude the utilization by the courts of this
sentencing option.

9
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This sentencing option is defined as confinement in a prison or jail for periods of

time (i.e.weekends) intermpted b)- periods of freedomlin the community.17-te Advisor) -

Committee recommends B a new program a Public Work Center. When this is developed,

offenders should be assigned to these centers in order to perform public service work while

serving week -end sentences.

10
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CD.m;umc.nts

oRestrictions on Movement
in the Community

(lnrnpacilation)
(Rehabilitation)
(Deterrence)
(Punishment)

oFinancial and Reparative
Responsibilities

(Punishment)
(Deterrence)
(lncapacitation)
(Rehabilitation)

oRisk Reducing Programs
(Rehabilitation)
(Deterrence)
(lncapacitation)
(Punishment)

Elcilems

0 Total confinement for entire
intermittent weekend period.

0 Random Dnig Testing.
o Mandatory Employment.

0 Restitution Payments.
0 Payment of Fines.
0 Supervision Fees.
0 Child Support/Familial Obligations.
0 Public Service Work.'

0 Dmg. alcohol and/or gambling
treatment (out -patient).

0 GED/Literacy Programs.
0 Vocational Program.
0 Mental Health Treatment.

'
Public service work must be in addition to full time employment.

Il
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B. HOME DL~MJQE

Home detention is defined as a program of conlinemen! and supervision that restricts

the offender to his place of residence continuously, except for authorized absences. and is

enforced by an appropriate mearu of surveillance. When a sentence of home detention is

imposed the defendant is required to be in his place of residence at all times except for

approved absences for gainful employment. community service; worship services, medical

care. educational or training programs, and such other such activities as may be specifically

authorized. Electronic monitoring ordinarily should be used in connection with home

detention. However, alternative means of surveillance may be used so long as they are as

effective as electronic monitoring.

12
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C,omp,Qngnts

ORestrictions on Movement
in the Community

(lncapacitation)
(Rehabilitation)
(Detenvnce)
(Punishment)

OFinancial and Reparative
Responsibilities

(Punishment)
(Deterrence)
(Rehabilitation)
(Punishment)

oRisk Reducing Programs
(Rehabilitation)
(Deterrence)
(lncapacitation)
(Punishment)

Elements

0 Electronic monitoring.
0 Dmg Testing.
0 Only Authorized Absences Allowed'
0 Frequent Contacts (face to face

and collateral).
0 Mandatory Employment.

0 Restitution Payments.
0 Payment of Fines.
0 Supervision Fees
0 Child Support/Familial Obligations.
0 Public Service Work"

0 Alcohol. Dnig and Gambling
treatment (Out -patient).

0 GED/Literacy Program.
0 Mental Health Treatment.

I

O

' Offender must remain at home except for authorized absenceslwhich are primarily related
to employment, medical needs public service work. and risk reducing programs.

" Publicsetvice work must be in addition to full time employment.

13
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Restitution centers are defined B community based facilities providing a strictly

supervised rising environment for non -violent offenders while they maintain employment.

pa) victimrestitution and perform public service work. An offender sentenced to the

restitution center returns to the center every night after work and turns his pa)lcheck over

to the staff at the restitution center who disburse various payments, including restitution

papnents which are sent to the Clerk of the court or appropriate entity for distribution.

While the off ender resides at the restitution center; security personnel are on duty each shift

to note the location and conduct of each resident each hour so as to ensure that proper

conduct and compliance uith the rules are maintained.

14
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Comp9.n.c1J.1E

oRestrictions on Movement
in the Community

(lncapacitalion)
(Rehabilitation)
(Deterrence)
(Punishment)

oFinancial and Reparative
Responsibilities

(Punishment)
(Deterrence)
(lncapacitation)
(Rehabilitation)

oRisk Reducing Programs
(Rehabilitation)
(Deterrence)
(lncapacitation)
(Punishment)

Eigmgms

0 Mandatory Employment;
0 Ozrfew.
o Random Dnig Testing.

0 Supervision Fees.
0 Restitution Payments.
0 Payment of Fines.
o Child Suppon/Familial Obligations.
0 Room/Board Payments.
0 Public Service Work.'

0 Substance Abuse/Gambling
Treatment (Out -patient).

0 GED/Literaq Programs.
0 Counseling.
0 Vocational Training.
0 Mental Health Treatment.

' Public service work must be in addition to full time employment.
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Ill. SENTENCING OPTIONS FOR COMMUNITY SUPERVISION - NON INCARCERATION

A. INTENSIVE5-L~ERYISIQ,S PR O BAIl-QE

Intensive supervision generally requires daily (or near daily) contact between the
I

offender and the supervising officer. The supervising officer typically has a limited cbe load

I

to allow greater attention to each offender. 'llle vast majority of these contacts should be

face to face but it is anticipated that probation officers may extend their effectiveness with

the use of electronic monitoring. phone robots, code -a-phones, etc. Candidates are usually

those considered too serious for standard probation, but not so serious that confinement is

required. Intensive supervision generally involves more onerous or more intrusive conditions

than standard probation (e.g. curfew. home detention, etc.).

16
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Components

oRestriction on Movement
in the Community

(Incapacitation)
(Rehabilitation)
(Deten-ence) r

(Punishment)

QFinancial and Reparative
Responsibilities

(Punishment)
(Deterrence)
(lncapacitation)
(Rehabilitation)

oRisk Reducing Programs
(Rehabilitation)
(Deterrence)
(Incapacitation)
(Punishment)

Ekmmts

0 Oirfew.
Q Mandatory Drug Testing
o Frequent to Daily Contacts.
0 Mandatory- Employment.
0 Extreme travel restrictions.
0 Association restrictions.

0 Restitution Payments.
0 Payment of Fines.
Q Public Service Work.'
0 Child Support/Familial Obligatiom.

0 Substance Abuse/Gambling
Treatment (out-patient).

0 GED/Uteraq Program.
0 Vocational Training.
0 Counseling.
0 Mental Health Treatment.

' Public service work must be in addition to full time employment.

17
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IILSENTENCING OPTIONS FOR COMMUNITY SUPERVISION - NON
INCARCERATION

B. Be 'uxJ1BQB,En1Qts'

Regular probation is defined as the conditional release of an offender to the

community. The offender will be supervised to enforce compliance with the conditions of

his release, to reduce risk to the public, and to reinlegrate the offender into a law-abiding

lifestyle. ' Probation is nel a means by which a punitive sentence is suspended. lt is a

sentence that ma) - have elements of punishment, incapacitation, deterrence, and correctional

treatment. As a sanction in and of itself, it must be enforced as is a sentence to

imprisonment."

' The Advisory committee chose not to recommend lnychanges to the standard terms
of regularprobation as defined in U.S.S.G. Sec. 581.(1). Sec. 581.(2), See. 581.(3). Sec.
SBI.(4).

' "Supervision Monograph', Administrative Office of the United States Courts.
Probation Division. March 1990, pg.2.
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Components

ORestrictions on Movement
in the Community

(lncapacitnlion)
(Rehabilitation)
(Deten-ence)
(Punishment)

oFinancial and Reparative
Responsibilities

.

(Punishment)
'(Deterrence)
(lncapacitation)
(Rehabilitation)

oRisk Reducing Programs
(Rehabilitation)
(Delerrence)
(Incapacitation)
(Punishment)

Elements

0 Frequent Contact.
0 Random Drug Testing.
Q Travel Restrictions.
o Msociation Restrictions.
0 Financial Disclosure.
0 Mandatory Employment.

0 Restitution Payment.
0 Payment of Fines.
0 Supervision Fees.
0 Public Service Work.'

0 Substance Abuse/Gambling
treatment as needed (Out -patient)

0 CGED/Literacy Programs.
O Vocational Training.
0 Mental Health Treatment.

' Public service work must be in addition to full time employment.
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Public Service Work requires offenders to work without pay for public and not-for

profit agencies, It should be noted that while currently, public service work in the federal

system is siewed as merely a condition of probation and not in lieu of imprisonment. Under

the Alternatives Project scheme the concept of public service work will be expanded (not

unlike regular probation) to function as a sentence in and of itself. This sentencing option

will hold offenders accountable for their actions through direct service to their communities.

"Il-
Be program will promote the work ethic in the offender and perhaps most importantly. this

sentencing option will allow offenders to live in the community and retain regular

employment, so that he can provide family suppon and contribute as a tax payer.

0
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£;QmpQng'n1s

ORestrictiom on Movement
in the Community

(Incapacitation)
(Rehabilitation)

. (Delenence)
(Punishment)

OFinancial and Reparative
Responsibilities

(Punishment)

(Deterrence)
(lncapacitation)
(Rehabilitation)

oRisk Reducing Programs
(Rehabilitation)
(Deterrenee)
(lncapacitation)
(Punishment)

Elements

0 Participant must adhere to
public senrice schedule
thereby necessitating
restrictions on travel, etc;

0 Random Drug testing.
0 Frequent Contacts.
0 Mandatory Employment.

0 Restitution Payments.
Q Payment of Fines.
0 Child Support/Familial Obligations.

0 Substance Abuse/Gambling
treatment as Needed.(out -patient).

0 GED/Literacy Program.
0 Vocational Training
0 Mental Health Treatment

' Public service work must be in addition to full time employment.
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Shock Incarceration, or Boot Camp, is defined as commitment to a para -military

prison type facility which emphaizes discipline, stmcture and life skills training to assist the

young offender in developing positive, responsible behavior. This program has a strong

delerrence component since by giving the offender some idea of how unpleasant

incarcerationcan be, the threat of a future prison sentence is made more credible and

onerous. The experience of strict discipline (the first such experience for many of the

offenders) will improve the offenders self-esteem, self-control and ability to cope with

stressful situations in the community in a more productive fashion. Additionally', the various

elements such as dnig treatment. literacy classes, job seeking skills, etc., provided in this

structured setting will also enhance the offender's chances of successful li-ingin free socie1).

The strong followup. recommended one year of Intensive Supervision Probation. is though

to be crucial for successful reintegration into society and to full)- realize the benefits of the

boot camp experience itself.

ln summary. the concept for total programming recommended for the federal boot

lamp is that it be a six month judicially imposed sentence with the consent of the defendant

-

and that the program emphasize = rigorous curriculum of hard work nd discipline with

Z2
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equal emphasis on rehabilitative activities to include reduced public safety risk (RPSR)

programs. Most importantly, the program should emphasize high quality afterecare in the

form of intensive supervision probation for a period of one year.

Imponant studies are in process. The Department of Justice's Office of Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) has provided for fund in their Fiscal Year

1990 budget to develop the intermediate sanction program - Juvenile Boot Camp.

Subsequently. evaluations will be conducted by the National Institute of Justice (NU).

Concerning adults, after establishingdemonstration sites in New York and Texas. the 

Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) and NIJ are currently conducting assessments of the

effectiveness of boot camps. Since these programs generally include a high percentage of

offenders with substance abuse histories, this assessment will focus on this area.

lndeveloping the federal program, it is advisable in addition to a careful review of

existing programs to include the only nationally accredited shock incarceration program.

RID in Oklahoma, and to consider the resulu of the National Institute of Justice evaluations

described -above. Hopefully, these evaluations will reveal program effectiveness information

including curriculum, age and types of offenders.

Although general and workable components and elements have been developed. on -

going studies ma)- necessitate revision. In that event, the components. elements and

curriculum for the federal boot camp should be developed using the Advisory Committees

concept statement, results of reviews of current successful state programs, and the results

of the NU evaluations.
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oRestrictions on Movement
in the Community

(lncapacitation)
(Rehabilitation)
(Deternence)
(Punishment)

oFinancial and Reparative
Responsibilities

(Punishment)
(Deten-ence)
(Incapacitation)
(Rehabilitation)

oRisl; Reducing Programs
(Rehabilitation)
(Deterrence)
(lncapacitation)
(Punishment)

ELements

0 24 Hour Confinement to Boot Camp
fadliry.

0 Forestry Conservation.
0 Physical Labor on Approved

Projects.
0 Restitution Payment.
0 Payment of Fines.
0 Child Support/Familial Obligations'.

0 Substance Abuse Treatment.
o Life Skills Counseling.
0 Vocational Training.
0 GED/Literacy Program.
0 Counseling.

' The period of Intensive supervision probation after completion of the program will
enable the offender to find gainful employment and complete the risk reducing programs.
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A Detention Center is described as a minimum security residential facility providing

a strictly supervised living environment for the non -violent offender requiring a stmctured

emironment B punishment. B well as for incapacitation,
' [lie target population might

consist of probation "technical" violators who under current conditions would be revolted and

confined in valuable and scarce prison space. Those eligible would probably also include

habitual traffic offenders who would currently serve prison time, as well as non -violent. first

0
time offenders and repeat misdemeanants. The focus of activities will be work oriented.

The daily actiyities of the offender will be directed towards the provision of non-paid labor

to the local area of the center, being provided to the community by the detainees. The

offenders are transponed to a work site for the day and then returned to the facility for

GED, literacy. dnig and alcohol sessions. etc.. and are locked down at night. Rehabilita1ive

Programming will be limited to evening panicipation in those areas identified as needs

specifically attendant to the offender's criminal behavior.
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Components

oRestrictioru on Movement
in the Community

(Incapacitation)
(Rehabilitation)
(Deternenee)
(Punishment)

oFinancial and Reparative
Responsibilities'

(Punishment)
(Deterrence)
(lneapacitation)
(Rehabilitation)

oRisk Reducing Programs
(Rehabilitation)
(Deterrence)
(lncapacitation) i

(Punishment)

Elements

0 24 Hour Supervision
in a Short -Term Minimum Security
Confinement Facility.

0 Random Dmg Testing.
0 labor on Community Projects.

0 Supervision Fees.
0 Restitution Payments.
0 Room/Board Fees.
0 Child Support/Familial Obligations.
0 Payment of Fines.

0 Evening Substance Abuse
treatment.

Q GED/Uteraq Programs
0 Counseling

9 Tbeeourt may find that the offender
has established that he is not able and, even with theuse of

reasonable payment schedule, is not likely to become able to payail or part of the P

Enancial obligation. This finding should not preclude the utilization by the courts of this
sentencing option.
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DISTRIBUTION OF INMATES AMONG
BOP MAIN AND CONTRACT POPULATIONS

Total Main and Contract
Population

MAIN FACJLITIIS

T:tei Main Facilities

Sentenced Prisoners

State Boarders
D.C. Superior Court
Sentenced Holdovers

Al1 Other

Unsertenced Prisoners

IKS Detainees
Materiel Hitnesses
Pretrial
Unsentenced Holdovers
A;; Dther

CONTRACT FACILITIES

Uc:al Contract

Conranity Corrections
Juvenile Contracts
D.C. Contracts
Jail Contracts
long-7erm Boarders

late
of Data: December 9. 1990

65.736

59,141

50,665

1 ,027
2 ,215

969
47,454

8,476

1,906
lg

4,462
1 ,916

173

6,595

3,908
109

32
1,177
1,369

Percent Of
Main

lac;" ] in};

100.0%

85.7%

1.7%
2.lC
1.61

80.28

14.3%

3.2%
0.0%
7.5%
3.21
0.31

Percent of
Contract

I.eeilJ.t.i.e.=

100.0%

59.3%
1.7%
0.5%

17.0%
20.lI

Percent oi
Total BOF
P£-.PEl£SJ.Qn

1 00 . 0%

9D . 0%

77 . 1 $

1 . 6%
1 . E %

1 . 5%
72 . 2 £

1 2 . 9%

2 . 9%
0 . 02
6 . 88
2 . 9%
0 . 3%

Percent of
Total BOP
EQ.2El-atiB=

1 0 . 0%

5 . gi
0 . 2$
0 . 09;

1 . SY;
2 . ) %
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1

SENTEnCE 1D:u>osrd

[ 11355 THAN 1 YEAR

BY SENTENCE IMPOSED FOR CCCA DRUG OFFENDERS

CITIZENSHIP

US CITIZEN NON US CITIZEN TOTAL

l 1
I - 3 YEARS

' 5 YEARS

2 C YEARS

; 1 2* 1 5 YEARS

2 £ - 22 YEARS

€ 2 3 YEARS

"li FI

YET}.;

DATI OF DATA:

221
(95.3%)

2174
(77.11)

1755
(66.11.)

3616
(61.6%)

1742
(63.0%)

566
(64.31)

635
(73.3%)

52
(75.41)

10761
(66.6%)

11
( 4.7%)

656
(22.9%)

899
(33.9%)

2256
(38.4%)

1025
(37.0%)

31A
(35.78)

231
(26.7%)

17
(24.68)

5399
(33.41)

232
( 1.4%)

2820
(17.5%)

2654
(16.4%)

5872
( 36.38)

2767
( 17.1%)

BSD
( 5.5%)

866
( 5.4&)

69
( 0.4%)

16160
(100.08)

December 9, 1990



STATISTICS ON FEDERAL INMATES

SENTENCED POPULATION 50665* NEW LAW 23557 (46.51) OLD LAW 27105

- - NEE.LAL. HLD- LAW .....1*21AL~

(€> = .5%)

OF FEGIONS
; Mid -Atlantic 4 1 70

~

Northeast 26 59
1

Southeast 4027
! North Central 3331

South Central 5628
; Western = 74 =

umar= $== 1,-;= 11* >
- LEVELS'

1 nsa.:
3Bee
BeEs

4 3 SD'?
54 0

€ 7 6

P=ass; ==es 4 E

He.e ( J & (. &

?era ; e 2335

7
3 5 =

- E : s 74 5 "
Arenca = I = i.a = 35. 2
As ; at 1 5 3*

£' ! = 1 ' - 6 320

9.= IT/1; STATUS * '

Harriet 7 C' 5 E

E ; nel e 7 B DO
D;vcrcef 25e4
Ccnr:r. Le; 1 7 3 $
Separate =' 1 02 5
Widowed l £ 9

(17.71)
(11.3%)
(17.11)
(14.1t)
(2J.9%)
(15.9%)

(49.0%)
(16.4%)
(16.9%)
(}4.9%)
( 2.39.)
( 0.3%)
( 0.22)

($9.12)
( 9.9%)

(6£.li)
(31.7%)
( 1.5%)
(0.8%)

(26.52)

(34.1%)
(37.5%)
(14.3%)
( 8.39.)
(4.9%)
(0.8%)

$066
348J
C463
0516
$007
4573

lDOG3
3596
4500
6563
1611

$21
bE

25642
1467

17311
9C - 46

SIE
233

4E06

866E
8624
4246
1857
1416

236

(18.71)
(12.9%)
06.5%)
(16.7%)
(18.5%)
(16.9'.)

(37.1%)
(13.3%)
(16.6%)
(24.2%)
( 6.7%)
( 1.9%)
( 0.3%)

(54.6%)
( 5.4%)

(63.9%)
(33.4%)
( 1.9%)
( 0.9%)

(17.7%)

(34.61)
(34.4%)
(16.9%)
( 7.51)
( 5.73)
( D.9%)

9236
6142
8490
7847

10635
8315

21577
7462
8486

10076
2351

597
116

46863
3BDZ

32E79
16503

670
413

11126

15766
16424
7210
3622
2441

405

(l8.2%)
(12.1%)
(16.8%)
05.5%)
(21.0%)
(16.4%)

(42.6'.)
(14.7%)
(16.E%)
(19.9%)
( 4.6%;
( 1.2%)
( 0.21)

(92.5%)
( 7.5%)

(64.9%)
(32.6 - £3
( 1 - 7%)
( 0.E%)

(22.02.)

(34.4%)
(35.8% )
(15.7%*
( 7.9%)
( 5.31*
( 0.9%)

b:e cf Data: December 9, 1990
lunJess otherwise specified the N=$0665
W Because ot missing data the N,is lover.

This elssiiication of inmates is based on an objective assessment of thei!
"ropensity {or involvement in serious rule infractions, especially violence IDS
Scape. A higher security level rating represents greater risx of invclv€'€"t
n serious misconduct. The percentages in this table reflect the proportion Of
hk in each security level group.
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1TJ2£NSB1P
United States
Columbia

i Mexico
F cuDs
. Other
'

Unknovm

EPE OF OF)'}.'NSSS* *

Dr ; =
Berber;
Fraud
le: - :e = -.

Stat€,G:v: Res
DC
T;rear= sLaus
INS
Fe:keteer;.
fcroerr

CB - - BOP; - le. .
I > ;Z =s;ves'Ix:
'€5 = ap;; = ;

~e22le = e = :
,er

.~ N.E!L1-AH

2

- ~ llJ-AH.. - .- IQIAI.~

37162
1360
1799

518
2121

597

16160
1725
*957
517
45E

4
1325

2E5
385

El
53

197
122

71
15J

1066

(BSA!)
( 3.9%)
( 2.3%)
( 2.64)
( 4.9%)
( 1.2%)

(28.3%)
(16.9%)
( 6.6%)
(3.9%)
( 7.4%)
( 6.3%)
( 3.69.)
( 0.4%)
( 3.59.}
( 1.0%)
( 1.3%)
( 0.7%)
( 1.0%)
(1.5%)
( 0.6%)
( 6.99.)

CF 1=3::3 A.R.=<ES?S

t Prices
; Fr ; c =
£ Pricrs
" F = i css
4 Pr i css
5 cr Mere Friars

CF PRIOR CONVICTIONS

U Fricrs
J Fr i cr
2 Pr:} ars
3 Pr iors
4 Prior;
5 or More Prior;

UYBIR OT PR10F'COMX1TMENTS

0 Friars
1 Mic ='

riotscut 1ors
 Prj cars

' 5. or More Friars

(72.9X)
(5.8%)
( 7.6C)
( 2.2C)
( 9.0K)
( 2.51)

(6E.6%)
( 7.3%)
( 4.1%)
( 2.2%)
( 2.9%)
( 0.D%)
( £.6%)
( 1.2%)
( 1.6%)
( 0.32)
( 0.2%*

( 0.E%)
( 0.52)
( 0.3*-L3
( 0.71
( (.5*3)

NEK LAK
7162
3243
2236
1716
32E2
512f:

33075
1054
614
705

1333
324

9631
£256
1662

988
1859
1591
909

96
875
262
32C
179
248
374
144

1735

(N = 2U765)
(34 .51)
(15.6%)
(10. 6%)
( 8 . 3%)
( 6.2%)
(24 .7%)

NEW LAW
8549
3437
2212
16u
1144
3753

NEW Um
13162
2964
1508
961
659

1068

(N= 20735)
(4 ] .2%)
(16.6%)
(10.71)
( 7.9%)
( $.5%)
(18.18)

(l20702)
(63.6I)
(1d.21)
(7.31)
( J.6!)
( 3.21)
(7.1t)

40237
241£
2413
1 226
34 54

921

25751
5981
261 9
1 505
231 E

3595
223 4

381
1 26G

34 2
370
376
370
4 4 5
2 97

28D1

OLD LAW
4 375
25SJ
2172
1838
1623

12€ 54

OLD LAW
$954
34 E 7
2788
2241
1789
I722

OLD IAU
101))
4392
Till
1925
SO 8 5
3754

(79.4%)
( 4.8%)
( 4.8%)
(2.4%)
ile' -;)
( 1.8%)

( -53.0%)
(12.3%)
( 5.4%)
( 3.1%)
( 4.5%)
( 3.3%)
( Lei)
( 0.e%)
( 2.6%)
( 0.7%)
( 0..5%)
( OJ'.)
( 0.8%)
( 0.9%)
( 0.6%)
( 5.5%)

(N =2504$)
(17.5%)
(10.3%)
( 8.7%)
(7.3%)
(6.6%)
(49.7%)

(N = 25D1O?
(23.9%)
(13.92)
(31.Jt)
( 9.08)
(7.1%)
(M.92)

(N= 24975)
(C3.II)
(16.82)
(1).1%)
( 7.%)
( 5.91)
(15.01)
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B.IRA3E AG! OF POPULATION ! NEW LAW (N = 23$51) = 35 OLD LAW (N27105) = .0

,NERAGE AGE AT FIRST ARREST NEW LAW (N20285) 26 OLD LAW (N24705; = 24

,FERAGE AGE AT FIRST COMN1TMENT NET LAW (N = 19$6B) = 29 OLD LAW (N= 23997) = ;1

- .!IE.LAE. - . .- - ZLD.LAE.- .. - - - .IgISl;. - ..
NI

ft'

? 1

CF COPQCJTKENTS
L' . S . Code
Fatale/Fe! Vi =)
Dt Superjcr CC; =-1
Frcta:icn Vic!
State ,Ten - , C= r
C - '-e -

1?!?CS;Z"P
Less tba = 1 Year

Ye a r s
- 3' e E = s

= - !" e E s
5 Ye E = s

IE -2:Yeers

.? 2 2 3* e B = s
e

less that 2.E
4. "

. & 'L'

3 -
; 8 .

4 ; - 4 4
4 1 4 ?
8 5 4
C : = :
On- € = € 3

0

23099
168

Cr

266
0

24

532-

5454
4DT-1

JJ ie.
3;EE
1225
11.62

IC"?'

3554
4576
4E33
3566
27£5
3599

935-

$56
457

(98.11)
( 0.7%)
(0.0%)
(1.1%)
( 0.0%)
(0.1%)

(4.02)
(23.3%)
(17.3%)
(31.3%)
(13.5%)
( 5.21)
( 4.92X
( 0.5*= )

(15.2%)
(21.1%)
(2C.5%)
(J6.4%)
(11.72 > )

( 6.8%)
(4.09 > )

( 2.4%)
( 1.91)

18246
2924
1215
1334
1027
2362

3E1
1245
2243
6768
517E
3354
47EE
1171

1075
3417
5144
5494
4997
3036
19D4
1099
1039

(67.3%)
(10.8%)
( 4.5%)
( 4.9%)
( 2.81)
( 8.7%)

( 1.5%)
(5.0%)
( €.9%)
.(2£.9%)
(2G.6%)
(13.4%)
(15.1%)
( 4.7%)

( 4.0%)
(12.6%)
(19.0%)
(20.3%)
(16.18)
(11.2%)
( 7.0%)
( 4.1%)
( 3.8%)

41 345
3092
1215
1600
1027
2386

132C
6739
6314

1014C*
8361
4579
5950
127E

(659
8393
9977
9360
7642
4635
2839
1655
1496

(81.6%)
( 6.1%)
( 2.41)
( 3.2%)
( 2.6%;
( 4.7%)

( 23%;
(12.8%)
(13.QZ;
(29.1%)
(17.2%)
( 9.4%)
(12.22)
( 2.6%)

( 9.2%)
(16.6%)
(19.7%)
(18.5%)
(15.1%)
( 9.2%)
( 5.62)
( 3.3%)
( 3.C/2)
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SVEJICT: Case Reviews

1 recently revieved a random sample of 11d cases sentencedunder the guidelines in September and October of 1989. This samplerepresents a three percent random sample of approximately 3,800guideline cases sentenced during this time frame. At the timecases Here selected, this Has the most recent time frame for vhichcoxplete information vas available.

Zach of the 114 cases reviewed has been briefly summarized(see attached). Where feasible, the probation officer vascontacted where there was missing information in the files. Asarple size of around 100 cases was selected because it Has large
enough to be fairly representative but small enough to allov areasonably detailed summary of each case. In essence, the reviewscondense the 3,000 to 4,000 pages contained in the 114 files dounto 50 pages. Although still lengthy, 50 pages is hopefully shortenough to be read and revieved in convenient amount of time.

The guidelines in effect for the cases revieued were theguidelines effective October 35, 1988. These re the guidelinesdescribed in the case summaries. if the guidelines veresignificantly modified subsequent to the sentencing of these cases,the change vas noted.

It should be emphasized that these 114 cases Here not selectedbecause they were 'problem"cses or because they Here particularlycomplicated. Rather, they are typical of the types of casessentenced every dy in federal court.
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Also attached is a table summarizing the guidelineinformation
for each case, the sentence imposed, and a brief notation oi the
reason for departure if applicable.

1 hope this information Hill be of value to the Advisory
Committee in describing the types of cases that fall Within
particular guideline ranges.

Enclosure

0
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,<1l2',JLlLIE0,.2.AB.T.l~ .-QlEE!£ES- A.QAJ.NET.I1;l£- 2£B5.QB

1gA1,1. First - geg;£g!urde

0 £.~e..U.1.ZI1 1 4

.Q;Egnse. The offender and a codefendant abducted an 82 year oldman. Both men shot and killed the victim and then stole hisvehicle.

guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to aiding andabetting murder (lb U.S.C. £lJ11). Based upon the murder, the baseoffense level vas calculated as level 63. There wasa two levelincrease because of a vulnerable victim (£3A1.1) and a two levelreduction for acceptance of responsibility (£3r1.1) resulting ina totalofiense level of 43.

gentence. The guideline range Was life (criminal history category2) and the defendant was sentenced to life with five yearssupervised release. The fine was waived.
Fees:ns. Not applicable.

2A2. 24 A ravated Assault

0 .Ci&€~ L.(2."-~ i
Cffetse. The offender beat and then raped his daughter. Thevict;r Has struck repeatedly vith a belt and suffered a broke =t:::h and severe bruises.

G = ideline"ca;culations. "The offender pleaded guilty to assaultresulting in serious bodily injury (ia U.S.C. £ 11J(f)) and Assaultr;th a dangerous weapon (lB,U.S.C.
E 113(c)). Based upon theaggravated assault, the base offense level Has calculated as levelJr. There Has a four level increase for serious bodily injury(£2A2.2(b)(3)(B)), a four level increase for use of a dangerousweap:n (i.e., a belt and buckle)(62A2.2(b)(2)(B)), a tao levelincrease fer a vulnerable victim (1.;.. the victim vas 14 yearsold)(€3Al.l)). and a two level increase for role in the offensebecause of theviolation of parental trust (£381.3) resulting ine total offense level of 27. Acceptance of responsibility vas natlloued because the of!ender admitted beating his daughter butrtionlized his criminal conduct by blaming his dughter'sbehavior union instigated his conduct.

gen once. The guideline range vas 70-87 months (criminal historycdteqory J) and the defendant vs sentenced to 52 months with threeyears supervised release. The fine vas Uaived.

l
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Reasons: Not documented.

~A,ZL3;R;ITH,Q,.ElERT ,
- 0FH;NS!;.1!X0LZ1,L4;-.ZBQ&EEr1

,Bai. = L-;rssQy,.E.mIBZZ1€£enL.,0.Dd mbe! Fol-ms.9I.IIBLt
D ease £3 [ 23691)

Qf£ense. The offender shoplifted merchandise worth approximately
$250 from a store on a military base.

guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to theft of
government property (18 U.S.C. £ 64 ] ). Based upon the theft, the
base offense level vas calculated as level €. There was a one
level increase based upon the value of the stolen property
(£ZE1.l(b)(1)) and a two level reduction for acceptance cf
resp:nsibi1ity (;321.1) resulting in a total offense level of 3.

gentence. The guideline range Has 0- 3 months (criminal history
categ:ry 1) and the defendant was sentenced to one month in prison
with one year cf supervised release. In addition, the oifender wes
required to reside in a drug treatment facility as a condition of
supervised release until discharged by the facility director; The
court did net view this as a guideline departure. The fine Has
uazved.

Eeascns. Not applicable.

0 Case = 4 [ 27£22 ]

offense. The offender vorked as a postal clerk and embezzled over
$3,606 iron a cash drawer in small amounts over a one year period.

guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to theft of
the t.S. Postal service (18 U.S.C. 6 641). Basedupon the theft,
thebaseroffense level Has calculated as level 4. There vas a
three level increase based upon the loss (£ZB1.1(b)(J)) and a tv:
level de:rease for acceptance of responsibility (£3!l.1) resulting
in a total oftense level of 5. There vas no adjustment for more
than mininal planning (£281.1(6)(3)) because ot the court's
"previous rulings."

£eg;elgg: The guideline range vas 0- 5 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender vs sentenced to three years probation
nd ordered to pay $3.170 in restitution. The fine ws vived but
the offender Has ordered to perform 100 hours of community service.. easons. Not app ] icable.

a Qase OL {2£&5£)
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offense. The defendant worked as a postal clerk and embezzledapproximately SJSO over a period of a feu months.
Qgjdejjpp - calculations. The defendant was found guilty after trialof embezzlement (18 U.S.C. I 603). Based upon the theft, the baseoffense level vas calculated s level 4. There vas a one levelincrease based upon the loss (Q2Bl.1(b)(J)) and a ivo levelincrease for more than minimal planning ($281.1(6)(3)) because thedefendant attempted to conceal the offense by not recording cashtransactions as required resulting in a total offense level of 7.
gegten:e. The guideline range Has J - 7 months (criminal historycategory 1) and the offender was sentenced to three years probationwith one month community confinement. The defendant vas alsocrderedrtc pay $l53 restitution and a'SS00 fine.
Reasons. Not applicable.

Vcase *6 22OE =

£;fe =s€. The defendant stole a busuhile intoxicated and crashedit resulting in approximately $2,300 damage. The bus vas valuedat $24,D::.

.g;;dezine calculations. The defendant pleaded guilty to larceny(; E U . 5 . C. £ 661 Based upon the theft , the base offense levelwas calculated as level 4. There Has a six level increase basedup:: -
. the value of the stolen bus (about $24 , 000) (€281. 1 (b) (1)) anda two level decrease for acceptance of responsibility (i3I1.1)res;ltingin a total offense level of B.

ge = tence. The guideline range Has 2- 8 months (criminal historycategory 1) and the defendant Has sentenced to five years probationwith two months community confinement. The fine Has uaived but thedefendant Has ordered to pay $2,335 in restitution.
eassns. Not applicable.

Q gage B7 25042

Offense. The defendant worked as an "operations support clerk" ita bank and embezzled $l6,762 in several thefts over a six monthperiod.

Qgideline calculations; The defendant pleaded guilty to bankembezzlement (lB U.S.C. i 656). Based upon the theft, the baseoffense level was calculated s level 4. There vas five levelincrease based upon the loss (lZBJ.1(b)(1)), two levelincreasefor more than minimal planning (iZBl.2(b)(£)), nd two levelecrease for acceptance of responsibility (£3£1.1) resulting in amotel offense level of 9.

3
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genggnce. The guideline range vas 4 -10 months (criminal historycategory I) and the defendant was sentenced to five years probationwith three months home detention. The fine vas vaived but thedefendant was ordered to perform 200 hours of community lerviceandto pay $5,000 restitution.
geasgns. The court departed below the guidelines because thedefendant had no prior record, was under the influence of herboyfriend (who was not charged vith any offense), and*because of"SKZ . 13 . "

0 ggse OF 206%"9

Offense. The'defendant - uorked as a bank teller and embezzled$£,977 in several thefts over a ivo month period.

Guideline celgulations. The defendant pleaded guilty toerbezzlement (16 U.S.C. £ 657). Based upon the theft, the baseoffense level was calculated as level 4. There was a four levelin:rease based upon the loss (£281.1(6)(1)), a two level increasefer Bore than minimal planning (£281.1(b)(&)), and two levelde:rease for acceptance cf responsibility (£3I1.1) resulting in atotal offense level of 8.

ggztenoe. The guideline range was 6-12 months (criminal historycategory ill) and the defendant Has sentenced to five yearsprobation. The fine was waived but the defendant Was ordered toperfcrr 300 hours of community service and to pay 56,977restitution.'

Eeescng. The court departed below the guidelines because thedefendant cooperated sit = investigators revieving the booksandbe:ause > the "defendant shows remorse."

it - RE- 126244)

Offense. The defendant Has the "supervisor of the AccountingDepartnent" in a bank and embezzled $81,168 in severalthefts overa three month period. The defendant repaid ali the money afterbeing confronted by bank auditors.
£uide;i;g ca gujatjgns. The defendant pleaded guilty to bankenbezzlement (lB U.S.C. l6$6). Based upon the theft, the baseoffense level was calculated os level 4; According to thepresentence report, there should be a seven level increase basedupon the amount of the theft (281.1(b)(1)), ivo level increasefor more than minimal planning (281.1(b)(4)). ivo level increasebecause the defendant vs a 'anger" (i3Bl.1(c)) [})l1.3 - abuseof trust - appears to be the appropriate adjustment), nd twolevel decrease for occeptnce of responsibility (3=1.1) resultingina total estimtedoffense level of 13. For reasons that were

C
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not clear on the record. however, thecourt established a total
offense level of 10;

ggntence. The guideline range vas 6-12 months (criminal history
category 1) and the defendant Has sentenced directly to one month
community confinement with three years supervised release to
fo11ov. The defendant vas also fined $14,000.

Reasons. The court departed below the guidelines because the
defendant "made full restitution before the institution of any
criminal action."

gees tlg - 123199

gffense. The offender served as the president of a bank and
enbe::led several million dollarsbetveen 1984 and 1988. It was
deterrined that approximately $290,000 Has stolen by the defendant
since ll/1/B7.
G;;ge;jne calculations. The defendant pleaded guilty tor:sa;;zication of bank funds (lB U.S.C. £ 656). Based upon the
theft, the base offense level was calculated as level 4. There Has
a nine level increase based upon the $290,000 loss (6281.1(b)(1));
a tw = *Jeve1 increase for more than minimal planning
(;25;.1(b)(4)(B)), a two level increase for abuse of a position of
trust (€321.3), and a two level decrease for acceptance of
responsibility (£3I1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 15.
Sg;te = ce. The guideline range vas 1a- ZG months (criminal history
categ:ry 1) and the defendant Has sentenced to 20 months vith no
supervised release. The fine was uaived. The defendant Has also
sentenced tc a 6D month concurrent paro1ab1e term for behavior
ccrrittei prior to 11/1/87 and ordered to pay $5,276,332
restitution.

 eas:ns. Not applicable.

gage- £;1 (206tl)

Cffense. The defendant and too other individuals never identified
drugged a truck driver in a tavern by putting"knock - out" pills in
the driver's beer. The defendant stole the truck, removed 353
cases of cigarettes, nd burned the truck. The cigarettes vere
valued at $;25,000 and the truck Has valued at $40,000.

guideline calculations. The defendant pleaded guilty to theft fra =
interstate shipment (la D.S.C. 659). Based upon the theft, the
base offense level Has calculated s level J. There vs n eight
level increase based upon the loss (6281.1(b)(1)), two levelincrease because the theft ws from the person of another
(i2Bl.l(b)(J)), two level increase for more than minimal planning

5
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(£ZB1.l(b)(c)), and a ivo level decrease for acceptance ofresponsibility (£3£l.1) resulting in a total offense level of 14.

ggntence. The guideline range Was 37-46 months (criminal historycategoryvl) and the defendant vas sentenced to 41 months uiththree years supervised release. The fine was waived and norestitution vas ordered.
Reasons. Not applicable.

£2B ] .2 Receigjng Stolen groperty
. ggse - i22 2212E

g;;gg;£. The defendant was part of a "loosely organized criminaloperation" that used fake identification cards to cash stolenchecks. The defendant vas identified as "least culpable" and wasrecruited by others to cash four stolen checks North $4,373.
G;;dgi;ne - Eajculat'ons. The defendant pleaded guilty to one countYom; check worth $528) of receipt of stolen mail (18 U.S.C. €lTcE). Based upon the receipt of stolen property, the base offenselevel ves.calcu1ated as level 4. There Has a two level increasebased upon the loss of $4,373 (£281.1(b)(1)), a ivo level increase.fc = acre than ninirnal pi anning (£281 . 2 (b) (3) (B) ) , and the offenselevel was increased to level 14 for an organized criminal activity(£2E:.2(4)). There was a two level decrease for minor role{(5322 . 2 0:)) and a two level decrease for acceptance ofresponsibility (£3£1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 10.

gertence. The guideline range Has 8-1t months (criminal historycategory ll) and the defendant vas sentenced to B months with threeyears supervised release. The fine vas waivedbut the offender vasordered tc pay $528 restitution for the single check involved inthe count of conviction.
Eeas:ns. Not applicable.

282;; Trespass

gage 5;3 [ 220551

£K1£LI£. The defendant entered a nuclear test site to protestagainst nuclear arms.

guideline calculations. The defendant vas convicted by trial cftrespass (&2 U.S.C. £ 2278a). Based upon the trespss, the baseoffense level Has calculated as level 0. There vas too levelincrease because the offense occurred in a secure governnentacility (£2B2.J(b)(l)). Although the defendant vent to trial andzpressed no "remorse", he ws given credit for acceptance of

6
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responsibility for admitting the offense and being cooperative
(IJIJ.l) resulting in a total offense level of 4.

ggptence. Theguideline range Has 0- 4 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender was sentenced to one year probation
and ordered to perform 100 hours of community service. The fine
vas vaived.

Bgasogs. Not applicable.

1213 - ;; -- B9bbe=1

Eese.£l£ [ 23soc

gffense. The defendant robbed a bank of approximately $2,500 of
vhich approximately $J,500 was recovered. No reference was made
to the presence or absence of a veapon.

guideline calculations. The defendant pleaded guilty to bank
robbery (18 U.S.C. 6 2113(a)). Based upon the robbery, the base
offense level vas calculated as level 18. There was a one level
increase because the robbery involved a financial institution
(£2E2.1(b)(1)) and a two level decrease for acceptance of
responsibility (£3I1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 17.
Under guidelines now in effect, robbery has a base offense level
cf 20 with a too level increase for robbery of a financial
institution

sentence. The guideline range vas 24-30 months (criminal history
category l)and the > defendant Has sentenced to 30 months vith 3years supervised release. The fine vas waived but the offender vas
ordered to pay $1,OBG restitution.
eas:ns. Not applicable.

Case- £;5 [ 21$12)
!

g;jense. The offender robbed too banks of a total of $3.190. The
offender admitted to being armed.

guideline calcu ations. The offender pleaded guilty toone count
of bank robbery (lB U.S.C. 6 2J13()). The guideline calculations
were based on ivo bank robberies because the second robbery Has
stipulated to pursuant to a plea agreement. The base offense level
for bank robbery was level 18 vith one level increase for robbery
of afinancial institution (i213.1(b)(1)). The combined offense
level for both robberies leach offense level 19) ws offense level
21 (i3Dl.&). There Has a two level decrease for acceptance of
responsibility ($3£l.J) resulting in a total offense level of 19.
Although the offender admitted to being armed, there was nc
adjustment for possession of firearm because there vas "nc
physical evidence to substntiate the claim." Under guidelines now

7
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in effect, robbery has a base offense level of 20 vith a two levelincrease for robbery of a financial institution.
gentence. The guideline range vas 33-41 months (criminal historycategoryli) and the offender was sentenced to 33 months vith threeyears supervised release. The fine vas waived but the offender vasordered to pay $3.190 restitution.
Beasgns. Not applicable.

~ 3 £16 [ MOD?)

Offense. The offender robbed three banks of Sl0,073, $9,240, andSEC;. The offender used a toy gun in one robbery but was otherwiseunarmed.

g£;p£;ing calculations. The offender pleaded guilty tothreecounts of unarmed bank robbery (18 U.S.C. £ 2113(a)). The baseoffense level for the first count of robbery vas level 18 with atwo level increase basedupon the loss.to the bank of over $l0,000(€2E3.1(b)(1)). The base offense levels for the second and thirdcounts of robbery vere level 18 with a one level increase forrobbery cf a financial institution (£283.1(b)(1)). The combinedoffense level for a11 three robberies (offense level 20, offenselevel 19, and offense 1evel19) vas offense level 23 (£3D1.3).There wasa two level reduction for acceptance of responsibility(€3I = .l) resulting in a total offense level of 21. Underguidelines now in effect, robbery has a base offense level of 20with a ivo level increase for robbery of a financial institution.
gg =te== e. The guideline range Has A1 -51 months (criminal historycategory II) and the offender vas sentenced to 46 months with threeyears supervised release. The fine vas vaived and no restitutionvas ordered.

eascns. - Not applicable.

1332;; - pffegses lnvolvjng Counterfe't Obligations of the UnitedStates

. gse - - -=-l"7 Mace)

Qffensg. The offender passed approximately $£00 in counterfeitmoney.

9uigg1ine"galcgjatiohs. The offender pleaded guilty to passing acounterfeit obligation (18 0.8.C. ' 672). lascd upon thepossession of counterfeit Doney, the base offense level vascalculated as level 9. There was ivo level decrease fercceptance of responsibility (i3t1.J) resulting in a total offenseeve) of 7.

8
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. gea~ence. The guideline range vas 2- 8 months (criminal historycategory J 1) and sentenced to three years probation. The fine wasvaived but the defendant Has ordered to pay $4 00 restitution .

B~asons . Although the sentence appears to be a departure below theguidel ines , the court stated that there was "no reason to depart"
and the departure may have been unintentional .

Cl-U~ "
-ER;.IEO...BAJ3T.D - OlFE~ .l';S.1.PEV.QL!lL<L2!~ S

£21>; . l UhJ asfuLMa.mJ..f B.c.tu£5 D.9.J!Bp£.rtin.9,.£1<;p£>rL.i£9,Er.'Laff 5 ching
. ease t;61;0911

gffense. The offender sold marijuana totalingB3 grams on threeoccasions to fellow postal employees.

Guide;;ne calcu;at'ons.; The offender pleaded guilty todistribdtion of marijuana (21 U.S.C. { B£1(a)(l)). Based upon thedistribution of marijuana, the base offense level was calculatedas level 6. There vas a two level decrease for acceptance ofresponsibility (£3I1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 4.
£e;tence. The guideline range was 0- A months (criminal historycategory 1) and the offender vas sentenced to lb monthsprobation.?ne offender was also ordered to pay a $250 fine and restitutioncf $ZOO.

Eeas:ns. Not applicable.

goss ile [ 234€4)

pffenge. The offender sold approximately io grams of cocaine toan informant.

guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to possessionwith intent to distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. 5 B4l(a)(1)). Basedupon the distribution of cocaine, the base offense levelvascalculated as level 12. There vas a two level decrease feracceptance of responsibility (£3£l.J) resulting in a total offenselevel of 10.

ggatence. The guideline range vas 6-12 months (criminal historycategory 1) and the offender vas sentenced to five years probationvith six months community confinement. The fine vas vaived;

£Ea£Ep£. NOt applicable -

0 £e.Ee..l2- 0..LZLL1i&1

Qffenge. The offender sold a small amount of base cocaine tc anundercover agent for $20.

9



Qgide 'ne cajgEJa3'ons.1; i The offender pleaded guilty £9distribution of a controlled substance (ZJ U.S.C. 5 841(a)(l)),Based upon the distribution of base cocaine, the base offense levelvas calculated as level 12. There vas a two level decrease foracceptance of responsibility (i)E1.l) resulting in a total offenselevel of 10.

ggntence. The guideline range vas 6-l2months (criminal historycategory l) and the offender Has sentenced to 12 months with threeyears supervised release. The offender was fined $500 and orderedto perform 300 hours of community service.
Beascns. Not applicable.

. gage t2; [ 21665)

offense. The offender and two others sold sc grams of heroin toundercover agents. Although the offender Has present at the sale,he was identified as less culpab1e than the other two andfunctioned as*an intermediary.

ggideline calcglptions. The offender pleaded guilty to aiding andabetting the distribution of heroin (21 U.S.C. i 841(a)(1) and 18U.S.C; £ 2). Based upon the distribution of heroin, the baseoffense level was calculated as level 20. There vas a ivo leveldecrease for role in the offense because to offender vas a "minor"participant (£381.2) and a two level decrease for acceptance ofresponsibility (£321.1) resulting in a total offense level of 16.
ggntence. The guideline range was 21-27 months (criminal historycategory 1) and sentenced to 2l months. The fine vas Uaived.
Reasons. Not applicable.

. gage 122 [ 21225}

g£1ense. The offender vas arrested at the border va1king avay flora vehicle. A search of the vehicle uncovered approximately 30kilograms of marijuana. The offender gave a false name t arrestand later asked an individual not involved in the offense to lieto police to help theoffender avoid prosecution. This individualt first provided false information to police to the effect thatother individuals had used the vehicle but later told the.truth.
Qgidgline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to possessionWith intent to distribute marijuana (21 U.$.C. ; 41()(J) andO41(b)(1)(D)). Based upon the attempt to import nd distributemarijuana, the base offense level vs calculated s level IF.~ There vas a two level decrease for acceptance of responsibility(£3tJ.l) resulting in total offense level of 16. the offender

3 0



O admitted the offense but also claimed that he had changed his mindand was arrested in the act of disposing of the marijuana.

sentence. The guideline range vas 23-27 months (criminal historycategory I) and the offender Has sentenced to 10 months Vith threeyears supervised release. The fine vas vaived. (

Reasons. The court departed below the guidelines because the pleaagreement stipulated a 10 month maximum sentence.
0 gee 12..3 422~21

ggfgnse. The offender and a codefendant were stopped whileatterpting to smuggle 56 kilograms of marijuana into the UnitedStates. The offender "appeared" to be a "mule" but there Has noinfornation concerning either the source of the drugs or itsultimate destination.
guideline - calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to possessionwith intent to distribute marijuana (21 U.S.C. 6 B4l(a)(1)). Basedup:n the attempt to import marijuana, the base offense level wascalculated as level 20. There Has a ivo level decrease for beinga fins = participant based upon circunstantial evidence that theoffender was a courier (938).2) and a two level decrease foracceptance cf responsibility (£321.1) resulting in a total offenselevel of 16.

;g;tence. The guideline range vas 21-27 months (criminal historycateg:ry l) and the offender Has sentenced to 24 months with threeyearssupervised release. The fine was Waived.

Eees:ng. Net applicable.

gise *24 2115;)

lt

Offense. On six separate occasions, the offender sold smallarsunts of cocaine base (totalling approximately one gram) tcundercover agents. One sale of .1) grams occurred vithin l.OOCfeet of a school. The offender also sold USDA food coupons to anundercover agent for $245.

Quigglipe, - jgjculatjgns. The offender pleaded guilty tcdistribution of cocaine vithin 1,000 feet of a school (2) U.S.C.
6 64l(a)(J)) and unJawfully acquiring food coupons (7 U.S.C. E2024(b)). Based upon the sale of cocaine base, theibase offenselevel vas calculated as level IO. *1n arriving at the base offenselevel, the .1: grams of cocaine base sold near the school Hasdoubled and added to the other amounts. Based upon the aleof thefood coupons, the base offense level for this offense Hascalculated as level 6 (£273 . 1). Applying the ultiple countrocedures (Chapter Three , Part D) , the combined adjusted offense~fevel roma i ns l ever 3 8 . There vs two 3 ever reduct i on for
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O acceptance of responsibility (i3£1.1) resulting in a total offenselevel of 16.

gentence. The guideline range vas 21 -27 months (criminal historycategory I) and the offender Has sentenced to 2l months vithsixyears supervised release. The offender was fined $2,000 andordered to pay $265 restitution.
geasggs. Not applicable.

. Case 25 21730

g;;ense. The offender sold .gJ grams of cocaine base and 12.6grans of cocaine to an informant.
guideline, - calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to thedistribution of cocaine (21 U.S.C. £ 841(a)(1)). Based upon thesale cf the equivalent of approximately 104 gramsof cocaine, thebase offense level Has calculated as level 18. There was a twolevel reduction for acceptance of responsibility (i3£1.1) resultingin a total offense level of 16.

~ ntence. The guideline range was 24-30 months (criminal historycate; :ty 1 l) and the defendant was sentenced to 24 months Vith. three years supervised release . The fine va s Ua ived .

Egascng. NOt applicable.

. Case = 2€ (Z4EZP)

gffense. on three occasions, the offender sold 70 grams of cocaineand l.sg grams of heroin to an undercover agent and was later inpossession of6 grans of heroin when arrested. The offender vasidentified as the leader of a small operation includinghimself andtwo others.

Gsideljne calculations. The offender pleaded guilty tcdistribution of cocaine and heroin (21 U.S.C. C B41(a)(l)). Basedupon the total amount of heroin and cocaine distributed andp:ssessed (for distribution), the base offense level Has calculatedas level lE. The court, however, reduced the base offense levelto 17. The reason for the change was not clear in the record, butit appears that the court did not include the heroin in possessiont the time of arrest. There vas two level increase for role inthe offense ({3Bl.l(c))) nd two level decrease for acceptanceof responsibility (i3£l.l) resulting in total offense level cf17.

~ntgnge. The guideline range ws 24-30 months (criinl historycategory 1) and the defendant was sentenced to 24 months with three.years supervised release. The fine vas vaived.

12



1 . ggasons. Not applicable.

Lise £27 11}36

0

5
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gfjense. Theoffender sold a small amount of cocaine base to an
undercover agent. When police attempted to arrest the defendant
ashort time later, he began to run. While being chased on foot,
the defendant threw a small package to the ground which contained
2.6 grars of cocaine base. The offender Has arrested without
further incident.

ggidgline calculatigp. The offender pleaded guilty to one count
cf possession with intent to distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. £
841(a)(1)). Based upon the cocaine base sold to the agent and the
cocaine base seized at the time of arrest, the base offense level
was calculated as level 20. There Has a two level reduction for
acceptance of responsibility (£3I1.1) resultingin a total offense
level of 18.

Sg;ten =e. The guideline range was 33-41 months (criminal history
category Ill) and the defendant was sentenced to 41 months vith
five years supervised release. The fine vas waived.

Eeesctg. Not applicable.

Case #25 [ 23655)

9; else. The offender vas the passenger in a vehicle transporting
JG:2 grams of cocaine. The offender claimed to be a courier and
this vas consistent vith the statements of his codefendants.

g;ideline - calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to possession
u;tn intentto distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. C 841(a)(1)). Based
upon the attempted distribution of cocaine, the base offense level
sas calculated as level 26. There Has a four level reduction for
ritigetin; role (£381.2(a)) and a two level reductibn for
acceptance of responsibility (£3£1.1) resulting in a total offense
level of 20.

£g;;en =e. The guideline range was 33- A1 months (criminal history
category 1) and sentenced to a mandatory minimum term of 60 months
sith five years supervised release. The fine Has waived.

Bgasgng. Not applicable.

£n.s.e..!.zi.L~€;7.1

Qffgnsg. The offender was stopped leavingi commercial airline
flight and was found to have valloved 320 balloons filed with
heroin. The "gross Height" of the heroin nd the balloons vas 5<?
grams. The Height of these heroin Has estimated to be betueen lbt
and399 grams but the heroin vas never weighted separately. The

1 3



. offender claimed to be a courier but there Has no informationconcerning either the source of the drugs or its Ultimatedestination.

Quiggljne - cqlcpjationg. The offender pleaded guilty to importationof heroin<lzl U;S.C. 6 952(e)). Based upon the importation ofheroin, the base offense level vas calculated as level'26. Therevas a four - level decrease for mitigating role based uponcircumstantial evidence that the offender was a courier (£381.2)and a two level decrease for acceptance of responsibility (5JZ1.1)resulting in a total offense level of 20.
geggence. The guideline range was 33- A1 months (criminal historycategory l) and the offender was sentenced to 18 months With threeyears supervised release. The fine was waived.
Egasons. The court departed below the guidelines "based on thesocial factors faced by the defendant ('.e., family in Nigeria) andthe passionate plea of defense counsel.".
ggge = 39 [ 22539)

Cffense. The offender was stopped leaving a commercial airlineflight and 800 grams of cocaine vere found in his luggage and intazloons which had been swalloued. The offender claimed to be aco;rier but there vas no information concerning either the sourcecf the drugs or its ultimate destination.
G =1de1;Eegalgu;ations. The offender pleaded guilty to importationcf cocaine (2) U.S.C. B 952(a)). Based upon the importation ofcocaine, the base offense level cas calculated as level 26. Therevasa four level reduction for mitigating role pursuant to a pleaagreerent and circumstantial evidence that the offender vas acourier (£3BJ.2) and a too level decrease for acceptance ofresponsibility (£3I1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 20.
gg;;g = = e. The guideline range vas 33-A1 months (criminal historycategory J) and the offender vas sentenced to 6 months vith threeyears supervised release. The fine Has Waived.
£g;s: = s. The courtdeparted below the guidelines pursuant to"£T2.1." There Has no further explanation.

BSG 299

Qifgggg. The offender and two codefendantsvere arrested inpossession of 277 pounds marijuana seized from warehouse. Arifle nd a handgun vere also seized from the vehicle of acodefendant.
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guidglige;alcuJ;tjgns. The offender pleaded guilty to possession
with intent to distribute marijuana (21 U.S.C. 5 841(a) and(b)(l)(D)). Pursuant to a plea agreement, the government agreedto "limit proof to 109 pounds" of marijuana. Based upon the amountof drugs stipulated in the plea agreement, the base offense levelwas calculated as level 20. Inere was B two level increase forpossession of a firearm during thecommission of a drug offense(IZD1.1(b)(1)(A)) and a ivo level decrease for acceptance - ofresponsibility (£3£l.1) resulting in a total offense level of 20.
gentence. The guideline range was 33-41 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender vas sentenced to 40 months with threeyearssupervised release. The fine vas waived.
Egpsons. Not applicable.

ggsg- 3;2 20516

cfjense. A boat was stopped in international eaters and 13& poundsof marijuana Has seized. There were three individuals arrested onthe boat but the offender vas identified as the "ship's master" andas the navigator.

g;;ds;ine calculptions. The offender pleaded guilty to possessionv;:h intent to distribute marijuana (46 U.S.C. 5 lgD3(a)(9)). Thebase offense level vas originally calculated as level 22 based upon
134 pounds of marijuana. However, because the "lab report clearlyindicates that some of the bates of marijuana vere wet," the courta::e;ted the recommendation of the defense counsel that level 20ras the appropriate base offense level. There Has a two level
in:rease for role in the offense because the offender was thece;tein of the boat (£3Bl.1(c)) and a ivo level decrease fora::e;:ance of responsibility (£3I1.1) resulting in a total offenselevel of 2C.

gg;;e ==e. The guideline range vas 37-46 months (criminal history
category 12; and the offender Has sentenced to 37 months vifh threeyears supervised release. The fine Has waived.
eas: = s. Not applicable.

gase *22 (2;73£)

Qffgnse. Police seized &,851 marijuana plants from the offender'sresidence. When arrested, the offender Has sitting on handgun.

Euidglilg.gal;uja;j£g5. The offender pleaded guilty to manufactureof marijuana (2) U.S.C. ' dl()(1)) Union hs five yearmandatory minimum term. The marijuana plants Here each treated asthe equivalent of 300 grams of marijuana each. Based upon thenumber of plants. the base offense level vas calculated s level20. There Has a too level increase for possession of firearr
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during a drug offense (ZDl.1(b)(1)jA)) and a two level decrease
for acceptance of responsibility (iJ£1.l) resulting in a total
offense level of 20. Under guidelines now in effect, the marijuana
p1antsvould be treated as the equivalent of AB) kilos of marijuana
Uith a base offense level of 28.

gentenee. The guideline range vas 37-46 months (criminal history
category II) and the offender Has sentenced to a mandatory minimum
term of 60 months vith four years supervised release. The fine vasvaived.

Eeasons. Not applicable.

gase 834 - 12CF55

Offense. The offender vas arrested crossing the border with 107kiJograns of marijuana (21 U.S.C. £ 841(a)(1)). The offenderclaimed to be a courier but there vas no information concerning thesource of the drugs or its ultimate destination.
ggjdezine calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to possession
With intent to distribute marijuana (21 U.S.C. 5 641(a)(1)).
Pursuant to a plea agreement, the "Government will limit its proof
tc 95 kilograms of marijuana.' Based upon the amount of drugs
stipulated in the plea agreement, the base.offense level vas
calculated as level 24. There was no adjustment for role in the
offense but there Has a ivo level decrease for acceptance ofresponsibility (£321.1) resulting in a total offense level of 22.
geaten:e. The guideline range vas A1-51 months(criminal historycategory I) and the offender Has sentenced to 41 months with threeyears supervised release. The offender vas also fined $500 and
ordered to perform 100 hours of community service.
- eas = ns. Not applicable.

!
Q35 234137

Oijense. The offender vas stopped at the border nd a search of
his vehicle uncovered El kilograms of marijuana. The offender
claired to be a courier there Has no information concerning either
the source of the drugs or its ultimate destination.
guideline - galgulations. The offender pleaded guilty to importation
of marijuana (2) U.S.C. i 952(a) and 96D(a)(1)). Based upon the

.amount of marijuana, the base offense level vas calculated s level
24. There vas a two level reduction for acceptance of
responsibility (iJtl.J) resulting in a total offense level of 22.

£entence. The guideline range was OJ -51 months (criminal history
category l) and the offender vas sentenced to Oi months with threeyears supervised release. The fine vas vaived.
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Fgpsons. Not applicable.

. £Ese 36 g;5;F)

Qffgngg. The offender vas arrested after seJlingcocaine to an
informant. The offender Has originally charged with distributing
"approximately 505 grams of cocaine)' According to the U.S.
Attorney's Office, hovever, the cocaine was "re -veighted" and found
to total £97 grams.

guideline - calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to possession
with intent to distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. £ 841(a)(1)). Based
upon the amount of cocaine as "re - ueighed", the base offense level
was calculated as level 2<. There was a two level reduction for
acceptance ofresponsibility (£3Il.1) resulting in a total offense
level of 22.

gegtgnce. The guideline range was 51-63 months (criminal history
categ:ry Ill) and the offender was sentenced to 51 months vith
three years supervised release. The fine vas vaived.

£eescns. Not applicable.

. gcse C3? (25974

.p;fense. The offender and a codefendant sold cocaine to undercover
acents. When they noticed they Here under surveillance, they drove
cf f and threw a package of cocaine from the vindow of their
vehicle . The package was retrieved . Both individuals vere
arrested a short time later and a total of 1,115 grams of cocaine
and $2,980 in counterfeit money Here seized. The codefendant
arranged the sale to undercover agents and the offender was
identified as a "runner."

guideline calculations. The offendergpleaded guilty to conspiracy
tc possess and distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. { SA6). Based upon
the amount of cocaine, the base offense level Has calculated as
level 26. There Has no adjustment for role in the offense but
there vas a ivo level decrease for acceptance of responsibility
(£3I;.l) resulting in a total offense level of 2&.

gg;;g;;g. The guideline range Has 51- 63 months (criminal history
category l) and the offender was sentenced to IS months with threeyears supervised release. The fine Has waived.

Reasons." The court departed belov the guidelines because of
substantial assistance to the government.

gase £39 (232421
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gffense. The offender and a codefendant obtained 1,905 grams of
cocaine and 8,260 grams of marijuana in another state and had the
drugs mailed to them. The package Has intercepted and they Were
arrested.

gpideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to conspiracy
to distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. * 846). Based on theamount of
cocaine and marijuana, the base offense level Has calculated as
level 26; There vas a two level reduction for acceptance of
responsibility (£3£l.1) resulting in a total offense level of 24.

Sentence. The guideline range Has 51 -63 months (criminal historycategory 1) and theoffender was sentenced to 60 months Uith fouryears supervised release. The fine was waived.

Egascts. Not applicable.

Case = 39 20535

Offense. The offender Has paid to drive his codefendants and 194grans of heroin to a location where the drugs vere to be sold to
undercover agents. When the agents attempted to arrest the
individuals, one of the codefendants pulled a gun, used an agent
as a shield, and was shot dead by other agents. None of the agents
Here harmed in the incident.

ggidegige calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to conspiracy
to possess uith intent to distribute heroin (21 U.S.C. ! 846,
B4l(a)(l), and 8£1(b)(l)(B)). Based upon the amount of heroin, the
base offense - level Has calculated as level 26. There as a tvs
level reduction for acceptance of responsibility (£321.1) resulting
in a total offense level of 24.

$en;g; =e. The guideline range vas 5) -63 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender vas sentenced to 60 months With 5years supervised release. The fine was Uaived.

0

Beasons. Not applicable.

gas;- £}u (2112;)

gffense. The offender nd a codefendant sold slightly more than
one kilogran of cocaine to undercover agents.

guideline - calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to conspiracy
to possess cocaine (2) U.S.C. Q

BAG). Based upon the amount ofcocaine, the base offense level vas calculated s level 26. There
was ivo level reduction for acceptance of responsibility (i3tl.l)
resulting in a total offense level of 24.

3 8



sentence. The guideline range vas 51- 63 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender vas sentenced to five years probation
vith six months community confinement. The fine Has Vaived.
ggasons. The court departed belou the guidelines because ofsubstantial assistance to the government.

£Ese.1i1.1Z95J'
Qjfense. The offender was arrested leaving a cruise ship with 994grams of cocaine. The offender claimed to be a courier actingunder duress. There vas no information concerning the source ofthe drugs or its ultimate destination.
ggigglipe - palcu;at'ons. The offender was convicted by trial ofirportation of cocaine (ZJ U.S.C. { 952(a) and 960(a)(1)). Basedupon the amount of cocaine, the base offense level Has calculatedas level 26. The offender admitted the offense after trial andthere vas a ivo level decrease for acceptanceof responsibility(£3I2.l) resulting in a total offense level of 24.

sentence. The guideline range vas 51- 63 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender vas sentenced to 60 months vith four

.years supervised release. The fine was 1-vaived .

. le C < 2 2 0< E

pgjense. The offender and a codefendant attempted to purchasethree kilograms of cocaine from an undercover agent. Informationin the file indicated that the offender distributed cocaineindependently as Hell as in partnership sith his codefendant.
pciqgligg calcu1at'ons. The offender pleaded guilty to conspiracytc distribute cocaine (ZJ U.S.C. i 846). Based upon the amount ofcocaine the offender attempted to obtain from the undercover agent,the base offense level vas calculated as level 28. Pursuant to aplea agreement, there vas a too level reduction for role in theoffense (£3BJ.2(b)) and a too level reduction for acceptance of'responsibility (£3£1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 2c.
gegtgncg. The guideline range vas 57- 71 months (criminal historycategory ll) and the offender vas sentenced to 57 months sith fcc:years supervised release. The fine Has uaived.
Bgasgps., Not applicable.

B £a.s£..l£;£..(2.z~..2.1 -

n e. The offender sold approximately 14 grams of base cocaine.o n undercover agent. The offender also offered go ell foodtmps vith a face value of over $5,000.
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£.:,uj.d£.1i.De €.e.J.EUJ ati 01= = - The offender pleaded guilty to
distributing cocaine (21 U.S.C. 6 841(a)(1) and (b) (1)(C)) andunlawfully transferring food stamps (7 U.S.C. $ 2024(b)). Based
upon the amountof "crack", the base offense level Vas calculated
as level 26. Based upon the unlawful transfer of the food stamps,
the base offense levelforthe second offense vas calculated aslevel 6 (£271.1). There was a ivo level increase based upon thevalue of the food stamps (iZF1.l(b)(1)) resulting in an adjusted

offense level of B. The combined offense level for both offenses
remained level 26 ((3Dl.4). There vas a two level reduction foracceptance of responsibility (93£1.1) resulting in a total offenselevel of 24.

gg;tgnced. The guideline range vas 63-78 months (criminal history
category lli) and the offender was sentenced to 51 months viththree years supervised release. The offender vas also fined
$ 2 Cf . 0 ? D .

£eas == s. The court departed below the guidelines pursuant to aplea agreement.

;~~€ l;; 27C77)

Cfigtse. The offender was stopped leaving a commercial airlineEligt: and was found to have 950grams of cocaine strapped to hisbody. There Has no information concerning the source of the drugscr its ultinate destination.

Guideline- gajcu,ations. The offender pleaded guilty to possession
with intent to distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. 5 841(a)(1)). Basedups = the anount of cocaine, the base offense level was calculated
as level 26. There Has a too level reduction for acceptance ofresponsibility (£3I1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 24.
g£;;e = ce. The guideline range was 63-78 months (criminal history
category Jll) and the offender vas sentenced to 68 months Uithfo = ryee = s supervised release. The offender vas also fined $10,D00.

£ees:r;. Not applicable.

gage 845 [ 233 = ] )

QL1g;££. The offender reported to police that his truck nd l.OP?pounds of marijuana had been stolen. Police eventually recoveredthe vehicle and 650 pounds of rijuana.
Qujdeline calculations. The offender Hs convicted by trial of
possession uith intent to distribute marijuana (21 U.S.C. £4l()(1) and a4l(b)(1)(B)). Based upon the amount of marijuana

ecovered, the base offense level vas calculated g laval 2f..here vas no reduction for acceptance of responsibility.
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gegtence. The guideline range was 6) -78 months (criminal historycategory 1) and the offender Has sentenced to 76 months Vith fouryears supervised release. The fine Has Waived.
ggasgps. Not applicable.

U ££29 46 .123521).

9] . se.{gp Police tried to follou the offender's vehicle whichappeared suspicious. Thevoffender, hovever, sped up and led policeon a four mile chase at speeds up to 75 MPH. The vehicle waseventually stopped and the offender fled on foot and Has arrestedhiding in a drainage pipe. 217 pounds of marijuana was seized fronthe vehicle.

ggjdelipe - gqlculptions. The offender pleaded guilty to importationcf marijuana (21 U.$.C. £ 952(a) an 960(a)(l)). Based upon thear:unt of marijuana, the base offense level Has calculated as level24. There vas a too level increase for obstruction of justicebased upon the attempt to flee police (£3Cl.1) resulting in a totalcf fehse .1 ever of 26 . The offender admitted involvement in theof ferzse . but there Has no adjustment for acceptance ofres,-::r.sibi l ity because of the obstruction of justice .. ~ggence . The guideline range vas 63-78 months (criminal historycategory I) and the offender was sentenced to 63 months vith threeyears supervised release. The fine was vaived.
£easc= g. Not applicable.

. 9~ £- .= 4-IL' 30...€*'

gffensg. The offender and five others vere involved in an atteapttc sell 99E grams of cocaine to an undercover agent. Whenarrested, a hand gun was found in the offender's vehicle. Tvoofthe codefendants Here identified as lookouts. The offender wasdescribed as directly involved in the drug sale but under thecontrol of a more culpable codefendant.
Quidelipe ca cula;'ons. The offender pleaded guilty to possessionsith intent to distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. C 8&1(a)(l)). Basedupon the amount of cocaine, the base offense level vas calculatedas level 26. There vas ivo level increase for possession of afirearr during a drug offense (lzdl.l(b)(l)) nd ivo leveldecrease for acceptance of responsibility (£3!l.l) resulting in atotal offense level of 26.

$£n;gg£g. The guideline range ws 6) -76 months (criminal historycategory 1) and the offender vs sentenced to 63 onths sith fiveyears supervi sed release . The fine Has Uaived .

lg. Not applicable.
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Case 545- 133252

gf ense. The offender and a codefendant sold 2.5 kilograms ofcocaine to an undercover agent.

Qgjdeljpe calculations; The offender pleaded guilty to'conspiracyto possess cocaine (21 U.S.C. 846 and 841(a)(1)). Based upon theamount of cocaine possessed for distribution, the base offense1eve1vas calculated as level 28. There was a ivo level decreasefor acceptance of responsibility ({3£1.1) resulting in a totaloffense level of 26.

gentence. The guideline range Has 63-78 months (criminal history
category l) and the offender Has sentenced to 63*months vith fouryears supervised release. The fine was waived.

Reasons. Not applicable.

gage €<9 24416

Offense. The offender and two codefendants were stopped by police
and a search of their vehicle uncovered 32grams of base cocaine,
a hand gun, and approximately $9,000.

g;jdeline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to possession
with intent to distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. ! 841(a)(1)) andpossession of a firearm during a drug trafficking offense (18t.S.C. £ 924(c)(1)). Based upon the amount of base cocaine, thebase offense level was calculated as level 28. There Has a twolevel decrease for acceptance of responsibility (£321.1) resultingin a total offense level of 26. There Has no enhancement forpossession of a firearm during a drug offense because it vas aseparate count of conviction requiring a consecutive sentence.
ggntence. The guideline range was 78- 97 months (criminal pistorycategory Ill) and the offender vas sentenced to 87 months vith a63 month consecutive term (147 months total) vith five yearssupervised release. The fine was vaived.
easo = s. Not applicable.

ggse £50 {22289)

QLLgn£g. The offender Has stopped driving across the border with7.5 pounds of marijuana, 251 grams of heroin, nd 2 grams ofcocainee There vas no.inforntion concerning the source of thedrugs or its ultimate destination.
Quideline ca culations. The offender pleaded guilty to importationof heroin (2) U. $. C. 952 ca), 960(a)(1) and 960(b) (2)(A) ) . Based. on the total amount of drugs seized , the base offense level was
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calculated as level 26. Although the offender pleaded guilty andadmitted to smuggling marijuana and cocaine, he denied smugglingheroin and Has not given acceptance of responsibility.r
gentencg. The guideline range was 78-97 months (criminal historycategory Ill) and the offender Has sentenced to 78 months With fiveyears supervised release. The fine vas waived.
Reasons. Not applicable.

Qase £SJ (22232)

Offense. The offender Has stopped leaving a commercial airlineflight and a searchof his luggage uncovered slightly over fourkilograms of cocaine. The offender claimed to be a courier andthere was no information concerning the source of the drugs or itsultimate destination -

guide inc calcu,ations. The offender pleaded guilty to possessionWith intent to distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C.6 841(a)(1)). Basedon the amount of cocaine, the base offense level was calculated aslevel 30. There vas no adjustment for role in the offense butthere Has a two level reduction for acceptance of responsibility(£311.1) resulting in a total offense level of 28.
gg = te= =e. Theguide1ine range Has 78-97 months(criminal historyca:egcry 1) and the offender was sentenced to 60 months with fiveyears supervised release. The fine was Uaived.
eescns. Not documented.

ase $£2 704

Offense. The offender and two other codefendants sold cocaine basetc an undercover agent in a movie theater. After arrest,additional cocaine base vas found under the theater seat and atotal 4.8 grams was seized. The offender Has identified'as the"manager"luho directed the other ivo individuals.
guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty for possessionwith intent to distribute "crack" (21 U.S.C. £ 812, BG1(a)(l),B4J(b)(l)(c) and le U.S.C. £ 2). Based on the amount of cocainebase seized. the base offense level vas calculated as level 24.There vas a too level increase for role in the offense for being"manager" (£381.)) resulting in total offense level of 26.Although the offender pleaded guilty, he admits only to possessing'crack" for his own use and denies distributing ny drugs.Therefore, there Has no reduction for acceptance of responsibility.
ggntence. The guideline range vas 92-115 months (criminal historycategory IV) and the offender vas sentenced to BG months with three. years supervised release. The fine vas vaived.
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Eeasons. Not documented.

. gage 53 (20&56)

Q£;ense. The offender vas arrested at an airport with a
codefendant who had nearly 3,700 grams of cocaine taped to his
body. Based upon testimony, it was established that codefendant
had4,500 grams of cocaine but this individual cleared customs and
the drugs were never recovered. The offender vas "clearly seen as
a supervisor"uho recruited the couriers and was "financially
responsible" for the cocaine.

guideline calgglations. The offender was convicted by trial of
possession with intent to distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. £
S41(a)(l)) and importation of cocaine (21 U.S.C. £ 952(a) and
96D(a)(l)(b)). Based on a total of approximately 3 kilograms of
cocaine (excluding the drugs not recovered), the base offense level
vas calculated as level 28. There vas a two level increase for
role in the offense for being "supervisor" (£381.1) resulting in
a total offense level of 30.

geatence. The guideline range was 97-121 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender Has sentenced to 121 months with four. years supervised release. The fine vas waived.

Bgas==s. Not applicable.

Q ggse #54 [ 22825}

Offense. The offender Has suspected of distributing cocaine. When
police Bent to the offender's residence, the offender attempted to
escape out the rear Uindow but Has apprehended. Approximately
2,400 grars of cocaine vere seized from the residence. In
addition, the offender denied under oath at trial any involvement
with illegal drugs but Has convicted anyvay.

ggjdeline calcplations. The offender Has convicted by trial of
possession with intent to distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. £
64l(a)(l)). Based upon the amount of cocaine, the base offense
level Has calculated as level 28. There vas a ivo level.increase
for obstruction of justice based upon the perjury at trial (£3CJ.l)
resulting in a total offense level of 30.

ggnggnge. The guideline range vas 97-121 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender vas sentenced to 97'nonths with five
years supervised release. The fine Has waived.

Bgasong. Not applicable.

~ . case ss 1zszi gi
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g~ense. An informant agreed to act as a courier for the offenderand transported "at l east" 17 kilograms of coca ine . The offenderlater sold cocaine to an undercover agent and approximately 8,400grams of cocaine vere seized. A later search of the offendersresidence uncovered a handgun. 

Qujdel'ne calculation;. The offender pleaded guilty to conspiracyto distribute
-
cocaine (21U.$.C. ' 841(a)(l) and846). Based theamount of cocaine seized at arrest (8.400 grams), the base offenselevel vas calculated as level 32. There vas a ivo level reductionfor acceptance of responsibility(63E1.1) resulting in a totaloffense level of 30. There vas no increase for possession of aweapon during a drug offense (iZDl.1(b)) because "authorities"believed it vas not being used in connection uith this offense.

gegtence. The guideline range 97- 121 months (criminal historycategory l) and the offender was sentenced to 120 months Uith fiveyears supervised release. The offender Has also fined $250,000.
Beesons. Not applicable.

0 gcse 056 [ 25526}

ggfense. The offender and four codefendants negotiated thedelivery of sO kilograms of cocaine to an undercover agent. Thegroup eventually delivered slightly over five kilograms of cocaineto the agent and were arrested. lt Has understood that anadditional 45 kilograms of cocaine Here to be delivered at a laterdate.

guide inc calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to conspiracyto possess with intent to distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. 6 846).Based upon the amount of cocaine actually delivered (5 kilograms),the base offense level Has calculated as level 32. There vas atwolevel reduction for acceptance of responsibility (53£1.1) resultingin a total offenselevel of 3D.

gentence. The guideline range was 97-121 months (criminal historycategory 1) and the offender Has sentenced to 97 months withfifteen years supervised release. The fine vas uaived.
Beassns. Not applicable.

QLEe£££.. - A private plane crashed nd 300 kilograms of cocaine wererecovered flor the vreckage. The offender vas a passenger in theplane whose "primary duties would have been to kick the contrabandout of the aircraft should it have been detected in id ir by law

0 enforcement authorities."
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guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to importation
of cocaine (21 U.S.C. S 952(a) and 960(a)(l)(b)). Based upon the
amount of cocaine recovered, the base offense level Vas calculated
as level 36. There vas a two level reduction for rolein the
offense (£381.2(b)) and a two level reduction for acceptance of
responsibility (£J£1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 32.

gentencg. The guideline range was 121-151 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender was sentenced to lzl months with five
years supervised release. The fine Has vaived.

Eeasons. Not applicable.

Case #58- 124739)

gffense. The police searched a house boat inhabited by the
offender and a codefendant and uncovered a methamphetamine lab.
Police seized'4.7 kilograms of an "intermediary chemical substance"
containing methamphetamine and 500 grams of ephedrine. A rifle and
a hand gun were also seized from the boat and a shotgun Has taken
from a vehicle parked nearby.

ggigezine calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to manufacture
cf methamphetanine (21 U.S.C. £ 841(a)(1)). A "criminalist
involved in this case" estimated that the ephedrine vould produce
approximately 400 grams of methamphetamines. The entire 4.7
kilograms of intermediary substance. was counted because it
contained a detectable amount of methamphetamines. Based on a
total of 5.1 kilograms of methamphetamines, the base offense level
vas calculated as level 32. There vas a ivo level increase for
possession of a firearm during a drug offense (£2D1.1(b)(1)) and
a two level decrease for acceptance of responsibility (6321.1)
resulting in a total offense level of 32.

sentence. The guideline range was 251-188 months (criminal history
category lil) and the offender was sentenced to 151 montps with
fiveiyears supervised release. The fine was Waived.

Egesons. Notvapplicable.

gase- £;9 (23345)

Offense. The offender and four codefendants attempted to purchase
2 kilograms of cocaine from an undercover agent uith the
understanding that total of J2 kilograms of cocaine vould
eventually be delivered. The agent indicted that the offender did
not play a "managerial role" but file information indicated that
the offender played an active role in the negotiations to obtain
the cocaine.

guideline calgulgtiogs. The offender pleaded guilty to interstate
travel to promote business enterprise involving narcotics (IF
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U.S.C. £ 1952). Based upon the attempt to obtain 32 kilograms otcocaine,the base offense level Has calculated as level 34. Therewas a two level decrease foracceptance of responsibility (i3£1.1)resulting in a total offense level of 32.
ggntencg. The guideline range was 151-188 months (criminal historycategory Ill) and the offender was sentenced to 18 months Uiththree years supervised release. The fine Has vaived.
Reasons. The court departed below the guidelines because ofsubstantial assistance to the government.

gase 16D*{23661)

Offense. The offender's vehicle Has stopped by police and a searchuncovered 19 kilograms of cocaine. There was no informationconcerning either the source of the drugs or its ultimatedestination.

guideline calgulations. The offender was convicted by trial ofpossession vith intent to distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. £841(a)(1)) and travel in "interstate commerce with intent toounlawfully distribute cocaine (18 U.S.C. 6 1952). Based upon thearount of cocaine, the base offense level was calculated as level34. There Here no adjustments and the total offense level was 34.
ggntence. The guideline range was 15 ] -186 months (criminal historycategory I) and the offender was sentenced to 151 months vith fiveyears supervised release. The offender vas also fined $17,500.
- eas = ns. Not applicable.

Case "1 25195

Offense. The offender and 25 codefendants were involved in anextensive scheme to distribute cocaine betueen 1985 and 1988. Theinformation in the file is limitedbut the offender received "atleast 14 kilograms" of .cocaine, directed the activities ofcouriers. and distributed drugs to others for redistribution. Theoffender also hid the proceeds from the activity under the name ofother individuals.
guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to possessionwith intent to distribute cocaine (21 U.$.C. ! 8&l(a)(1)),operating a continuing criminal enterprise (21 U.S.C. { EGG),aiding and betting the laundering of monetary instruments (IFU.S.C. 6 1956(a)(1)), nd unlawful use of a telephone to facilitateconspiracy to distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. { 04J(b)). The courtcalculated a total offense level of 35. There Has no explanationin the file on hou this offense level vas calculated.
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sentence. The guideline range Has 168-210 months (criminal historycategory I) and the offender vas sentenced to 138 months With eightyears supervised release. The fine was waived.
ggasgns. The reasons for departure Here notdocumented althoughthe court noted that some of the term of imprisonment.'does fitwith the guidelines in some of the cases."

Qase £62 22768

Qjfensg. The offender and seven codefendants were involved indistributing l5 kilograms of cocaine over a three year period. Theoffender was described as a "second lieutenant" in theorganization.

Guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to possessionvith intent to distribute.cocaine (21 U.S.C. 6 841(a)(1) andB41(b)(1)(C)). Based on the amount of cocaine, the base offenselevel was calculated as level 34. There was a two level increasefor role in the offense (€381.1) based on information that theoffender supervised the activities of some of the codefendants and
a tvolevel decrease for acceptance of responsibility (£3£1.1)resulting in a total offense level of 34.
ggntence. The guideline range was 188-235 months (criminal history
category Ill) and the offendervas sentenced 141 months with fiveyears supervised release. The fine was vaived.
Bggscns. The record is unclear, but it appears that the courtdeparted below the guidelines because of substantial assistance tothe government.

;ase = €3 [ 22809)

Offense. The offender sold approximately 1 kilograms of cocainebase over a one month period. When arrested, the offender;uas inpossession of five handguns, two of Which had the serial numbersremoved. The offender was associated with a large, loosely runorganization that distributed drugs. lt appeared that the offenderobtained cocaine and cocaine base from the organization vhich hethen sold through street dealers.
guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to conspiracyto manufacture, distribute, nd possess Uith intent to distributecocaine base (2) U.S.C. Q 846). Based upon at least 1 kilogram ofcocaine base, the base offense level Has calculated s level 36.There Has a two level increase for possession of firearm duringa drug offense (i2D1.1(b)(1)) nd a tuo level decrease feracceptance of responsibility (£)£1.1) resulting in total offenselevel oi 36.

as
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ggntence. The guideline rangeuas 235 - 293 months (criminal historycategory Ill) and the offender vas sentenced to 121months ujeh
five years supervised release. The fine vas vaived.

geasons. The court"departed below the guidelines because a£substantial assistance to the government.

gase 164 (22247)

Qfjense. The offender distributed extreme1y
>

large amounts ofcocaine and marijuana over a six year period. The exact amount ofdrugs is unclear, but cocaine Has distributed in allotments inexcess of 100 kilograms on a number of occasions. The offender vasidentified as the most culpable and directed the activities of anumber of other individuals.
guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to conspiracy
tc distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. 6 846) and importation of cocaine(21 U.S.C. 9 952(a) and 960(a)(1)(b)). Based on information thatthe amount of cocaine exceeded 50 kilograms. the base offense levelvas calculated as 1evel36. There was a three level increase forrole in the offense (£381.1) based on information that the offenderwas a "manager or supervisor" of a criminal activity involving fiveor more participants and a two level decrease for acceptance ofresponsibility (£3£1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 37.
ggntence. The guideline range vas 235-293 months (criminal history
category Il) and the offender vas sentenced to 144 months With fiveyears supervised release. The fine was vaived, but the offendersurrendered assets equal to about $1,000,000.

Eeasons. The court departed below the guidelines because of"Section SHJ.J." No other explanation Has provided.

Case 865 [ 25542)

Offense. The offender and a number of individuals (exactfnumber
unspecified)' vere involved in a scheme to distributemetharphetanine and marijuana. A search of the offender'sresidence uncovered drugs and a handgun. Based on the amount ofdrugs seized and an estimate of the drugs distributed, the totalamount of drugs involved in the offense Here estimated to be theequivalent of approximately 16 kilograms of heroin under theguidelines in effect at the time of sentencing. The offenderdelivered drugs to an unspecified number of other individuals butthe offender's exact role vas unclear in the record. The offenderalso refused to voluntarily surrender while on bond nd vasrearrested.

Qujdeline calculations. The offender Has convicted by trial ofpossession with intent to distribute marijuana (21 U.S.C. €B41(a)(l)) and possession vith intent to distribute methmphetanine

2 9
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acceptance of responsibility (£3£l.1) resulting in total offense

0 level of 24.

30

(21 U.S.C. £ - 841(a)(1)). Based on the amount of drugs involved in
the offense, the base offense level Has calculated as level 36.
There were no adjustments and the total offense level remained36.
ggntence. The guideline range vere 292 - 365 months (criminal
history category V) and the offender was sentenced to 192 months
vith no supervised release. The fine vas waived.

xeasgps. The court departedbelou the guidelines because of the
offender's age, his health, and because he encouraged codefendants
to testify. The offenderuas 55 years old and there vas no
information in the file concerning the offender's health.

122] .4. Attempts and Conspiracies

ggse #66 (2232;)

gffense. The offender sold approximately 80 grams of cocaine to
a cooperating individual. The offender Has a deputy sheriff and
when arrested he was in possession of ivo handguns, three knives,
and a "smoke grenade."

g;;geliLgcaJculations. The offender pleaded guilty to conspiracy
to possess with intent to distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. 5 841(a)(1)
and 846) and possession of a firearm during commission of a drug
trafficking offense (16 U.S.C. G 924(c)(1)). Based upon the amount
of cocaine, the base offense level vas calculated as level 16.
There vas a two level increase for abuse of a positionof trust
(£322.3) based on the fact that the offender was a lau enforcement
officer and agtuo level decrease for acceptance of responsibility
(£2Z:.1)"resulting in a total offense level of 16.

£g;ten =e. The guideline range cas 21-27 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender was sentenced to 25 months plus 60
months consecutive for possession of a firearm (BS months,total)
sith three years supervised release. The fine was vaived =

easDns. Not applicable.

£2;; 867 (20615)

Offense. Based upon information provided by an informant. the
offender and a codefendant vere arrested in a hotel room with
"approximately one kilogram of cocaine."
guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to conspira:y
to possess vith intent to distribute cocaine (2) 0.8.c. C 846).
Based upon the amount of cocaine, the base offense level was
calculated as level 26. Ihere vas a two level decrease fer
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gentence. The guideline range Has 51-63 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender Has sentenced to 42 monthsvith sixyears supervised release. The fine was waived.

£gasons.. The court departed below the guidelines pursuant to a
plea agreement.

gage £68 (21362}

Offense. The offender and ivo codefendants manufactured
approximately 16 pounds of methamphetamine.

Guideline- calculations. The offender was convicted by trial ofconspiracy to manufacture a controlled substance (21 U.5.C. £ 646
and 841(a)(1)) and aiding and abetting the manufacture of a
controlled substance (ZJ U.S.C. 5 841(a)(1) and 18 U.S.C. £ 2).
Based upon the amount of methamphetamine, the base offense levelras calculated as level 32. There were no adjustments and the
total offense level remained 32.

sertense. The guideline range Has 121-151 months (criminal history
category l) and the offender was sentenced to 136 months with threeyears supervised release. The fine vas vaived.

easens. Not applicable.

Case €9 21456}

Cffenss. The offender vas identified as the "leader" of a "fairly
extens;ve smuggling organization" which brought cocaine into this
co;ntry. The total amount of cocaine is unclear but "know=
activities" involved 7 kilograms of cocaine. There were a total
cf 21 individuals involved in the offense.

G;idg;;ne calcujat'ons. The offender vas convicted by trial of
conspiracy to distribute cocaine (21 U.S.C. 6 846) andpossession
with intent to distribute'cocaine (21 U.S.C. 5 841(a)(1)). Basedupon the 7 kilograms of cocaine, the base offense level was
calculated as level 32. There vas a four level increase for rolein thevoffense (6381.)) based on information that the offender vas
the. leader for a criminal activity involving five or moreparticipants resulting in a total offense level of 36.

£en;ence. The guideline range was 188-235 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender Has sentenced to 188 months vith threeyears supervised release. Thefine s uaived.

Reason;. Not applicable.

2D;.5. Contiqping QrjninaJ £nt;;;gj£g
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. case- 110- 12 1377

Offense. The offender was described as the "leader" of a
sophisticated cocaine trafficking organization involving five other
individuals. There was no estimate of the total amount of cocaine
involved but the organization was estimated to be receiving at
least 30 kilograms of cocaine per Meek from Columbia for an
extended period of time. The profits from the.organization were
banked in Yemen. A search of the offender's residence uncovered
cocaine residue and a firearm.

Quide;jneEalcgjations. The offender pleaded guilty to continuing
crininal enterprise (21 U.S.C. C B4B(a) and (6)). The base offense
level was calculated as level 36. There was a two level reduction
for acceptance of responsibility (£3I1.1) resulting in a total
offense level of 34. Under guidelines now in effect, the base
offense level could be as high as level 42.

gegtence. The guideline range was 168-210 months (criminal history
category II) and the offender was sentenced to 204 months with four
years supervisedrelease. The fine was waived.

£eas == s. Not applicable.

£;p2.l. Unlayful Possession~ Case Ul (22 -GET)

gffense. The offender and two codefendants Were arrested
transp:rting 500 grams of cocaine by automobile. The record is
unclear on the extent of the offender's involvement in the offense.

guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to simple
possession of cocaine (21 U.S.C. £ 844(a)). Based upon simple
possession, the base offense level Has calculated as level 6.
There was a too level decrease for acceptance of responsibility
(gZIl.l) resulting in a total offense level of 4.

,gentence. The guideline range vas 0- 6 months (criminal history
category Ill) and the offender vas sentenced to 3 months with one
year supervised release. The offender Has also fined $1,100.

Eeas:ns. Not applicable.

. Ease c72 [ 203;;)

Qlfgggg. The offender vas arrested trying to purchase 'crack" frcr
another for his dun use. When arrested, the offenderttempted tc
throw avay a lit marijuana cigarette.

guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to simple
possession of a controlled substance (2) U.S.C. l33(a)(l)).
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Ba sed upon simp1 e possession , the ba se offense l ever wa s calculated
as level 6. There was a ivo level increase for obstruction of.justice (€3C1. 1) based upon the attempt to conceal a marijuana
cigarette and a two level decrease for acceptance of responsibility
(£31-21.1) resulting in a total offense level of 6 -.

gentence. The guideline range was 0- 6 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender was sentenced to 6 months With one
years supervised release. The fine was waived.

~-asgng; Not appl icable .

9.l'LAF'TER.'1F€.L .LARJ- 5. - OFF ENS~ l'~ 1-LYLNG CRIHI NA1LENTERPR. 1. S-E.~LD
3£CK;T£ERlNG

£2~ . l . Engaging in a Gambl ing gusinegs

a Cage 973 (24276)

Offense. The offender and six codefendants participated in an
illegal sports gambling business. The offender Was primarily a
customer who Worked for two months collecting bets to pay off a
gambling debt.

g = idezine calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to operating
an illegal gambling business (18 U.S.C. 6 1955). Based upon the
ganbling activities, the base offense level Has calculated as level. 12 . The record is unclear, but it appears that there vas a four
level decrease for role in the offense (€381.2) based upon the
oefender's limited involvement and a too level decrease for
acceptance of responsibility (£3E1.1) resulting in a total offense
level cf 6.

gentence. The guideline range was 2- 8 months (criminal history
category Ill) and the offender vas sentenced to 2 months probation
vith a condition of 2 months community confinement. The fine Has
vaived but the offender was ordered to perform. 50 hdurs of
community service.

Eeascns. Not applicable.

£g;PT;P THQ, PART F - OFZENSES NVOLXLEQ- £3AUD OR QgCElT

271.1. [ raud- Egd Qgceit

O

Q 7& 7GP

Qifgggg, The offender cashed stolen check worth SA70 using B
false identification.

guideline - calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to possession
of a false identification document Uith intent to defraud (IF

3 3



U.S.C. £ 1028(a)(4)). Based upon the intent to defraud, the baseoffense level was calculated as 1eve16. There Has a ivo leveldecrease for acceptance of responsibility (Q3£1.1) resulting in atotal offense level of 6.

gen ence. The guideline range vas 0- 4 months (criminal historycategory 1) and the offender vas sentenced to three yearsprobation. The offender was also fined $500.

Reasons. Not applicable.

gase 175 (21693}

gffense. The offender attempted to cash a stolen check worthapproximately $600.

Guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to receipt ofa stolen U.S. Treasury check (lB U.S.C. 6 510(6)). The baseoffense level vas calculated as level 6. There vas a two leveldecrease for acceptance of responsibility (53£1.1) resulting in atotal offense - level of &.

gg;te= ce. The guideline range was 0-5 months (criminal historycategory II) and the offender Was sentenced to 3 years probation.The fine vas Waived.

Reasons. Not applicable.

a is 8"€ [ 225521

cf ease. The offender obtained a bank loan worth approximately$7,SDD through a false loan application and filed a second falseapplication in an attempt to obtain a $25,000 loan.
guideline calculatiogs. The offender pleaded guilty tobank fraudile U.S.C. £ 1344). Based on the false loan applications, tpe baseoffense level was calculated as level 6. There Has a four levelincrease based upon the attempt to obtain approximately $32,50C(£ZFJ.l(b)(1)) and a two level decrease for acceptance ofresponsibility (£3£1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 8.
ggntence. The guideline range was 4 -10 months (criminal historyca:egory'll) and the offender Has sentenced to 3 years probationwith 6 months community confinement. The fine vas waived but theoffender Has ordered to pay $6,011 in restitution and to perform200 hours of community service.
geaggpg; Not applicable.

. ££Se £77 (2£06E1

O
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gffense. A codefendant operated a"sports betting service" that
= defrauded a number of victims of over $l50,000. The offender vas

I

O

recruited as a telephone solicitor for one month and vas directly
responsible for almost $17,000 in losses to number of victims.

guideline - gglgplations. The offendervas convicted by.trial of
Hire fraud (18 U.S.C. 6 1363). The base offense level .Vas
calculated as level 6. There was a three level increase for a loss
of approximately $17,000 (lZF1.1(b)(l)), a ivo level increase for
a scheme to defraud more than one victim (€ZF1.lIb)(2)), and a two
level decrease for role in the offense because the offender's role
vas limited to telephone so1icitations (£381.2) resulting in a
total offense level of 9.

gentence. The guideline range Was 4 -10 months (criminal history
category 1} and the offender vas sentenced to 7 months with three
years supervised release. The fine Has waived.

Beascns. Not applicable.

Case- £1E [ 2E17;)

g;;ense. The offender and seven codefendants were part of a
loosely organized group that fraudulent1y acquiredcredit cards to
obtain cash, merchandise, and rental cars which Here not returned.
The total loss to numerous victims exceeded $100,000. The
offender, houever, vas - directly responsible for approximately
$lS,OOb in losses to multiple victims.

Guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to fraud in
connection with access devices (18 U.$.C. 6 1029(A)(2)) and bank
fraud CIE U.S.C. £ 1344). The base offense level Has calcu1ated
as level 6. There vas a three level increase based upon a loss of
approximately $15,000 (92Fl.1(b)(1)), a two level increase for a
scheme to,defraud multiple victims (£2F1.1(b)(2)), and a two level
decrease fer acceptance of responsibility (£321.1) resulting in a
total offense level of 9. lt vas determined that the offender had
been unemployed for too years and derived a substantial position
of his income from criminal activity. Therefore, criminal
livelihood applied (£&B1.3) and the offense level Has raised tc
level 11.

£g;;g;;gg. The guideline range Has 8- 24 months (criminal history
category l) and the offender was sentenced to 6 months. There was
no supervised release imposed nd the fine Has waived.

B£££225. The court departed below the guidelines because the
offendervas to be deported.

£9.;; 72.L2;*lL£.1
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Offense- The offender fraudulently acquired a credit card andobtained nearly $5,000 in cash advances using the card.
guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to mail fraud(lB U.S.C. S Du). The base offense level Has calculated as level6. There vas a one level increase based upon the loss of nearly55,900 (€271.1(b)(1)), the base offense level was increased tolevel 10 *because the false application for the credit cardindicated more than minimal planning (62F1.1(b)(2)), and there vasa too level reduction for acceptance of responsibility (63£1.1)resulting ina total offense level of 8; It was determined thatthe offender vas unemployed andderived a substantial portion ofhis income from criminal activity. Therefore, criminal livelihoodapplied (5481.3) and the offense level vas raised to level 11.
gegtence. The guideline range vas 8-14 months (criminal historycategory 1) and the offender vas sentenced to"9 months with three'years supervised release. The fine vas vaived but theoffender wasordered to pay - $4,B94 in restitution.

Beescns. Not applicable.

Cgse*Eg 23195

Offense. The offender fraudulently acquired three credit cards andover a two month period obtained money, merchandise, and a rental. car never returned worth over $70, 000. The offense involvedmultiple victims.
g;;;gline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to use of anunacthorized access device (ie U.S.C. 5 1029(a)). The base offenselevel cas calculated as level 6. There vas a five level increasebased upon a loss of over $70,090 (62F1.1(b)(1)), a two levelincrease for a scheme to defraud multiple victims (£2F1.1(b)(2)),and a too level decrease for acceptance of responsibility (€3£1.1)resu1tingin total offense level of 11.

sentence. The guideline range was 10- 16 months (criminal historycategory Il) and the offender Has sentenced to 16 months vith threeyears supervised release. The fine and restitution Here waived.
- eesons. Not applicable.

a Qase ggl [ 2 2)293

Qffgggg. The offender owned n investment service nd stole over$74,000 -from one of his accounts over n extended period of time.The loss Has discovered when the victim retired nd found he hadno money which caused considerable hardship to the victim.
E2i2£lin€.£!l£21£Li2ns - The offender pleaded guilty to mail fraud(18 U.S.C. 5 1341). The base offense level vas calculated s level
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6. There was a five level increase basedupon the loss of over$74,000 (£2F1.1(b)(1)), a two level increase for more than minimalplanning based upon information that the loss vas hidden throughfraudulent bookkeeping (62Fl.1(b)(2)), a ivo level increase forabuse of a position of trust (i381.3), and a ivo level decrease foracceptance of responsibility(i3r1.l) resulting in a total offenselevel of 13.

ggntence. The guideline range vas 12-18 months (criminal historycategory I) and the offender Has sentenced to 12 months Uith threeyears supervised release. The fine was uaived but the offender wasordered to pay $74,190 in restitution.
geascns. Not applicable.

gage #$2 [ 2369?),

g;fe = se. The offender Has the vice president of a bank andprovided an unauthorized line of credit to a company in which heHas a "silent partner." A number of loans Here made over a twelvem:nth period and the bank lost approximately $440,000 Uhen theloans were defaulted.

Guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to bank fraud
CIE t.S.C. £ 1342). The base offense level vas calculated as level6. There was a seven level increase based on a loss ofapproximately $440,000 (£2F1.1(b)(1)), a two level increase formore than minimal planning because of numerous acts that occurredover a one year period (£ZFJ.1(b)(2)), a two level increaseforabuse cf a position of trust (£381.3), and a two level decrease foracceptance of responsibility (£3£1.1) resulting in a total offenselevel of 15.

genten:e. The guideline range Has 18-24 months (criminal historycategory 1) and the offender Has sentenced to 21 months with threeyears supervised release. The fine Has Waived but the offender wasordered to pay $250,000 restitution.
geascns. Not applicable.

gase CE3 (2244 ] )

Offense. The offender and four codefendants were involved in ascheme to deposit "disintegrating" checks brushed uith acid in bankaccounts and then attempted to Uithdraw money before the Uorthlesschecks could be processed. The offenders actually receivedapproximately $8,500 but intended to defraud the banks of nearly$71,000. The offender vas identified as the leader who planned theoffense.

Qgiggljne calgulat'ons. The offender pleaded guilty to bank fraud(28 U.S.C. £

- l3il). The base offense level Has calculated as level
37



. 6. There was a five level increase based upon the intended loss
ofnearly $71,000 (i271.1(b)(1)), a two level increase for more
than minimal planning (i2F1.1(b)(2)), a four level increase for
being the leader of a scheme involving five participants (5381.1),
and a tvovlevel decrease for acceptance ofresponsibility (I381.1)
resulting in a total offense level of 35.

ggntence. The guideline range vas 21-27 months (criminal history
category Il) and the offender Has sentenced to 27 months With three
years supervised release. The offender was also fined $5,000.

Bgasons. Not applicable.

o gase 855 20664

g;;ensg. Over a three - month period, the offender opened a series
of checking accounts in different banks using various names and
then overdreu the accounts. The total loss was approximately
$2 2 , 00 0 .

gg;delipe - calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to bank fraud
(IE t.S.C. 5 1344). The base offense level vas calculated as level
6. There vas a four level increase based upon a loss of
approximately $22.000 (£ZF1.l(b)(1)),a two level increase for a
scheae to defraud more than one victim (£2F1.1(b)(2)), and a two
level decrease for acceptance of responsibility (i3£1.1) resulting
in a total offense level of 10.

gentence. Theguideline range vas 24-30 months (criminal history
category VI) and the offender was sentenced to 30 months with three
years supervised release. The fine was uaived, but the offender
was ordered to pay $20,000 restitution.

Bgescns. Not applicable.

g5.5~ER- tHO, PART G - OFFENSES- ~WOLVING BUST! ON,'
£yPLQlTATlQB OF HJNORS, LED OBSCLN1IX

£3C243. Transporting. Begeiying, or 1raffic£igg in Hateriallpvolving the Sexual gxploitatjon of a inor

0 gase LES (21905}

Offense. The offender traded pornographic video tapes shoving
minors through the mail.

Qgideline caJcu atigpg. The offender pleaded guilty tc
transporting and receiving sexually explicit material involving
minors through the mail (lB U.S.C. 5 2252). The base offense level
was calculated as level 1). There was a two level decreasefor
acceptance of responsibility (£3Il.l) resulting in total offense
level of 11.
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I . gentengg. The guideline range was 10-16 months (criminal history
category II) and the offender Has sentenced' to 12 months Vith twoyears supervised release. The fine vas vaived.
Bgasggs. Not applicable.

Q ease !B6J33664
Qfjggse. ,The offender purchased pornographic video tapes shoving
a minor under the age of 12 from an undercover operation conducted
by the U.S. Customs Service.

ggiqeljne calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to receipt ofchild pornography (18 U.S.C. K 2252(a)(2)). The base offense levelvas calculated as level 13. There was a too level increase becausethe material involved a minor under the age of 12 (52G2.2(b)(l))
anda two level decrease for acceptance of.responsibility (£3£l.1)
resulting in a total offense level of 13.

£e;;gnce. The guideline range was 12-18 months (criminal history
category l) and the offender Has sentenced to 4 years probation.
The offender was also fined $4,397 uhich includes the cost ofsupervision.

Egascng . The court departed below the guide1 Snes because of
"SEI = l3 . " Section 5)(2. 13 relates to diminished capacity but no. a d d : t i onal expl anal i on Was provided and there was no infox -mati onin the file that indicated diminished capacity.

£;g3.l. Importing, gailing, or Iransportigg Obscene latter
Case €€7 2191E

pf ense. The offender sold pornographic video tapes showing adults
through the mail. The amount of the pecuniary gain vas not
clarified. The offender also failed to appear for trial end Has
rearrested.in another part of the country.

guideline - galculationg. The offender pleaded guilty to unlavfu1
use of the U.S. mail for distribution of pornography (18 U.S.C. £1461).' The base offense level Has calculated as level 6. Therevas a five level increase for distribution involving pecuniary gain
(£ZG3.l(b)(1)) and a too level increase for obstruction of justice
(3C1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 13. Acceptance of

.responsibility vas denied because of the obstruction of justice.
The basis for the obstruction of justice vas not clear in the
record it appears that it relates to the failure to appear Bttrial.

0
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ggntence. The guideline range was 12-18 months (criminal history
category I) and the offender Has sentenced to 12 months vith twoyears supervised release. The fine was waived.

Bgaggns. Not applicable.

£1IAEZELJ'!O, - I;AJ1I'.B~ (lFL!;NSB5.1E1O.L!1AII.P.~3lEJ CJAZUI
£2;;,5. PossessingDaegerous Weapons- gr Hatgrials - Hhilg Boarding
2=.Abea;d.aD - Ai££LafL
Case EE - 123236

Qjfense. The offender attempted to board an aircraft while in
pcssession.of a firearm. No presentence report vas prepared and
no further description of the offense is available in the file.
guideljnecalqglations. The offender pleaded guilty to attempting
toboard an

-
aircraft vhile in possession of a firearm (49 U.S.C.

£ 1472(L)(1)(A). The base offense level Was calculated as level
9. There was a three level decrease because the act vould
cthervise have been lawful and the offender acted from negligence
(&ZKl.5(b)(3)) and a two level reduction for acceptance of
responsibility (£3£1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 4.
g€;te= = e. The guideline range vas 0- 4 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender Has sentenced to 18 months probation.
The fine was vaived.

Eeescns. Not applicable.

£352.1. ggceipt, PossessionL- or Iransportation 9; [ irearms and
Other Weapons by Bgohibited Zersons

ggse ££9 (21759)

Offense. The offender forced another individual to purchase a
firearr for the offender by threatening to inform a velfare agency
about the individual's unreported income. The threatened
individual informed police and the offender was arrested vith tvc
jhandgunsand an unregistered machine gun. The offender also told
an undercover agent prior to arrest and before he knew he was
talking to a police officer that he Uould render the informant
"inoperative" if he caused trouble. There is no information,
however, that the threat was ever made known to the informant.
Quideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to one countof felon in possession of firearm ca handgun) (11 U.S.t. I 922(g)
nd 92&(a)(1)). Based on the possession of single hand gun, the
base offense level was calculated as level 9. There vas a twolevel increase for obstruction of justice based on the threat to
the informant (I3Cl.1) and two level ,decrease based upon
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acceptance of responsibility (i3E1.1) resulting in a total offenselevel of 9. Under guidelines now in effect, a conviction under 18U.S.C. 5 922(g) has a base offense level of 12.

$entencg. The guideline range vas 6-12 months (criminal history
category II) and the offender was sentenced to 3.months With threeyears supervised release. The offender was also fined $1.000.
geasons. The court departed below the guidelines because ofsubstantial assistance to the government in an unrelated case. Noinformation was provided in the file concerning this case.

;.~e..LS3 9 224 Il.)

Offense. Police searched a residence suspected of being adistribution point for illegal drugs. When police identifiedthensezves, the offender fled the residence on foot and vas stoppedafter a short distance. When stopped, a handgun vas found in theoffender's pocket. There is no information in thefile that anyillegal drugs were confiscated.
g;;;ezine calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to unlawfula:ts: firearms (18 U.S.C. £ 922(g)(1)) and was found to be anarned career criminal (18 U.S.C. 5 924(e)(1)). Based on thepossession of a firearm, the base offense level was calculated aslevel There was a two - level reductionfor acceptance ofresponsibility (£3E1.1)resulting in a total offense level of 7.Under guidelines now in effect, this offense has a base offenselevel cf - 12 and recent changes submitted to Congress increases thebase offense level to 33.

gentenre. The guideline range was 12- 18 months (criminal history
categ:ry V) and the offender Has sentenced to a 15 year mandatorynininr - term with three years supervised release. The fine waswaived.

/Eeascns. Net applicable.

gage tgl [ 225EC)

Qffenge. During a routine record check, it vas discovered that theoffender had purchased a shotgun. A search of his residenceuncovered the shotgun and a handgun.

guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to falsestatement in acquisition of a firearm (la U.S.C. [ 922()(6)) andfetch in possession of firearm (la U.S.C. 922(g)(l)). Basedon the possession of a shotgun, the base offense level wascalculated as level 9. Based on the possession of handgun. the
base offense level vs caJculateds level 9. The combined offense
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level for twocounts of possession of a firearm was level 11(£3D1.4). There was a two level decrease for acceptance o£responsibility (£351.1) resulting in a total offense level of 9.Under guidelines non in effect, this offense has base offenselevel of 12.

gentence. The guideline range vas 12-18 months (criminal historycategory IV) and the offender Has sentenced to 14 months with threeyears supervised release. The fine was uaived.
Reasons. Not applicable.

£3xg;;, Receipt. Possession, or irapsportatign of £irearm andOther weapons in Violation of National Firearms Lg;

Case 392 (26434)

Offense. Based on information from an informant, police searchedthe offender's residence and uncovered four weapons that had been'nodified to fire automatically. While on bond, the offenderattenpted to board a commercial airline flight and an unspecifiednunber cf handguns were found in the offender's luggage. Chargesresulting from the attempt to transport firearms on an airline veredisrissed and there were no bond violation proceedings against thedefendant.. guideline ga l-culat gng . The offender pi ea ded guilty to four countsof possession of a machine gun (lB U.S.C. 5 922 (o)). The countsHere grouped (£3131 .2) and the base offense level Has calculated aslevel 12 . There Has a two level decrease for acceptance ofresponsibility (£3£1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 10.Under proposed guidelines recently submitted to Congress, thisoffense has a base offense level of 18.
gentenge. The guideline range was 6-12 months (criminal historycategory 1) and the offender Has sentenced to 6 months with threeyears supervised release. The offender was also fined $2 =000.
Eees:ns. Not applicable.

1332.3., grohibited Iransactions n or shipment f earns ndether Weapons

. ,Case £92 [ 2457 ] )

Qffggsg. The offender and codefendant illegally distributedeight firearms to underage individuals through a pawn shop.
~ d-gljge "calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to unlawfulsale of firearms (18 U.S.C. 9220= )) and false entry in firearracquisition and disposition record book (18 U. S. C. l 922 can) ) . The

.base
offense level was calculated as level 6. There vas a one
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level increase because the offense involved eight firearms
(£ZX2.3(b)(l)), a two level increase because the purchaser vas
prohibited from owning the firearm (£2K2.3(b)(2)), and a two level
decrease for acceptance of responsibility (63E1.1) resulting in a
total offense level of 7.

ggntence. The guideline range Has 1 -7 months (criminal history
category I) and the offendervas sentenced to too years probation
with 2 months community confinement. The offender Has also fined
$1 , 000 .

Bgas:ns. Net applicable.

Case #9Q- £233523

Offense. The offender and a codefendant "manufactured a variety
of plastic explosive devices" and."sold a couple of hundred of
these devices to the public" without a license. It Has not clear
in the record uno purchased the explosives or vhy.

Guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to possession
of destructive devices (26 U.S.C. £ 5861(d)), illegally
transferring destructive devices (26 U.S.C. 5 5861(e)), and
preparation of destructive devices (26 U.S.C. £ 5861(f)). The base
offense level vas calculated as level 12. There Has a too level
decrease for acceptance of responsibility (£3£1.1) resulting in a
total offense level of 10. Under proposed guidelines recently
scbritted to Congress, this offense has a base offense level of 18.

sentence. The guideline range was 10-16 months (criminal history
category Ill) and the offender was sentenced to 5 months in prison
an: 5 months community confinement (10 months total) vith three
years supervised release. The fine vas waived.
- eascns. Not applicable.

Case r95 20E4€

Qgfense. The offender sold a machine gun and a small amount of
metharphetarines to an informant. When arrested, the offender also
gave police a false name and social security number.

Qgigeline - gajqulations. The offender was never charged with the
illegal distribution of methamphetamine. The offender pleaded
guilty to illegal transfer of a machine gun (26 U.S.C. 5 5861(e))
and use of a false social security number (42 U.S.C. 6 OOB(g)(2)).
Based upon the illegal transfer of the machine gun, the base
offense level Has calculated s level 12. There vs a ivo level
increase for obstruction of justice based upon the false social
security numbrr ($3C1.1) resulting in an adjusted offense level of
1t. Based upon the use of a false social security number.
(lZFl.l), the base offense level Has calculated as level 6. There
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was a two level increase for obstruction of justice based upon the
same false social security number (93C1.1) resulting in an adjusted
offense level of B. The combined offense level for both counts Haslevel 15 (£3D1.4). There vas a two level reduction for cceptance
of responsibility (£3£1.1) resulting in a total offense level of13. Under proposed guidelines recently submitted to Congress, thisoffense has a base offense level of 18.

ggpgencg. The guideline range vas 15-21 months'(criminal historycategory Il) and the offender vas sentencedtolB months vith threeyears supervised release. The fine was waived.

Eeasons. Not applicable.

ggAE1;R {HQ,. PAgJ .
- gFF£!;;5 NVOL!;NG MMIGRATION

KAIURALJZATlQE, Asp BASSPORTS

£;Ll. . Smuggling, Transporting, or Barboring n Unlawful,Ali n

Case #96 2522F)

Offense. When Border Patrol agents attempted to stop a suspiciousvehicle driven by the offender, the offender sped off at a highrate of speed. The offender eventually lost control of thevehicle, hit a guard rail, and was arrested. A search of.thevehicle uncovered eight illegal aliens and a stolen handgun vasfound under the driver'sseat. There was some evidence that theoffender (an illegal alien) vas transporting the other aliens inreturn for free passage.

ggjjeiine calculations. Possession of a stolen firearm was nevercharged. The offender pleaded guilty to transportation of illegalaliens (8 U.S.C. ' l324(a)(l)(B)). The base offense level wascalculated as level 9. There was a three level decrease based oninformation that the offense was committed other than for profit(£2L1.1(b)(1)) and a two level decrease for acceptance ofresponsibility (EJEl.1) resulting in a total offense 1eve17of €.
gentence. The guideline range was 0- 4 months (criminal history
categ:ry l) and the offender vas sentenced to 10 months vith threeyears supervised release. VThe fine was waived.

£eas: = s. The court departed above the guidelines because of thehigh speed chase.

Case £97 (251361

Qffgnggr Police stopped vehicle driven by the defendant andthree other passengers in the vehicle Here illegal aliens. There
Has information that the individuals being transported wererelatives of the offender nd the offender Has not being paid tc. transport them.
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5uiieJ.i he Ce J.cu1.aLi~ - The offender pleaded guilty totransporting illegal aliens cB U.S.C. 5 1324(a)(1)(B)). The baseoffense level was calculated as level 9. There Has a three leveldecrease based on information that the offense Was committed otherthan for profit (iZL1.l(b)(1)) and a two level decrease foracceptance of responsibility (£J£1.1) resulting in total offenselevel of 4.

gentepge. The guideline range Has 0- 4 - months (criminal historycategory 1) and the offender "vas sentenced - to three yearsprobation. The offender Has also fined $250.
- easons. Not applicable.

Lsse~ lf 24425

g;fense." A vehicle driven by the offender vas stopped by theBorder Patrol and found to contain seven illegal aliens.
Guideline cajcg1at'ons.i The offender pleaded guilty to,transporting an unlawful alien (8 U.S.C. 5 1324(a)(1)(B)). Thebase offense level Has calculated as level 9. There vas a twolevel decreasefor acceptanceof responsibility (£321.1) resultingin a total offense level of 7.
ge =;ence The guideline range was 1 -7 months (criminalhistorycategory 1) and the offender vas sentencedto 3 months vith twoyears supervised release. The fine vas Uaived.

Eeascns. Not applicable.

Case C92 (27822 ]

ggfense. The offender was arrested in a hotel room With eighteenillegal aliens. The defendant vas transporting these individualsacrossthe country.

Guideline calculations. The offender pleaded quitty totransporting illegal aliens (8 U.S.C. Q 132A(a)(1)(B)). The baseoffense level vas calculated as level 9. Although the offenderpleaded guilty, he denies any guilt in the offense and there Hasno adjustment for acceptance of responsibility (£321.1). The totaloffense level remains 9.

ggntenge. The guideline range was 4 -J0 months (criminal historycategory 1) and the offender:vas sentenced to 4 months vith tw =years supervised release. The offender was also fined $6.960 whichcovers the cost of incarceration nd supervision.

Beasggg. Not appJicable.

Qase £;OQ {23357)
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0 fense. The offender Has arrested smuggling four aliens into the
United States.

guideline - calculations. The offender was convicted of conspiracy
to bring aliens into the United States (18 U.S.C. 6 371). The base
offense level was calculated as level 9. There vas a too level
increase for role in the offense based upon information that the
offender was an "organizer" vhodirected the activities of the
aliens being smuggling ($381.1) and a*two level decrease for
acceptance of responsibility (63£1.1) resulting in a total offense
levelof 9.

gentence. The guideline range vas 4 -10 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender was sentenced to three years
probation. The offender Was also fined $12,000.

Feascns. The court departed below theiguidelines because of
"SK1.l". No further information or explanation was available in
the file.

£ZLL;2. Unlavfully Entering or Remaining in the United States

Case- £lol (252U;*

pffense. The offender vas arrested by local authorities ina drug
raid and found to be an illegal alien. Local drug charges are
pending.

guideline calculations. The defendant pleaded guilty to one count
cf being an alien in the U.S. after deportation (8 U.S.C. £ 1326).
The base offense level vas calculated as level 8. There vas a two
level reduction for acceptance of responsibility.(£3i1.1) resulting
in a total offense level of 6.

Se;;gn = e. The guideline range Has 2- 8 months (criminal ~ istory
category Ill) and the defendant Has sentenced to 6 months.
Supervised release and the fine vere uaived, apparently because cf
an expectation that the defendant would be deported.

Eeescns. NOt applicable.

gase !l02 2495;)

Qffggse. When Border Patrol agents attempted to stop a stolen
vehicle being driven by the offender, the offender sped off and
started a high speed chase. The offender ran several stop lights
nd stop signs, "blasted through" a guard's entrance to military
base and stopped at a dead - end parking lot. The offender then
turned around and then "ran head - on into a marked Border Patrol va =
thathad stopped on the street." Both the offender nd the agent
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sustained injuries. The agent received number bruises, ebrasions,and a laceration requiring four stitches.
guideline calculations. The offender was never charged Uithpossession of a stolen vehicle. The offender pleaded guilty toillegal entry (8 U.S.C. 6 1325). The base offense level'wascalculated as level 8. There Has a too level reduction foracceptance of responsibility (3£l.1) resulting in a total offenselevelof 6.

gengence. The guideline range vas 2 - 8 months (criminal historycategory III) and the offender Has sentenced to lB months With anyyear supervised release. The fine vas uaived.
seasons. The court departed above the guidelines because of thehigh speed chase.

gcse #;03 (ZlSE?)

Offense. The offender was arrested for driving while intoxicatedand found to be an illegal alien.
Guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty tobeing adeported alien in the United States (8 U.S.C. £ 1326). The baseoffense level was calculated as level 8. There was a two levelreduction for acceptance of responsibility (£321.1) resulting ina total offense level of 6.
gentence. The guideline range was 12-15 months (criminal historycategeryivi) and the offender was sentenced to 16 months uith oneyear,supervised release. The fine vas waived.
Eeasons; Not applicable.

! TL2.;l;. -~ -'LU;
Apthori in - nt

kin n Evidence of Citizenshj 7 cument

Case 104 (231E4).

Offense. .The offender provided false letters of employment tcallow a codefendant to obtain uork permits from INS vhich Here thensold to aliens for $500 each. There is no information in the fileon the number of documents sold. At least four sales veredocumented but itappears that there Here more.
guideline calculations; The offender pleaded guilty to specialagriculture uorkers fraud (8 0.6.C. ! 1160). The base offenselevel Has calculated as level 6. There Has a three level increasebecause the offense was committed for profit (ZL2.l(b) jill and atwo level reduction for acceptance of responsibility ({3131 .1)resulting in a total offense level of 7. As part of the plea

.agreement, the government recogniaed that the offender had a
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"limited" role and could be characterized as a minor participant.
The presentence report, hovever, noted that the offender wasequally culpable compared to his codefendant and the fraudulentdocuments prepared by the offender vere "an essential part of theapplication packet."

gentence. The guideline range Has 1 -7 months (criminal historycategory 1) and the offender vas sentenced to three years
probation. The fine vas waived.
3gasons. The court departed below the guidelines because of theoffender's limited role. Essentially, it appears that the court'departed as the result of a plea agreement.

Case tJC; - 13292F)

gffense. The offender prepared thirteen sets of false documentsfer subrission to IKS for work permits. The offender was recruitedby a codefendant identified as more culpable.

Guideline- calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to conspiracytc make falsestatements to INS (18 U.S.C. 6 371). The baseoffense level vas calculated as level 6. There vas a three level;n:rease because the offense was committed for profit(gZL2.l(b)(1)) and a two level decrease of or acceptance ofresponsibility (£3I1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 7.
gg =ten = e. Theguideline range vas 1 - 7 months (criminal history
categ:ry l) and the offender vas sentenced to three yearsprobation. The offender Has also fined $3,000.

Eeescas. The court departed below the guidelines because ofsubstantial assistance to the government.

Case 106 123705)

Offense. The offender sold a set of fraudulent vork permits to aninformant.

guideline calculat'ons. The offender Has convicted by trial ofsupplying false documents (8 U.S.C. £ 1160(b)). The base offenselevel Has calculated as level 6. There Has a three level increasebecause the offense was committed for profit (€2L2.1(b)(1))
resulting in a total offense level of 9.

gentgnce. The guideline range Has 4 -J0 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender vs sentenced to 9 months with tv:years supervised release. The fine Has vaived but the offender wasordered to pay $400 restitution to the government.
- easons. Not applicable.
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£2 £2,.-4,., FraudugnLly.A£ =.quiLin.9 -Qr.1; >.px,QpEr.1,Y.~j.ns - GJZnB£€!.Eta~;£as;port

£Ese LOT 21522)

Offense. The offender vas in the U.S; illegally and made a falseapplication for a passport.

Qpideline - ;gjcu1ations. The offender pleaded guilty to falserepresentation as a U.S. citizen.(lB U.S.C. 6 911). The baseoffense level Has calculated as level 6. There Was a two levelreduction for acceptance of responsibility (£3SJ.l) resulting in
a total offense level of 4.

Sentence. The guideline range was 0- A months (criminal history
category I) and the offender Has sentenced to two years probation.
Thefine was vaived but the offender Has ordered to perform 200hcurs of community service.

Reasons. Not applicable.

gg5PT£R - JED, PART P - 0 FENSES ;NVOLVlNQ RISONS D ORRECIJONA
£AClLlTlES

£;Pl.l. Escape, Instjgating or Assisting gscage

Case 0108 [ 22740

gffense. While leaving court after beingconvicted of distributing
cocaine, the offender broke auay from U.S. Marshals after picking
open the lock on his leg irons. The offender was apprehended
u:thcut incident a short time later.

G;ide;ine calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to escape (IS
t.S.C. £ 751(9)). The base offense level Has calculated as level
1 3 . There was a two level reduction for ,acceptance ofresponsibility (5321.1) resulting in a total offense level - of 11.

sentence. The guideline range was 12-18 months (criminal history
category Ill) and the offender vas sentenced to 18 months(consecutive) With three years supervised release. The fine vasuaived.

Reasons. Notapplicable.

gag; n09 [ 32877)

Q1£gg£g. The offender walked suny from a halfvay house nd Hasarrested the same day in a stolen vehicle driven by anotherindividual.
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£ 2Sl € 3, Fa il ore to - Bgpqrit - Lc~ tarjy - T~ -nsactions ; Structuri ng
Iransa ct i dns to Dade gegort ing liegu i rements

Case allt {22444)

Guideline- calculations. The offender Has never charged vith the
stolen vehicle. The offender pleaded guilty to escape (18 U.S.C.
£ 751(a)). The base offense level Has calculated s level 13.
There vas a two level reduction for acceptance of responsibility
(£3£).1) resulting in a total offense level of 11.

ggntence. The guideline range vas 18 -2A months (criminal history
category IV) and the offender was sentenced to 18 months
(consecutive) with two years supervised release. The fine Hasvaived.
- easohs. Not applicable.

g -LAP'TER - Tl£O, - LA~]' S - l ONE! UNDERING - D Pm~li~liE 1~ AN SA ONS

Offense - The offender and two others attempted to leave the
country on a commercial airline flight. The three vere found tobe"in possession of over $360,000 which they failed to declare.
There was no information in the file to indicate that the funds
were criminally derived or intended for some other criminal. purpose.

Guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to conspiracy
to ccnrit an offense: failure to report a monetary transaction (18
t.S.C. € 371). The base offense level was calculated as level 13.
There Bas a three level increase based on the amount of moneyinvolved (£251.3(b)(2)) and a ivo level reduction for acceptance
cf responsibility (£321.1) resulting in a total offense level of
1 4 .

$e = tence. The guideline range was 15421 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender Has sentenced to 18 months vith threeyears supervised release. The fine was waived.
Bgasozs. Not applicable.

gage- eel) {215;2)

Qffgnse. The offender and two codefendants laundered $6D,000 inMexico to facilitate an attempt'to purchase approximately 6CPpounds of marijuana. A search of the offender'; residenceuncovered 7 ounces of cocaine, 9 ounces of hashih, 671 codeinetables, 1J grams of marijuana, 555,000, nd three hand guns. Theoffender vas identified as the leader relative to the other tv:codefendants.
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ggiggJine calgulations. The offender pleaded guilty to moneylaundering (ai U.s.c; 5 s = J6(a) nd sB22(b)). The base orrenee
level was calculated as level 13. There was a five level increase
because the funds Here known to be criminally derived
(lZS1.3(b)(l)), and a two level increase for role in the offense
because the offender was a leader (£381.1) resulting in a total
offense level of 20. Although the offender pleaded guilty and
admitted involvement in the offense, the offender Was denied
acceptance of responsibility (i3E1.1) because he "sought tominimize his role."

Sentence. The guideline range was 37-46 months (criminal history
category II) and the offender vas sentenced to 120 months with
three years supervised release. The offender vas also fined
$50,000.

Beasons. The court departed above the guidelines to reflect the
seriousness of the offense, to promote respect for the law, to
provide just punishment, to afford adequate deterrence, and to
protect the public.

CHAPTER- JED, PART X - OTHER OFFENSES

- 2X1;;. Accessory After the Fact

Case 8222 24709

Offense. The offender's son was wanted for distributing cocaine.
The offender helped his son escape to Canada Uhere the son vas
eventually arrested and returned to the United States.

ggideline ca;gulat'ons. The offender pleaded guilty to harboring
and concealing a person from arrest.(lb U.$.C. 6 1071). Forreasons that Were not explained in the record, the offense level
fer the underlying offense (distribution of cocaine)vas calculated
as level Jo. The base offense level for accessory after the fact
was calculated as level 24 (6 levels lover thanthe underlying
offense). There was a two level reduction for acceptance ofresponsibility (£3E1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 22.
ggptenge. The guideline rangevas 46 - 57 months (criminal history
category ll) and the offender Has sentenced to 51 months with threeyears supervised release.

Bgagggg. Not applicable.

l2xas1s.- Ejspri = ieB.e1.isl2D!
£gge lll3 [ 22288)

Qffehse. As part of n investigation of a large scale conspiracy
to distribute cocaine, the offender was intercepted "several times"
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culpable codefendant. The conversations discussed the sale of "one
negotiating over the telephone the sale of cocaine vith a more
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to two kilograms" of cocaine at a time.

guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to misprision
of a felony (lB U.S.C. 6 4). The underlying offense was determined
to be the use of a communications facility in committing a drug
offense ({ZDl.6) which had a base offense level of 12. The base
offense level for misprision of a felony wascalculated s level
4 (9 levels less > than the underlying offense but not less than
level 6). There was a ivo level reduction for acceptance of
responsibility (£3£1.1) resulting in a total offense level of 2.

ggntence. The guideline range vas 0- 2 months (criminal history
category 1) and the offender was sentenced to 3 years probation
with 6 months in a"house arrest program." The offender vas also
fined $1 . ODO.

Bggscns. Home detention Has not yet authorized under the
guidelines at the time of sentencing and 6 months of "house arrest",
was not considered by the court to be a departure.

Case *1;4 22795

ggfense., The offender and two others were involved in a scheme to
rent 20 automobiles vhich were sold after reporting them to the
rental companies as stolen- The total loss to the victims was
slightly over $100,000. The defendant was under the directionof
her brother and personally rented three cars and'reported the=
stolen. lt Has unclear in the record to what extent the offender
was involved with or profited from the other vehicles.

Guideline calculations. The offender pleaded guilty to misprision
of a felony (18 U.$.C. 6 4). Based upon the theft, the base
offense level Has calculated as level 4. There vas an eight level
increase based upon the loss (EZB1.1(b)(l)) and a ivo level
increase for more than minimal planning (1281.1(6)(4)(8)).' There
was a nine level reduction because the offense of conviction
involved misprision of a felony (£ZX4.l) and a two level reduction
fer acceptance of responsibility (£3£l.1) resulting in a total
offense level of 3.

gentence. The guideline range vas 0- 3 months (criminal history
category 1) and the defendant was sentenced to three years
probation. The fine Has vaived but the offender Has required tc
complete 300 hours of community service.

Bggggpg; Not applicable.
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